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ABSTRACT 

 

 This doctoral dissertation describes intonation patterns in Spoken Oirat (SO) and 

proposes a model of the intonational structure of Oirat. The proposed prosodic model is 

represented in the framework of Oirat Tones and Break Indices (O-ToBI), which is based on the 

design principles of the original English ToBI (Beckman & Ayers 1994; Beckman & Hirschberg 

1994) and Korean ToBI (K-ToBI, Jun 1993, 1996a, 1996b, 2005). 

O-ToBI adopts the concepts and principles of Autosegmental Metrical (AM) theory (e.g., 

Gussenhoven 2004, Hayes 1995, Ladd 1996, Pierrehumbert 1980). The proposed intonational 

structure of the Oirat language is based on analysis of audio recordings of utterances produced by 

speakers of two varieties of Oirat (Houg Sar and Bain Hol) spoken in the Xinjiang region of 

China. Based on my analysis, I propose a model for Oirat intonational structure. The key points 

of the proposed intonational structure are the following: Oirat has at least two post-lexical 

prosodic units (domains): Accentual Phrase (AP), and Intonational Phrase (IP). O-ToBI suggests 

that LH contour marks the left edge of a prosodic domain, and that AP has an underlying pitch 

contour, LH. Based on the proposed LH hypothesis, I suggest a two-level approach to Oirat stress. 

The discussion of Oirat intonation also includes the analysis of five major types of utterances: (1) 

declaratives (or statements), (2) statements with focus (focus for intensification and contrastive 

focus), (3) yes-no questions, (4) alternative questions, and (5) wh-questions. 
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CHAPTER I. I�TRODUCTIO� 

I.1 MAI� POI�TS OF THE RESEARCH 

I.1.1 O-ToBI as a primary goal 

 This doctoral dissertation describes intonation patterns in Spoken Oirat1 (SO) and 

proposes a model of the intonational structure of Oirat. The proposed prosodic model is 

represented in the framework of Oirat Tones and Break Indices (O-ToBI), which is based 

on the design principles of the original English ToBI (Beckman & Ayers 1994; Beckman 

& Hirschberg 1994) and Korean ToBI (K-ToBI), devised by Sun-Ah Jun (1993, 1996a, 

1996b, 2005). In accordance with one of the main defining characteristics of ToBI 

systems, O-ToBI adopts the concepts and principles of Autosegmental Metrical (AM) 

theory (see, e.g., Gussenhoven 2004, Hayes 1995, Ladd 1996, Pierrehumbert 1980). It is 

important to point out that like other prosodic descriptions of languages within the ToBI 

family of transcription systems, O-ToBI is unique in that it is purposefully designed for 

the description of the prosodic events in this particular language, Spoken Oirat. The set of 

prosodic elements and domains offered in the inventory of the proposed O-ToBI system 

are designed to accommodate and reflect the specific characteristics of the prosodic 

structure of Spoken Oirat. Praat2 (version 5.0.45) is used as the primary representational 

tool for O-ToBI, as well as for acoustic analysis and transcription.  

 The proposed intonational structure of the Oirat language is based on analysis of 

audio recordings of utterances produced by speakers of two varieties of Oirat (Houg Sar 

and Bain Hol)3 spoken in the Xinjiang region of China. The intonational structure of 

                                                 
1 Oirat (also known as Kalmuck, Calmouk, Oirad, Qalmaq, Kalmytskii Jazyk, Khal:mag, Volga Oirat, 

Weilate, Xinjiang Mongolian, Western Mongol) is a Western Mongolic language.  
2 Praat is computer software designed for speech analysis by Paul Boersma and David Weenink of the 

University of Amsterdam. A free download of this program is available at www.praat.org. 
3 These two language varieties are spoken in two different areas of the Xinjiang region, the description 

of which is provided later in this paper. 
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Oirat is discussed in five major chapters that are based on five types of utterances: (1) 

declaratives (or statements), (2) statements with focus (focus for intensification and 

contrastive focus), (3) yes-no questions, (4) alternative questions, and (5) wh-questions. 

The list of language consultants and speakers and the list of utterances are provided in 

Appendix I. In addition, the list of the corresponding subset of data is provided at the 

beginning of each chapter that involves recorded audio data.  

 

I.1.2 Fieldwork  

 A major part of this research is based on the linguistic fieldwork that was 

conducted in the Xinjiang region of China.  The main goal of the fieldwork, which was to 

make audio and video recordings of the spoken varieties of Xinjiang Oirat, was 

successfully accomplished. The other important aspect of the fieldwork is that it allowed 

me, as the researcher, to have extensive consultations with a great number4 of fluent 

native speakers of the Oirat language. Such interactive consultations and the vast 

exposure to the wide range of speech varieties led to some crucial findings and made an 

invaluable contribution to the present research. This fieldwork was only possible with 

financial support from the Hans Rausing Foundation (Field Trip Grant 0020) and the 

National Science Foundation (Dissertation Improvement Grant, solicitation 05-574 BCS, 

proposal # 0617695). The Hans Rausing Foundation is an organization that promotes the 

preservation of endangered languages. As such, it supported this research because of the 

fact that some varieties of the Oirat language are classified as severely endangered. One 

endangered variety is the Kalmyk dialect, in which the proportion of fluent speakers does 

                                                 
4 Although there were only four main consultants that were involved in this project throughout the 

whole period of the fieldwork, many other native speakers of Oirat also shared their knowledge of the 
language, making an invaluable contribution to the present research. 
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not exceed 6% among the young; about 98% of Kalmyk pupils entering school at the age 

of seven do not speak their mother tongue (Kornoussova, 1999). In this connection, part 

of this dissertation is also dedicated to the issue of the endangerment of Oirat. A more 

detailed account of the fieldwork is provided later in this paper. 

I.1.2.1 Researcher as a native speaker 

 

 Although I consider myself a native speaker of Kalmyk, which is one of the 

dialects of Oirat spoken in Russia, I am not a fluent speaker of Oirat. However, my level 

of proficiency in my native language significantly improved after my visits to Xinjiang, 

where I had an opportunity to communicate with representatives of the Oirat community, 

who kindly re-introduced me to my native language and culture. 

 

I.1.3 On the value of the present research  

 In light of renewed interest in intonational universals, it is particularly important 

to examine the intonational systems of typologically diverse languages. Oirat is an 

agglutinative synharmonic5 language, which, as a type, is poorly studied in terms of 

intonational properties. Despite the fact that many agglutinative languages have striking 

similarities in terms of their prosodic properties, no common system has been devised 

specifically for the description of the prosody of this type of language. Although the 

proposed O-ToBI is not designed to remedy such a gap or to serve as a common system 

for all agglutinative synharmonic languages (if such a system is possible at all), it 

contributes to the study of the intonational structure of this type of language. Some 

studies of synharmonic languages suggest that vowel harmony greatly influences the 

                                                 
5 A synharmonic language is a language that has vowel harmony. There is front/back (palatal) vowel 

harmony in all the Mongolian languages. Palatal harmony implies that a word contains only back or front 
vowels.  
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prosodic structure of a language (Yesenova (2004:3). However, the mechanisms of 

realization of vowel harmony and its influence on the prosody of language remain utterly 

unstudied. This dissertation does not directly investigate vowel harmony and its influence 

on prosody. However, since Oirat is a synharmonic language, the data that has been 

transcribed for this research is applicable for such studies. According to Yesenova 

(2004), one of the striking similarities that agglutinative synharmonic languages seem to 

share is that “they tend to sound monotonous.” In my understanding, in Yesenova’s work, 

“monotony” means a relatively small range of pitch excursion within an utterance. Why 

this is so, what causes it, and whether all or only specific components of the intonational 

system cause monotony are all questions yet to be answered. As I will discuss later in this 

paper, some of the aspects of so-called monotony seemed to be evident in my data. 

However, the study of monotony and its causes were not part of the agenda of the present 

research. 

 In addition to the primary goal of this dissertation, which is to propose a model of 

the intonational structure of Oirat and devise an annotation system for such a model, a 

secondary goal is to provide a substantial amount of transcribed and analyzed data that 

can be used as a basis for further studies of intonational systems of agglutinative 

synharmonic languages in particular, and intonation of languages in general.   
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CHAPTER II. OIRAT LA�GUAGE 

II.1 O� THE CLASSIFICATIO� OF OIRAT A�D MO�GOLIC LA�GUAGES I� GE�ERAL 

 Oirat is generally classified as a Western Mongolian language. However, this 

classification was not always uniformly accepted. As pointed out by Binnick (1987:178) 

there has been no general agreement on the number of languages in the Mongolian 

family, nor on their mutual affiliations. Rybatzki (2003b:364) suggests that this is 

because the parallel presence of any given feature in two or more languages can be due to 

any of three different factors: (a) genetic, (b) areal, and (c) typological. According to 

Rybatzki (2003b), in the case of the Mongolic language family, the task of establishing 

taxonomy is complicated by the following specific factors: 

 (a) There has been constant and intensive influence from non-Mongolic languages  

          (Tungusic, Chinese, Tibetan, Turkic, and Iranian). 

 (b) Proto-Mongolic is marked by a relatively short history  

       (chronological shallowness). 

 (c) The extant Middle Mongol corpus is not very informative for dialectological  

       purposes.   

 More detailed discussion of the classification of Mongolic languages in relation to 

Oirat is provided in Appendix II. In this dissertation I adopt Binnick’s (1987) and 

Nugteren’s (1997) classification of Mongolic languages, which regards Kalmyk and Oirat 

as one language and places it in the Western branch of the tree.   

 

II.2 WHO SPEAKS OIRAT A�D WHERE IT IS SPOKE� 

 Based on geography, the Oirat ethnic group can be divided into three main 

subgroups that mainly reside in three countries: Russia (Kalmyk population 174,000; 

1993 UBS), China (Xinjiang region; Oirat population 149,857, 2000 census), and 

Mongolia. In addition, a certain number of ethnic Oirats also reside in Kyrgyzstan. Oirats 
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that reside in Russia mostly live in the Kalmyk Republic and refer to themselves as 

Kalmyks. Oirats in China mostly reside in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. 

They refer to themselves as Xinjiang Oirats or just Oirats. A group of Oirats in Mongolia 

also refer to themselves as Oirats although, based on some sources (e.g., personal 

communication with Xinjiang Oirats who visited Mongolia), at present they hardly speak 

Oirat. In summary, representatives of the Oirat ethnic group are usually known under two 

names: Kalmyks in Russia and Oirats in China and Mongolia.  

 

II.3 VARIETIES OF OIRAT 

II.3.1 Oirat vs. Kalmyk 

 There is a disagreement among mongolists regarding the status of Kalmyk within 

the Oirat language family: some believe that Kalmyk is a separate language while others 

consider Kalmyk to be one of the Oirat dialects. I take the latter view. As pointed out by 

Bläsing, the main argument for recognizing Kalmyk as a separate language is its special 

history in the context of Russia (2003:230). The strong Russian impact is evident in the 

presence of a large number of Russian loanwords, which mainly reflect the socio-

economic and government administrative structure of the Soviet era and technological 

innovations. Other than that the Kalmyk lexicon is by and large the same as that of Oirat. 

In all other respects, such as phonology, morphology, and syntax, Kalmyk shares a 

considerable set of common features with Xinjiang Oirat that strongly indicates the close 

affinity between the two dialects. In addition, based on my personal experience, Kalmyk 

and Xinjiang Oirat are mutually intelligible to a great extent.  

 

II.3.1.1 A brief sketch of Oirat-Kalmyk history 

 The following brief introduction to the history of the Oirat people is based, for the 

most part, on the introductory section of Ágnes Birtalan’s work on the Oirat language 
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(see Birtalan 2003). According to Birtalan (2003:210), the ethnonym Oirat (pronounced 

as [ɵrd] in Oirat) is used to cover several groups of Western Mongols, who originally 

belonged to the tribal confederation of the Hoi-yin Irgen ‘Forest People’. Until the 13th 

century, they lived south and southwest of Lake Baikal. After Genghis Khan’s eldest son 

Jochi attacked the Forest People (1206–7), they moved to the steppes of the Altai region 

and adopted a fully nomadic way of life. Two hundred years later in the 15th century 

their descendants emerged as a growing political power known as the Oirat 

Confederation. Over a period of forty years (1416–55) the Oirats expanded their territory 

from Altai to Ili (a region in present day China, at the border between China and 

Khazaxstan) where they established the so-called Jungharia. The Oirats reached the 

height of their power at the end of the 17th and the first half of the 18th centuries (1670–

1745). However, in the middle of the 18th century, like all Eastern and Southern 

Mongols, the Oirats were subjugated by the Manchu. As a consequence of their complex 

political history, the present day Oirats are dispersed over various regions, including not 

only Jungharia (Xinjiang province) but also Manchuria, Western Mongolia, Qinghai 

province (China), and Russia (Birtalan 2003:210). The present day Oirats are comprised 

of four main tribes: Torgud (Torguud), Hoshuut (Khoshut), Derbet (Dɵrbet), and Oel’d 

(Ѳɵl’d). 

 Kalmyks (pronounced as [xal’ mɨg] in Kalmyk) are descendants of the Oirat tribes 

(mostly Torgud and Derbet) that, due to internal political pressure, in 1616 were forced to 

emigrate from their original homeland (Jungharia). They migrated westwards and settled 

along the Lower Volga and the Caspian Sea, submitting to Russian suzerainty. However, 

about a hundred and fifty years later, their relations with the Russians worsened; 

consequently, in 1771, part of the Kalmyk population returned to Jungharia, where they 

rejoined the rest of the Oirats. As a linguistic community, Kalmyks who did not return to 

Jungharia in 1771 have been isolated from the rest of the Oirats (and other Mongolian 
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tribes) for almost four hundred years (1616–2005). These major events are summarized 

in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. MAJOR EVENTS IN OIRAT HISTORY 
 

Period of time Event 

Before the 13th century Oirats lived south of Lake Baikal. 

1207 Oirats moved to the steppes of Altai region and adopted a fully 
nomadic way of life. 

1416 Oirats expanded their territory from Altai to Ili and established 
the so-called Jungharia. 

1616 
Some Oirats migrated and settled along the Lower Volga and 
the Caspian Sea. Note that representatives of all Oirat tribes, 
except for Oel’ds, took part in this migration). 

1750s Oirats were subjugated by the Manchu. 
 

1771 
Part of the Kalmyk population returned to Jungharia, where 
they re-joined the rest of the Oirats. 
 

 

II.3.2 Kalmyk varieties 

 Kalmyks further divide themselves into three main ethnic subgroups: Torgud (or 

Torguud), Derbet (or Doervyd), and Buzaav6 ( Kalmyks who had been baptized). Each of 

these ethnic subgroups speaks its own variety that is marked by specific features on all 

linguistic levels, including intonation. The most distinct variety seems to be Buzaav, due 

to its extensive contact with a certain variety of Russian (military Southern Russian, 

Kuban’, etc.). The differences between Torgud and Derbet varieties are quite noticeable 

as well, and they are well depicted in numerous works of Kalmyk linguists (e.g., 

                                                 
6 Buzaav (lit. ‘those who took the guns’: bu-av ‘gun-take’) are said to have formed as an ethnic 

subgroup when at some point in history, a group of Kalmyks decided to join the Russian cavalry and accept 
orthodox Christianity. They are considered to be the most “russified” of all Kalmyks, and are often taunted 
as “betrayers.” However, the relations among Kalmyk ethnic sub-groups seem to remain calm and stable. 
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Kichikov 1963). Despite the differences, varieties of Kalmyk have much in common and 

are mutually intelligible. 

 

II.3.3 Xinjiang Oirat varieties   

 Xinjiang Oirats divide themselves into four subgroups: Torgud (or Torguud), 

Hoshuut, Oeld, and Derbet, among which the Torgud subgroup, in terms of number of 

speakers, is the largest, while Derbets are the least numerous. According to general belief 

among Xinjiang Oirats themselves, Torguds and Hoshuuts are closely related, and some 

even do not consider Torguds and Hoshuuts as separate ethnic subgroups. Torguds and 

Hoshuuts, in general, reside in the same areas and, based on my preliminary observations, 

there seems to be no linguistic ground for a distinction. I assume that the distinction 

between Torguds and Hoshuuts is based solely on socio-historical considerations. Unlike 

in the Kalmyk Republic, where some language varieties are mainly based on the ethnic 

sub-grouping, the varieties of Oirat spoken in Xinjiang are mostly regional. In other 

words, there are more differences between the varieties spoken in different areas than 

between varieties based on the ethnic sub-grouping. For instance, two of the most distinct 

(from one another) varieties of Xinjiang Oirat are Bain Hol and Houg Sar, both of which 

are the focus of this dissertation. These two most distinct varieties are spoken by the same 

ethnic subgroup, Torguds. I believe that the large difference between these dialects can 

be accounted for by the great geographic distance between the two groups of speakers 

and their isolation from the other Oirat speakers. 

 Oel’d variety seems to be more linguistically distant from the rest of the Oirat 

varieties, most probably due to its geographic location. Oel’ds mostly reside in the Ili 

Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture, by the border of China and Kazakhstan. The Oel’d 

variety is noticeably different from the other Oirat language varieties in that it seems to 

be heavily influenced by Kazakh. Note that the Oel’d tribe was the only Oirat tribe that 
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did not participate in the massive migration of Oirats to the west (Russia) in 1616. This 

explains why there are no Oel’ds in the Kalmyk Republic (Russia).  

 This dissertation focuses on the Torgud variety, spoken in two different areas of 

the Xinjiang region (Bain Hol and Houg Sar). The distribution of Oirat tribes by regions 

is provided in the table in Appendix III. 

  

II.4 PREVIOUS WORK 

II.4.1 Previous work on the Oirat language in general 

 The most recent works on the Oirat language include two chapters in the 

collective work The Mongolic Languages, edited by Juha Janhunen (see Janhunen 2003). 

One of these chapters provides an overall sketch of the Kalmyk language, written by Uwe 

Bläsing (2003), while the other offers an overall sketch of Xinjiang Oirat, written by 

Ágnes Birtalan (2003). It is important to mention that there is a clear distinction between 

Spoken Oirat and Written Oirat. In this respect, Birtalan (2003:211) points out that the 

Oirat language has been studied in two rather different contexts—the philological context 

of Written Oirat and the linguistic context of the spoken dialects. The work on Written 

Oirat reviewed by J.R. Krueger (1975), states Birtalan (2003:211), has typically focused 

on analyzing the documents extant in the so-called “Clear Script.”7 The most recent work 

on Written Oirat is the research by N.S. Yaxontova (1997) on a Buddhist manuscript. 

Works on the grammar of Written Oirat are less numerous, but a rather detailed analysis 

of 17th century Oirat is provided by Yaxontova (1996). Among the most prominent 

                                                 
7 “Clear Script” (a.k.a. Todo Bich(i)g), was devised by a Buddhist monk, Zaya Pandita (1599–1662) in 

1648. It is based on the so-called “Original Script” (a.k.a. Written Mongolian (Mo.) or Xud(u)m Bich(i)g). 
“Clear Script,” unlike the “Original Script,” reflects the phonemic representation more accurately, and it 
includes new letters and diacritics to express such distinctive features of the Oirat language as vowel 
quality, vowel length, and obstruent strength (Birtalan 2003:212).  
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works on Written Oirat grammar are those by Pentti Aalto (1964) and A.A. Bobrovnikov 

(1849) (Birtalan 2003:211). 

 The foundation for the lexicological studies of spoken Oirat was laid by G.J. 

Ramstedt, whose “Kalmück” dictionary (1935) also contains data from Jungarian 

(Xinjiang) Oirat (Oelyt dialect). More recently, Oirat dictionaries have been published by 

Tsoloo (1998), Luntu (1998), and Choijingjab and Gereltu (1998) (Birtalan 2003:212). 

As for grammatical description of spoken Oirat, several descriptions of individual Oirat 

dialects, notably the monographs by Tsoloo (1965) and Wandui (1965), have been 

published in Mongolia (in Khalkha). According to Birtalan (2003:212), recently the study 

of Oirat dialects and folklore in Mongolia has been conducted within the framework of a 

joint expedition of the Mongolian and Hungarian Academies of Sciences. However, most 

of the materials collected by this expedition still remain unpublished. Svantesson 

(2005:xviii) asserts that the most influential scholar (outside the Mongolic speaking 

countries) has been Poppe, who published extensively in virtually all fields of Mongolic 

studies (e.g., Poppe 1954, 1955, 1965, 1970).   

  

II.4.2 Previous work on the phonetics and phonology of Oirat and other Mongolic 

languages 

 According to Svantesson (2005:xvii), the first scientific study of the phonology of 

a Mongolic language was the description of Halh (Khalkha) by Ramstedt, published in 

1902. Ramstedt analyzed Halh from a historical point of view, comparing it with 

Classical Written Mongolian. Ramstedt’s work was followed by the phonological studies 

of Vladimircov (1929), Poppe (e.g., 1955, 1965, 1970), and others. 

 Svantesson (2005:xvii) further states that although the first instrumental phonetic 

investigation of a Mongolic language was made in 1915 by Jean Poirot, who measured 

Kalmyk segment duration, the results were not published until 1935. More substantial 
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investigations were not made until the 1950s in China and the Soviet Union (Svantesson 

2005:xvii). Unfortunately, the economic situations in Russia and Mongolia have now put 

an end to instrumental phonetic work in these countries; over the past decade China has 

become the most productive country for Mongolian studies (Svantesson 2005:xvii). 

 At present, the most comprehensive description of the phonology and phonetics of 

a Mongolic language is The Phonology of Mongolian, a work offered by Svantesson, 

Tsendina, Karlsson, Franzen, and Vivan (2005). It is the first comprehensive description 

of Standard Mongolian, known as the Halh (Khalkha) dialect, spoken in Ulaanbaatar. 

 

II.4.3 Previous work on intonation of Oirat and other Mongolic languages 

 The research in the field of intonational features of Mongolic languages is rather 

limited. To the extent of my knowledge, so far there are only two works: 

1. A four page working paper, “An introductory study of Mongolian intonation” (2001) 

by Anastasia Karlsson at Lund University, which is based on 22 utterances and presents 

some preliminary results on forming declarative utterances and signaling focus in 

Khalkha. 

2. A more substantial analysis of Mongolian intonation is offered in Intonational 

structure of the Mongolian Languages by Tamara Yesenova (see Yesenova, 2004). 

Yesenova’s study is based on the analysis of utterances produced by speakers of Buryat, 

proper Mongolian (Khalkha), Kalmyk, and Russian. 
 

II.4.3.1 Yesenova’s studies 

 In her work Intonational structure of the Mongolian Languages, Yesenova (2004) 

claims that in agglutinative languages small prosodic units within an utterance are 

relatively independent of each other and shorter than in isolating or analytic languages, 

(e.g., English). My data analysis supports these claims. 
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II.4.3.1.a Cross-linguistic analysis of Phrases in Oirat, English, and German  

 Based on a pilot experiment that I conducted in 2006, compared to English and 

German, both of which are non-agglutinative languages, Oirat post-lexical prosodic 

domains indeed tend to be shorter. The pilot experiment included the following 

calculations: (1) the mean duration (in sec. and number of syllables) of Accentual 

Phrases8 (APs) in Oirat and Intermediate Phrases9 (ips) in English and German, and (2) 

the mean pitch excursion within a phrase. Due to the convenience of the Praat script 

called “Calculating data from labeled TextGrids and sounds” written by Mietta Lennes 

(the author of the script asks to refer any interested parties to the following web page 

http://www.helsinki.fi/~lennes/praat-scripts), it is now possible to carry out such 

calculation with relatively little effort. Recordings of 60 sentences (20 German sentences 

produced by a native German speaker, 20 American English sentences produced by a 

native English speaker, and 20 Oirat sentences produced by a native Oirat speaker) 

illustrate that the Oirat phrases are, indeed, shorter than those in German and English and 

the mean pitch excursion within a phrase in Oirat is narrower than that in English or 

German. This is expected, considering that Oirat is an agglutinative synharmonic 

language, whereas neither English nor German is agglutinative or synharmonic. Here are 

the results: 

 
                              Mean duration of small prosodic units 
 
                     in sec             in # of syllables within phrases 
Oirat             0.82                      4.41 
German        1.12                      6.94 
English         1.12                      4.89 
      
 
 

                                                 
8 An Accentual Phrase (AP) is the smallest post-lexical prosodic domain in Oirat. 
9 An Intermediate Phrase (ip) is the smallest post-lexical prosodic domain in English and German 
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                               Pitch Excursion (Hz) within phrases 
                      
Female Oirat (100-400Hz)                   96 
Female German (100-400Hz)              122 
 
 
Male Oirat (75-300Hz)                        59 
Male English (95-300Hz)                    83 
 

 However, this experiment is not a reliable basis for any theoretical conclusions. 

First of all, these results have not been submitted to statistical analysis. Secondly, a very 

limited database has been used. In addition, the genre and the type of the speech event 

should have been considered as two contributing factors in such calculations. 

 However, despite its flaws, this pilot experiment supports Yesenova’s claims. 

Based on my native speaker intuition, Oirat utterances are perceived as comprised of 

smaller, and to a certain degree independent, intonational “blocks” that, in terms of their 

duration, tend to be the same. I assume that this is exactly what Yesenova implies by 

independence of smaller prosodic units. From my perspective, independence is a 

phenomenon in which a smaller intonational unit, such as Accentual Phrase, preserves its 

intonational contour within an utterance. The preservation of intonational contour by each 

Accentual Phrase within an utterance, in its turn, diminishes the sense of unity or 

wholeness of the utterance and makes it be perceived as consisting of a smaller prosodic 

unit. Note that English intonational phrases, on the other hand, seem to appear in one 

piece, not comprised of any units or building blocks. Now, the question is why. Yesenova 

suggests the following explanation. Such properties of the prosody of Mongolic 

languages as independence of its prosodic units, suggests Yesenova (2004:278), have to 

do with two closely interrelated morphological and phonological properties of these 

languages: agglutinativeness and vowel harmony. The following is a brief account of 

Yesenova’s (2004:278) reasons for such a claim.  
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 In agglutinative languages, morphemes are relatively stable phonetic units, 

compared to those in non-agglutinative languages. To be specific, when morphemes in 

agglutinative languages are used to form a word, they hardly undergo any phonetic 

change, compared to the morphemes, for instance, in inflectional languages (e.g., 

Russian). As a result, one of the prosodic characteristics of agglutinative languages is that 

morphemes within a word are prosodically more independent from each other. To 

compensate for this, or to create a sense of the wholeness of a word, most agglutinative 

languages employ vowel harmony. In other words, in agglutinative languages vowel 

harmony is a tool that is used to compensate for the prosodic independence of its 

morphemes. Thus, Yesenova (2004:278) claims that vowel harmony is a means that 

agglutinative languages use to mark a word as a prosodic unit. Notice that in non-

agglutinative languages, for instance in an inflectional language such as Russian, the 

connection between morphemes within a word is relatively strong, due to the 

phonological transformation that these morphemes have to undergo in order to be part of 

a word. In other words, inflectional languages (or any other non-agglutinative languages) 

seem to employ other phonetic cues (not vowel harmony) to indicate that a word is a 

prosodic unit. Yesenova (2004) further suggests that vowel harmony, by nature, is 

different from other phonetic cues, in that it makes words prosodically more independent 

of each other. In other words, the words that are identified as prosodic units by means of 

vowel harmony tend to be prosodically more independent than the words that gain their 

status as prosodic units by means of other phonetic cues. In short, words in agglutinative 

languages tend to be more prosodically independent than words in non-agglutinative 

languages. The relative prosodic independence of words in agglutinative languages, in 

turn, weakens the dominance of post-lexical prosody over lexical prosody, which is 

characteristic of non-agglutinative languages. Yesenova’s account for the connection 

between agglutinativeness and independence (and shortness) of post-lexical prosodic 
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domains can be represented as in Diagram 1, which demonstrates how agglutinativeness 

causes independence and shortness of post-lexical prosodic domains. In her discussion, 

Yesenova (2004) also admits the weaknesses of this model. For instance, it is not quite 

clear how exactly vowel harmony affects or influences the prosody—specifically, how 

vowel harmony makes words prosodically more independent. As mentioned in the 

introduction, Yesenova points out that the mechanisms of realization of vowel harmony 

and its influence on the prosody of languages remain utterly unstudied. 
 

Diagram 1. Agglutinativeness and Independence/shortness of post-lexical units 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Yesenova (2004) also states that in agglutinative languages these independent 
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analytic languages. The present research does not include any comparative measurements 

of the pitch range within a post-lexical domain between Oirat and non-agglutinative 

languages.  

 In summary, the analysis of my data seems to support some of the suggestions 

and claims in Yesenova’s work, but most of these claims can be used as a basis for 

further analysis and studies, especially in the fields of intonational typology and vowel 

harmony. 
 

II.5 BRIEF DESCRIPTIO� OF OIRAT PHO�OLOGY 

 

 In this section I provide a brief description of the Oirat phonology based on two 

main dialects of Oirat: Kalmyk and Xinjiang Oirat.  

 

II.5.1 Vowels   

      Oirat has 8 short vowels: low vowels /a/ and /æ/, mid-high vowels /o/, /ɵ/, and /e/, and 

high vowels /u/, /i/, and /y/. In addition, all short vowels have their long vowel 

counterparts (Figure. 1). 

 
Figure 1. VOWELS 
  

         i i:  y y:            u u: 

 

           e e:       ɵ  ɵ:      o o:  

 

                 :      ɑ: 
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II.5.1.1 Diachronic description of Oirat vowels  

 In the following paragraphs I outline the phonology of Oirat vowels from the 

diachronical perspective, based on the two most recent works: (1) the description of 

Kalmyk (Kalmuck) by Uwe Bläsing (2003), and (2) the description of Spoken (SO) and 

Written Oirat (WO) by Ágnes Birtalan (2003). 

 

II.5.1.1.a  Palatal breaking 

 In the context of Mongolic languages, palatal breaking is a process in which 

word-initial *i was “broken” into two segments under the influence of the vowel in the 

second syllable, e.g., *minggan ‘thousand’ > Khalkha myanggh. 

 Compared with other Mongolic languages, palatal breaking in Oirat is fairly rare 

and seems to occur predominantly after palatal consonants, e.g., *sir ‘yellow’ > *syara > 

SO shar. Note that in Oirat *minggan ‘thousand’ remained as mingn. 

 

II.5.1.1.b Palatal prebreaking 

 Prebreaking is the assimilation of the original back *ɨ before its merger with the 

front *i, as in *mɨkan ‘meat’ > *makan (Janhunen 2003:5). 

 This process seems to be common in Oirat, e.g., *nidü/n ‘eye’ > WO nüdü/n > SO 

nüd/n; MMo. cina- > Kalm. can- (Birtalan 2003:212). 

 

II.5.1.1.c Vowel rotation 

 One of the most important phonological characteristics that makes Oirat stand out 

among other Mongolic languages is the absence of any essential evidence of vowel 

rotation, a process resulting in the alteration of the original Proto-Mongolic so-called 

palato-velar (or palatal) vowel harmony (back vs. front) into an apertural low vs. high 

harmony (Janhunen 2003:8). Vowel rotation is a phenomenon that occurred in all 

Modern Mongolic languages, except Oirat. In the process of vowel rotation palato-velar 
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vowels (*ü *ö *e) underwent the following changes: (1) they received a raised tongue 

position in comparison with their velar counterparts (*u *o *a) and (2) they got velarized. 

As a result, vowel rotation altered the manifestation of the original Proto-Mongolic 

palatal harmony (back vs. front), and it has been replaced by an apertural harmony (low 

vs. high) (Janhunen 2003:8).    

 However, as pointed out by Bläsing (2003:230), in Spoken Oirat the high rounded 

back vowel u is usually pronounced with a slightly lower tongue position than the high 

front vowels y and i, which can be interpreted as a piece of evidence for the 

predisposition toward vowel rotation or its initial stage. However, as suggested by 

Ladefoged (2001:113), a lower tongue position in u seems to be characteristic for all 

human languages due to the lowered soft palate area (compared to the front section of 

human oral cavity) that hinders the rise of a tongue to the same height as in front vowels. 

II.5.1.1.d Palatal umlaut 

 In Mongolic languages, the front vowels , ɵ, and y (both short and long) are 

often the product of palatal umlaut, a process in which *i influences the vowel of a 

preceding syllable, e.g., *mori/n ‘horse’ > SO mɵrn; *kari ‘alien’ > SO x r 

 (Birtalan 2003:212); MMo qonin ‘sheep’  > SO xɵn. 

 As mentioned earlier, Oirat front vowels are also the result of palatal umlaut, e.g., 

*toxori- ‘to go around’ > WO toori- > SO tɵɵr- ‘lose one’s way’; *texyn- > ‘that (oblique 

form)’ > WO tɵyn- > SO tyyn-. However, as pointed out by Birtalan (2003:213), some 

Oirat dialects, under the influence of other Mongolic languages, allow diphthongoid 

pronunciation of original sequences of the type *V(y)i. Based on my knowledge, Kalmyk, 

unlike Xinjiang Oirat, does not seem to allow such diphthongoid pronunciation. For 

instance, some varieties of Xinjiang Oirat allow both pronunciations: either x - or xai- 

of the original *ka(y)i- ‘to look for’ > WO qayi- > SO x  ~ xai-, whereas in Kalmyk it 

is strictly x - (xai- pronunciation is hardly acceptable). 
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II.5.1.1.e Origin of long vowels 

 All long (or doubled) vowels: aa, , oo, ɵɵ, ee, uu, yy, ii, are the result of the 

loss of medial consonants *x (or *g), *m, *n, *b (Poppe IMCS:62), e.g. *axula 

‘mountain’ > WO oula > SO uul; MMo. agali ‘temper, character’ > SO aal’. As you can 

see from the examples in the previous section, it seems that the loss of the medial 

consonants preceded palatal umlaut, e.g., *toxori- ‘to go around’ > WO toori- > SO tɵɵr- 

‘lose one’s way’. 

 

II.5.1.2 Palato-velar vowel harmony 

 As mentioned earlier, Oirat did not go through the process of vowel rotation and 

retained the original Proto-Mongolic palato-velar harmony, in which vowels in word-

initial syllables determine the palato-velar quality of vowels in non-initial syllables. In 

other words, an Oirat phonological word can normally contain either back or front 

vowels, e.g., ykr- s, ‘cow-Abl’,  ykr-yr ‘cow-Dir’ vs. uul-as ‘mountain-Abl’, uul-ur 

‘mountain-Dir’. Present-day Oirat seems to organize its vowels into three “back” vowels 

/ /, /o/, and /u/, four “front” vowels /e/, / /, /ɵ/, and /y/, and the single “neutral”10 vowel 

/i/. 

 

II.5.1.2.a Short *i  vs. long *ii 

 Bläsing (2003:232) suggests that the short vowel *i is originally neutral: it can 

occur with both back and front vowels, e.g., aaw-in ‘father-Gen’ vs. l-in ‘camp-Gen’. 

However, its long counterpart, *ii is treated as a front vowel, and it can condition the 

appearance of a palatal (front) vowel, even after a word-initial velar (back) vowel, e.g., 

awʁ -*iin-  ‘paternal uncle-Gen-Gen’ (‘of the paternal uncle’s’); w-*iin- r ‘father-

Gen-Instr’ (‘by one of the father’s’) (Bläsing 2003:232). 

                                                 
10 Neutral vowel in this case means that this vowel can be found in words with both front and back 

vowels. 
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II.5.1.2.b Violation of vowel harmony    

 In Spoken Oirat exceptions to vowel harmony are present in loanwords, e.g., 

Kalm. telefon ‘telephone’ (from Russian). According to Birtalan, vowel harmony 

violations are also conditioned by palatal umlaut, when harmonizing suffixes retained the 

original harmonic class while the stem vowels underwent palatal umlaut, e.g. SO l 

‘camp’: l-ar ‘camp-Instr’, SO ɵɵrt- ‘come closer’: ɵɵrt-ul- ‘come closer-Caus’ 

(2003:213). I should point out that palatal umlaut does not always condition the violation 

of palatal harmony. Look, for instance, at the case where the suffix abandons its original 

harmonic class and harmonizes with the stem vowel that has already undergone palatal 

umlaut, *toxori- ‘to go around’ > WO toori- > SO tɵɵr- ‘lose one’s way’ >> SO tɵɵr-l  

‘lose one’s way-Pst’ (‘lost one’s way’). In the latter case, vowel harmony is not violated. 

 

II.5.1.3 �on-initial vowel reduction 

 In all varieties of Oirat, vowels in non-initial syllables are reduced. Original non-

initial short vowels disappear or are strongly reduced and retain no phonemic 

specification, e.g., *eke.ner ‘mothers’ > Kalm. ek.nr, while original non-initial long 

vowels are manifested as short (single) vowels, e.g., *imaa/n
11

 ‘goat’ > WO yamaa/n > 

SO yama/n (Birtalan: 2003:213). Notice that in WO the original non-initial long vowel is 

still preserved, while in SO it is reduced to a short (single) vowel. Due to the reduction of 

non-initial vowels, present day Oirat has exceptionally complicated medial and final 

consonant clusters. According to Bläsing (2003:231), phonetically, these clusters usually 

have a syllabified structure, manifested in the presence of syllabic consonants and/or non-

distinctive vocalic elements, e.g., kɵ.dl.mʃ ‘labor’. It is also important to point out that 

                                                 
11 /-n/ is the so-called fleeting ‘n’.  
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because of non-initial vowel reduction, the contrast between short and long vowels 

occurs predominantly in initial syllables.12   

 An interesting perspective on vowel reduction is offered by Pert Bitkeev (1995).  

In his work, Bitkeev (1995:17) first of all points out that there are two kinds of vowel 

reduction: quantitative and qualitative. He also suggests that there are two types of 

reduced vowels: so-called “unclear” or “unspecified,” and “short but non-reduced.” 

Based on the following set of minimal pairs in Table 2, Bitkeev makes the point that 

“unspecified” vowels in Kalmyk are phonemic (1995:19). 

 Vladimircov (1929:312) states that there is clear evidence that reduced vowels in 

non-initial syllables were already present in Proto-Mongolic and Written Mongolian. 

Reduced vowels in Mongolic languages have been a subject of study for a long time. 

Ramstedt (1908), Kotvich (1929), and Castren, for instance, offer some of the most 

extensive analysis of this matter. 

 
Table 2. MINIMAL PAIRS 

“unspecified” vs. “non-reduced” vowel 

ishkə ‘goat kid’ vs. ishkæ ‘felt’ 

ikɨr ‘twins’ vs. ikær ‘by bigger’ 

ynɨr ‘smell’ vs. ynær ‘truthfully’  

ty:kə ‘history’ vs. ty:kæ ‘raw’  

 Bläsing (2003:232) mentions that in Kalmyk, Cyrillic orthography is not in all 

respects phonemic. A long vowel, for instance, in monosyllabic words with no final 

consonant or in words ending in one of the alveolar liquids or nasal /r/, /l/, /n/ is 

orthographically shortened, e.g., zun for both zuun ‘hundred’ and zun ‘summer’. The 

length is, however, restored when a suffix is attached to the word, e.g., bu : buug for buu 

                                                 
12 There are only a few lexical items in Oirat that seem to preserve long vowels in non-initial position. 

 For instance, tsaʁaan ‘white’, zurʁaan ‘six’. 
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‘rifle’ : acc. buu-g; and sæn : sææxn for sææn ‘good’ : sææ-xn ‘pretty’. However, I 

believe that this phenomenon is not just an orthographic discrepancy; it seems to be a 

metrically conditioned phonological rule, of which at this point I do not have a clear 

understanding. 

 

II.5.1.3.a Causes of vowel reduction 

 As pointed out by Bitkeev (1995) one of the most commonly recognized reasons 

for vowel reduction is a strong stress (or prominence) in the preceding vowel. In the case 

of Oirat, the reduction of non-initial vowels is caused by a strong prominence on the first 

syllable, which is often called dynamic or expiratory stress.  

  

II.5.1.3.b *on-initial vowel reduction in Kalmyk 

 There seem to be dialectal differences between Kalmyk and Xinjiang Oirat in the 

way these two varieties manifest and perceive non-initial underlyingly short vowels. As 

pointed out by Bläsing (2003:231), the current situation with the reduction of non-initial 

syllables is well reflected in the present-day Kalmyk orthography,13 in which original 

non-initial short vowels in most cases are represented by zero, e.g., Kalm. ɵv.gn ‘old 

man’, while original non-initial long vowels are represented by single letters, e.g., WO 

yamaa/n > Kalm. ya.man ‘goat’.  Impoverished for the underlying representation of 

words by the scarce access to spoken varieties of Kalmyk,14  most Kalmyks tend to rely 

on the present-day written forms, in which original non-initial short vowels are 

represented by zero. In other words, influenced by the written representation of a word, 

Kalmyks tend to perceive most non-initial syllables as underlyingly “vowelless.” 

                                                 
13 Present-day Kalmyk orthography, which is based on the Cyrillic alphabet, has been used since 

the1920s. There was a short intermission between 1931 and 1938, when the authorities tried to introduce 
Roman orthography. 

14 Kalmyk is hardly ever spoken in the Kalmyk Republic. A more detailed account of the level of 
endangerment of the Kalmyk language is provided in the section on Oirat language communities. 
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However, these “vowelless” non-initial syllables are still perceived as separate rhythmic 

beats and retain their status of a syllable. In order to retain their status of a syllable, 

Kalmyk seems to employ either vowel epenthesis or syllabication of a consonant or both. 

In the case of epenthesis, due to the loss of the original vowel, the epenthetic vowel is 

unspecified or retains no phonemic specification. For instance, for Kalmyks, the 

underlying representation of the word mo.dn ‘wood’ can be perceived and realized as 

[modɨn], [modun], etc., where the vowel in the non-initial syllable has no phonemic 

specifications. 

II.5.1.3.c *on-initial vowel reduction in Xinjiang Oirat 

 The situation with non-initial syllables in Xinjiang Oirat seems to be different. 

Although the vowels in non-initial syllables are equally reduced in both dialects, Xinjiang 

Oirats, unlike Kalmyks, are exposed to the original (MMo) forms of the words through 

the traditional writing systems: either “Clear Script”15 or “Original Script” (Written 

Mongol). Note that original forms of the words retain all the vowels in non-initial 

syllables. Thus, assuming the influence of the written form on the underlying 

representation, it seems that in Xinjiang Oirat, unlike in Kalmyk, non-initial syllables do 

not undergo the process of epenthesis. For instance, recall that in Kalmyk the word mo.dn 

‘wood’ can be perceived and realized as [modɨn], [modun], etc., where the vowel in the 

non-initial syllable has no phonemic specifications. Xinjiang Oirats, on the other hand, 

seem to perceive the underlying representation of this word as mo.dun and in careful 

speech they tend to produce it as such, [modun]. I assume that this is the result of the 

influence of the original written form of the word, which retains /u/ in the non-initial 

syllable, *modun. 

                                                 
15 From 1648 until the 1980s the Xinjiang Oirat community used so-called “Clear Script” (Todo 

Bichig; see footnote 7 for more detail). Since the 1980s, Xinjiang Oirats have abandoned the “Clear Script” 
and are being introduced to the “Original Script” (Classical Written Mongolian (Mo.)). 
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II.5.1.4 Syllabification of non-initial syllables in Kalmyk 

 As mentioned above, most non-initial syllables in Kalmyk are underlyingly 

“vowelless,” e.g., -gn in ɵv.gn ‘old man’, -x in jov.x ‘to go’. However, these syllables are 

perceived as separate rhythmic beats and retain their syllabic status. On the production 

level, the syllable status is retained either through (1) epenthesis, e.g., Kalm. ɵv.sn ‘grass’ 

> [ɵvsɨ̆n],  jov.x ‘go-FP’ > [jovxɜ], (2) syllabification of a sonorant constituent, e.g., y.nn 

‘truth’ > [yn ̩], u.lm ‘even more’ > [ul̩m] ([l] is syllabic), or (3) a combination of (1) and 

(2), e.g., ɵv.gn ‘old man’ > [ɵvgɨ̆n]. 

II.5.1.4.a Epenthesis 

 As pointed out earlier, in the case of epenthesis, the inserted vowel is generic and 

has no phonemic specifications. However, there is a strong tendency in Kalmyk for the 

epenthetic vowel to be realized as extra-short [ɨ], [ə], or [ɜ]. My observations reveal that 

word-final epenthetic vowels tend to be realized as [ə] or [ɜ], e.g., ɑv.x ‘to take’ > [avxɜ], 

av.h ‘paternal uncle’ > [av.ʁɜ], while inter-consonantal epenthetic vowels tend to be 

realized as [ɨ], e.g., ɵt.kn ‘thick/heavy/dense’ > [ɵtkɨn], avg ‘haughtiness’ > [avɨg]. In 

other words, when the epenthetic vowel is inserted at the end of a non-initial syllable it 

tends to be [ə] or [ɜ], whereas when the epenthetic vowel is inserted between consonants 

it tends to be [ɨ]. Consequently, when a non-initial syllable is comprised of one 

consonant, the epenthetic vowel tends to be either [ɜ] or [ə], e.g., aav ‘father’ is realized 

as [a:və] or [a:vɜ]. Why in some cases the epenthesis takes place at the edge of a 

consonant cluster and in some cases within a consonant cluster is unclear. 

II.5.1.4.b Syllabification of monosyllabic loanwords 

 Another interesting observation regarding syllabification of non-initial 

“vowelless” syllables is that in monosyllabic loan words the epenthetic vowel seems to 

be shorter than that in native Kalmyk words. As a result of nativization, an original 

monosyllabic loanword always get transformed into disyllables, which is in compliance 
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with the prosodic patterns of Oirat. For instance, when a monosyllabic Russian word stol 

‘table’ is borrowed by Kalmyk, it becomes disyllabic sto.l ‘table’ > [stolə̆]. 

II.5.2 1.4.2 Consonants   

 There are 26 regular members of the Oirat consonant system: p, b, t, tʲ, d, dʲ, ʦ, 

s, z, n, l, r, c, ɟ, ɲ, ʎ, ɹ ʲ, j, ʧ, ʤ, ʃ, k, g, x, ʁ, ŋ (Figure 2). Additionally, in Kalmyk 

there are a number of marginal consonant phonemes and orthographical segments, 

notably f, ʒ, and ʄ, used only in Russian loanwords. 

II.5.2.1 Palatal consonants 

 As pointed out by Bläsing (2003:231) an important feature of the Oirat consonant 

system is the presence of the palatal consonants, which represent the original dentals *t, 

*d, *n, *l, *r, palatalized under the influence of *i  in cases where no umlaut has taken 

place, as in *u(x)uli ‘sparrow owl’ > SO [u:lʲ]. Oirat also has an opposition between the 

dental (ts, z, s) and palatal (tʃ, dʒ, ʃ) reflexes of the original sibilant obstruents *c, *j, *s 

(Bläsing 2003:231). 

  
Figure 2. CONSONANTS                     

              p       t        tʲ                k     

                       ts               t  

              b       d       dʲ                g 

                                        d               

                        s                        x                        

              w       z                                 

                m        n          nʲ                              

                            l           lʲ    

                            r           rʲ   

                                        j 
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II.5.2.2 Uvularization and spirantalization 

 Another important feature of Oirat phonology is the uvularization and 

spirantization of the original velar stops *k, *g before velar vowels into x (velar) and ʁ 

(velar-uvular), e.g., *korin ‘twenty’ > SO xɵrn; *gurban > SO ʁurvn. Before front vowels 

the original *k and *g did not undergo any changes and preserved their original form. 

However, due to umlaut and vowel reduction, in present-day Oirat the front velars k and 

g can also occur before back vowels, as in SO taka < MMo. taqiya. In other words, the 

segments x, ʁ now contrast with the corresponding stops k, g (Bläsing (2003:232). There 

are a few other cases of spirantization. For instance, original dental affricate *dz got 

spirantatized into a sibilant obstruent z, e.g., MMo. job ‘right’  > Kalm. zov, MMo. jerge- 

‘order-’  > Kalm. zerg-. Notice that what Poppe terms “strong” segments ts and the 

corresponding palatal segments ʤ, tʃ continue to be pronounced as affricates. However, 

according to Poppe (IMCS:110), in Oirat and Kalmyk *tʃ remains tʃ only before *i but 

results in ts before all the remaining vowels. An exception is found in the dialect of 

Kalmyks living in the area called Chornyie Zemli near the Caspian Sea, where *tʃ 

remains in all positions. (Based on my personal observations, *tʃ is evident in some 

speakers’ pronunciation of that region even nowadays.) Original *b also went through 

spirantization in Oirat. For instance, MMo. qabur ‘spring’ > Kalm. xav r, MMo. tabun 

‘five’ > Kalm. tavɨn. 
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CHAPTER III. XI�JIA�G OIRATS 

 My linguistic fieldwork on Oirat was conducted in the Xinjiang region of China 

over two periods of time: the first fieldtrip took place in summer 2005 and lasted three 

months (June-August). It was sponsored by the Hans Rausing Foundation at SOAS16 

(Field Trip Grant 0020). The second fieldtrip took place two years later, in 2007, and 

lasted roughly four months (May-August). This time it was sponsored by the National 

Science Foundation (NSF), Dissertation Improvement Grant (solicitation 05-574 BCS, 

proposal # 0617695). The fieldwork was mostly focused on collecting ethno-linguistic 

data in the form of audio and video recordings. A considerable amount of time was spent 

on the analysis of some audio recordings, particularly related to the present research. In 

addition, some of the fieldwork time was dedicated to the investigation of the level of 

endangerment of the Xinjiang Oirat language. The key points of the findings regarding 

the issue of endangerment are briefly discussed in Chapter IV. 

 Over the two periods of my fieldwork in the Xinjiang region (7 months total), I 

interviewed, consulted, and/or recorded over 80 representatives of the Xinjiang Oirat 

ethnic group. The entire corpus of data I collected in Xinjiang is comprised of the audio 

and/or video recordings of more than 30 different speakers of Oirat. A detailed report of 

the fieldwork is to be submitted to the funding agency (Hans Raising Foundation) along 

with the transcription of part of the audio and video recordings. 

III.1 ABOUT THE XI�JIA�G REGIO� 

 Xinjiang (Uyghur: شٮنجاڭ, Shinjang; Chinese: 霰Q; pinyin: Xīnjiāng; Postal map 

spelling: Sinkiang) is an autonomous region17 (Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region) of 

                                                 
16 School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, UK 
17

   Autonomous region (Chinese: 勈ý準; pinyin: zīzhìqù) is a first-level administrative subdivision of 
China. An autonomous region is an area on a province level that has a higher population of a particular 
minority ethnic group (in this case Uyghurs).  
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the People's Republic of China. It is the largest province of China and is located in the 

North-West corner of China. See the highlighted red area on the map Picture 1. 

 
Picture 1. XINJIANG REGION ON THE MAP OF CHINA 

downloaded from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xinjiang 
coordinates: 40° 42′ 50.24″ N, 85° 38′ 57.89″ E 

(retrieved on February 9, 2009) 

 

 
 

 According to the 2004 census the total population of Xinjiang is 19,630,000, with 

density 11.8/km². Xinjiang borders the Tibet Autonomous Region to the south, Qinghai 

and Gansu provinces to the southeast, Mongolia to the east, Russia to the north, and 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Indian parts of Kashmir 

to the west. The map in Picture 2 shows these surrounding countries. 
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Picture 2. XINJIANG UYGHUR AUTONOMOUS REGION 
downloaded from http://www.maps-of-china.com/xinjiang-s-ow.shtml 

(retrieved on February 9, 2009)  

 

 
 

III.1.1 Demographics 

 Xinjiang region is the second most ethnically diverse region of China, after 

Yunnan province. According to the official statistics, 43 of the 56 officially recognized 

ethnic minority groups of China reside in the territory of the Xinjiang region. Table 3 

demonstrates the percentage of some of the major ethnic groups in Xinjiang in terms of 

their population. It shows that Xinjiang is mostly populated by Turkic ethnic groups, the 

largest of which is the Uyghurs, which is why this region is often referred to in older 

English references as Chinese Turkestan, East Turkestan, or Uyghuristan. However, the 

percentage of ethnic Han Chinese in Xinjiang is also fairly large. According to Wikipedia 

it has grown from 6 percent in 1949 to an official tally of over 40 percent at present. This 

figure does not include military personnel or their families, or the many unregistered 

migrant workers. Notice that the percentage of the Mongol population, which mostly 
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includes Oirats, does not reach even 1%. Note that there are three major Mongolian tribes 

in the Xinjiang region: Oirats, Chakhar (or Chahar), and Uryankha (in the far north of 

Xinjiang), the most numerous of which are Oirats. 

 
Table 3. ETHNIC GROUPS IN XINJIANG , 2000 CENSUS

18 

�ationality Population Percentage 

Uyghur 8,345,622 45.21 

Han 7,489,919 40.58 

Kazakh 1,245,023 6.74 

Hui 839,837 4.55 

Kirghiz 158,775 0.86 

Mongol 149,857 0.81 

Dongxiang 55,841 0.30 

Tajik 39,493 0.21 

Xibe 34,566 0.19 

Other about 90, 000 0.5 

Total (census 2004) 19,630,000  

  

 Most Xinjiang Oirats seem to reside in the following three areas within the 

Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region: (1) Bayin’gholin Mongol Autonomous 

Prefecture, (2) Ili Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture, including Tacheng Prefecture and 

Hoboksar Mongol Autonomous County, and (3) Börtala Mongol Autonomous 

                                                 
18 The figures in this table are from an article in Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Xinjiang 

(retrieved on February 6, 2009). 
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Prefecture.19 Table 4 illustrates the distribution of the major ethnic groups by regions 

within the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. Note that in Table 4 Oirats fall under 

the category of “other” along with  the rest of the 39 ethnic groups of the Xinjiang region. 

 
Table 4. DISTRIBUTION OF ETHNIC GROUPS IN XINJIANG BY REGION, 2000 CENSUS

20 

  
Uyghurs 

Han 

Chinese 
Kazakhs other 

Xinjiang 45.2% 40.6% 6.7% 7.5% 

Urumqi 12.8% 75.3% 2.3% 9.6% 

Bayin’gholin AP 32.7% 57.5% <0.1% 9.7% 

Tacheng Prefecture 4.1% 58.6% 24.2% 13.1% 

Bortala Mongol AP 12.5% 67.2% 9.1% 11.1% 

Ili Kazakh AP1, includes Tacheng 

Prefecture 

16.1% 44.4% 25.6% 13.9% 

 

III.2 TWO RESEARCH SITES 

 As mentioned earlier, most of the fieldwork for this dissertation was conducted in 

two areas of the Xinjiang region: (1) Houg Sar (in Chinese maps often marked as 

Hoboksar or Hoboksair) and (2) Bain Bulg (in Chinese maps often marked as 

Bayanbulak),21 which are officially affiliated with the Ili Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture 

and Bayin’gholin Mongol Autonomous Prefecture respectively. I chose these two 

                                                 
19 Note that although a considerable number of Oirats resides in the Bortala Mongol Autonomous 

Prefecture, it was not one of my research sites, mainly because of time limitations,  but also because most 
Oirats in Bortala have already abandoned their traditional lifestyle (unlike Oirats in Bain Bulg and Houg 
Sar). 

20 The figures in this table are from an article in Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Xinjiang 
(retrieved on February 6, 2009). 

21 Note that the names of these two areas are not officially recognized and/or accepted conventions. 
Instead, they are based on their close approximation to the local pronunciation by the Oirat community. 
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particular areas for my fieldwork because these are the areas of greatest concentration of 

the most fluent speakers of Xinjiang Oirat.   

 

III.2.1 Houg Sar 

 The main village Houg Sar (Latitude: 46° 48́ N Longitude: 086° 11́ E; cited from 

http:// qwikcast.weatherbase.com/weather/weather.php3?s=65115&refer=) with its 

adjacent grassland, constitutes the Hoboksar Mongol Autonomous county, an area of 

28,799 km² with a population of 50,000. This county is under the administrative 

jurisdiction of the Tacheng Prefecture, which in turn is part of the Ili Kazakh 

Autonomous Prefecture (Wikipedia, retrieved on February 9th, 2009). 

 Ili Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture (highlighted in darker pink on the map in 

Picture 3; Chinese: 穏㋔走笔固勈ý曷, Pinyin: Yīlí Hāsàkè zìzhìzhōu, Kazakh: ٮله قازاق 

 Ili ,ئٮلى قازاق ئاپتونوم ۋٮ�يٮتى :Іле Қазақ автономиялы облысы, Uyghur ,اۆتونومٮيالى وبلٮسى

Qazaq aptonom wilayiti, Ili Ķazaķ aptonom vilayiti), in northernmost Xinjiang, is the 

only Kazakh autonomous prefecture of the People's Republic of China. The composition 

of the population within Ili Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture is represented in Table 5. It is 

evident from Table 5 that the largest ethnic minority in the Ili Prefecture are Khazakhs. 

As discussed later in this paper, this is reflected in the percentage of Kazakh loan words 

in the Oirat language spoken in the Houg Sar area. 
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Picture 3. ILI KAZAKH AUTONOMOUS PREFECTURE  
downloaded from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xinjiang 

(retrieved on February 9, 2009) 

 

 

  

Table 5. MAJOR ETHNIC GROUPS IN ILI KAZAKH AUTONOMOUS PREFECTURE
22 

Kazakhs: 25.4% 

Han: 45.2% 

Uyghurs: 15.9% 

Hui: 8.3% 

Mongols: 1.69% 

Xibe:  0.83% 

 

                                                 
22 The figures in this table are from an article in Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Xinjiang 

(retrieved on February 6, 2009). 
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 As mentioned above, the choice of the areas for research was based on the fact 

that these two areas seem to have the largest concentration of fluent native speakers of 

Xinjiang Oirat of all ages. This is mostly because these two areas (Houg Sar and Bain 

Bulg) seem to be more isolated from the rest of the world (e.g., compared to Urumqi or 

other major urban centers). Picture 4, for instance, illustrates a typical Houg Sar Oirat 

shepherd settlement, comprised of three yurts (the three little white dots in the middle). 

This picture suggests how isolated Oirat shepherds’ life is, how far apart these 

settlements are from one another, and how hard it is to get around in these areas. 

Although such isolation entails hardship, it allows Oirats in these areas to maintain their 

traditional nomadic shepherds’ lifestyle, which in turn facilitates the preservation of their 

culture and language. The majority of Oirats in both of these areas are shepherds, mostly 

tending sheep, but also horses, cows, yaks, goats, and occasionally camels. Only a small 

portion of them are farmers, and even smaller portions are students and/or workers in 

town. Farmers, unlike shepherds, usually reside close to urban areas and have jobs 

besides farming. 

 
Picture 4. HOUG SAR GRASSLAND 

Three yurt settlement in Houg Sar Grassland 
Summer, 2007 ( by Elena Indjieva) 
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 Houg Sar Grassland, shown in Picture 4, is located about 500 km north of 

Urumqi, the capital of the Xinjiang Region. The road from Urumqi to Houg Sar is paved 

all the way to the Houg Sar town/village. Although the distance is only 500 km, the road 

trip by bus usually takes up to 12 hours, depending on the weather conditions, because 

the road first heads west (to Karamay, one of the biggest cities) then north. The paved 

road ends in the town and in order to get to any shepherd’s location, where most of the 

Oirats live, one must travel farther by a dirt road. Picture 5 illustrates a typical Oirat yurt 

in Houg Sar Grassland, where the main means of transportation are horses and 

lightweight motorcycles (see Picture 6). 

 
Picture 5. OIRAT YURT IN HOUG SAR 

Xinjiang Oirat yurt in Houg Sar Grassland 
Summer, 2007 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

 

 Similar to Bain Bulg, the winter in Houg Sar is severe, which is also a 

contributing factor to the isolation. Visiting Oirat shepherd settlements during late fall 

and winter in most Houg Sar areas is impossible, due to heavy snow and cold. However, 

in spite of its more northern location, the climate in Houg Sar seems to be milder than it 

is in Bain Bulg, probably because the overall elevation of the Bain Bulg area is higher 
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than that of the Houg Sar area. Average elevation in the Houg Sar area ranges from 2500 

to 4500 ft (http://qwikcast. weatherbase.com/weather/weather. php3?s=65115&refer=), 

whereas in the Bain Bulg area they range from 7850 to 16,400 ft (Baiping et al. 2002). 

Due to the relatively decent condition of the road, Houg Sar is more accessible than Bain 

Bulg. But unlike the Bain Bulg Grassland it is hardly a tourist attraction (although not 

less serene and beautiful). In fact, for the most part, Houg Sar is a “no foreigners 

allowed” area, probably due to its proximity to the national border with Russia and 

Kazakhstan. According to rough statistics provided by the local authority, in 2007 there 

were about 30,000 Oirat shepherds in the Houg Sar Grassland area. More detailed 

statistics on the distribution of the Oirat population within the Xinjiang region are 

provided in Appendix III. 

 
Picture 6. HOUG SAR SHEPHERDS 

Houg Sar Oirat shepherds with a motorcycle by their house 
Summer, 2007 (by Elena Indjieva) 
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III.2.2 Bain Bulg 

 Bain Bulg (lit. ‘flourishing spring’) area, including the main village, Bain Bulg, 

and the adjacent grassland, is part of the Hejing county (an area of 34,976 km2), which is 

under the administration of the Bayin’gholin Mongol Autonomous Prefecture. 

 Bayin’gholin Mongol Autonomous Prefecture (Chinese:杼骾矤⑻荃仁勈ý曷, 

Pinyin: Bāyīnguōlèng Měnggǔ Zìzhìzhōu, Cyrillic script: Баянголын Монгол өөртөө 

засах тойрог, Uyghur: موڭغۇل ئاپتونوم ئوب�ستى بايٮنغولٮن ) is the largest autonomous 

prefecture in China with an area of 462,700 km². It stretches from the central part of the 

Xinjiang region to its south-east border, highlighted yellow on the map in Picture 7. 

According to the 2000 census, Bayin’gholin has 1,056,970 inhabitants with a population 

density of 2.28 per km². As shown in Table 6, the largest ethnic minority group of the 

 Bayin’gholin Mongol Autonomous Prefecture are Uyghurs, which is also reflected in the 

composion of the borrowed vocabulary in the Oirat language spoken in Bain Bulg 

(similar to the abundance of Khazakh  loanwords in the Houg Sar variety of Oirat). Table 

6 also shows that the  Bayin’gholin Mongol Autonomous Prefecture is the area with the 

highest concentration of the Oirat population within the Xinjiang region: 4.12% 

compared to 1.6% in the Ili Prefecture, which includes Houg Sar area (see Table 5 for 

comparision). 
        

Table 6. MAJOR ETHNIC GROUPS IN BAYIN'GHOLIN MONGOL AUTONOMOUS PREFECTURE,      
  2000 CENSUS 

�ationality Population Percentage 

Han 607,774 57.5% 

Uyghur 345,595 32.7% 

Hui 52,252 4.94% 

Mongol 43,544 4.12% 

Other 7,805 0.74% 
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 Bain Bulg Grassland, the second largest grassland in China, is situated southwest 

of Urumqi, in the center of the Tianshan mountain range, between east longitude 82°27́–

86°17́ and north latitude 42°18́ – 43°34́ (Baiping et al. 2002). There are many springs in 

the region, hence its name, which means ‘flourishing’ or ‘rich spring’. It is about 270 km 

long and 136 km wide and covers an area of 2,383,500 ha. In low valleys the elevation 

ranges from between 2390 and 2500 m (7841–8202 ft) and in high mountain areas 

between 4000 and 5000 m (13,123–16, 404 ft) (Baiping et al. 2002). 

 
Picture 7. BAYIN'GHOLIN MONGOL AUTONOMOUS PREFECTURE

23 
downloaded from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xinjiang 

(retrieved on February 9, 2009) 

 

 

     Due to the exotic beauty of Bain Bulg Grassland, it is one of the most popular 

tourist attractions in China. However, due to poor road conditions, the number of tourists 

is not as high as it could be, or as the local population would wish. Most visitors are 

Chinese, although tourists from other countries (e.g., German, Italian, and Russian hard-

core backpackers) are not uncommon. There is no direct public transportation from 

Urumqi to Bain Bulg. In order to get from Urumqi to Bain Bulg village, one first needs to 

                                                 
23 This map was copied from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xinjiang. 
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get to Hejing town (an administrative center of the Bain Bulg area), which is 

approximately 180 km southwest from Urumqi. However, as in the case with Houg Sar, 

the roadtrip to Hejing is more than 450 km and takes about 8 to 10 hours. There is a bus 

service from Hejing to Bain Bulg village. However, the road is harsh, and it is paved only 

for the first few miles. Often, especially during the wet seasons, this road is closed and no 

vehicles are allowed to go through. There is only one small village (Balqɨnta) between 

Hejing and Bain Bulg, and a very long stretch of lonely dirt road. The road is not easy to 

handle at any time; under wet and cold conditions, the trip turns into 9 to 12 hours of 

nightmare. Often the bus gets trapped somewhere in the middle of the road, in which 

case, the passengers have to spend a night in the bus, waiting for help to arrive (personal 

experience). Moreover, the harsh, unforgiving climate of this area makes it bearable for 

traveling only during the warm seasons: summer, late spring, and early fall. Traveling to 

Bain Bulg during late fall and winter is practically impossible. There have been efforts to 

put in a paved road between Hejing and Bain Bulg, but it seems to be an ongoing wishful 

project. Over the period of two years between my first trip in 2005 and my second trip in 

2007, there seemed to be no visible signs of road improvement. According to the local 

authority, the paved road was scheduled to be finished by the end of November 2007, 

which might have had a profound impact on the local economy. However, for now, Bain 

Bulg remains an isolated spot. In winter the temperature in Bain Bulg can drop down to -

40 Celsius (-40 Fahrenheit), while during the rest of the year (even in summer) there is 

not a day without a frost (the temperature goes below freezing every day). The annual 

mean air temperature is -4.7°C (Baiping et al. 2002). According to rough statistics 

provided by the local authority, in 2007 there were 40–50,000 Oirat shepherds in the Bain 

Bulg Grassland area. More detailed statistics on the distribution of the Oirat population 

within the Xinjiang region are provided in Appendix III. 
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III.2.2.1 Bain Bulg as a site of ethno-biological controversy 

 The Bain Bulg area is significant in the Tianshan Mountains and even in the 

whole of central Asia for its rich biodiversity. But what Bain Bulg is known best for is a 

large population of wild swans. In the early 1980s, about 20,000 swans were recorded 

(Jing et al. 1992, 1993). There is a famous lake Xunt Kur (lit. ‘swan lake’) in Bain Bulg 

(see Picture 8), which is a national treasure, and because of it Bain Bulg is often called 

the “Swan Lake of China.” Xunt Kur has a significant value as the most extensive 

reproducing area of the whooper swan (Cygnus cygnus) in the world. But in the last 25 

years, the population of wild swans has decreased from about 20,000 to 2,000 (Yuan 

1992; Yuan and Guo 1992; Ma 1993; cited in Baiping et al., 2002). Oirat shepherds and 

their nomadic lifestyle are blamed for this devastating damage to nature. For the whole 

period of time I spent in Bain Bulg, I personally did not see a single swan by the lake. 

When I asked some of the older representatives of the Oirat shepherds about the missing 

swans, they told me that they simply ate the wild swan’s eggs. Oirat shepherds have been 

in this area for at least 230 years since they returned from Russia in 1771, co-existing 

with the wild world. But at some point some of the tribes seemed to have moved closer to 

the lake. At this point I do not have any explanation for such change in their migration 

patterns. In the meantime, in 1980, the government of the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous 

Region declared lake Xunt Kur and its surrounding areas Swan Nature Reserve. In 1986, 

it was upgraded to a national swan nature reserve by the government of China (Baiping et 

al., 2002). On the other hand, Bain Bulg as pastureland is also the largest stock-raising 

base in Xinjiang and one of the most extensive, highly productive pasturelands in China. 

Since the 1970s, some 1.5 million sheep units of livestock have been grazing here every 

year. However, at present approximately half of the pastureland suffers from overgrazing 

and degradation (Baiping et al., 2002). 
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 As a result, current official policy is to restrict Oirat shepherds’ nomadic lifestyle 

and to urge at least some of them out of their pastures, a policy which threatens the 

survival of Oirats’ culture, their way of life, and their livelihood. 

 
Picture 8. BAIN BULG GRASSLAND 

Xunt Kur 'swan lake' by Bain Bulg 
Summer, 2005 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

 

III.3 GLIMPSES OF THE �OMADIC LIFESTYLE OF XI�JIA�G OIRATS 

         Xinjiang Oirat shepherds lead a nomadic lifestyle; they live in portable yurts (see 

Picture 9) and move from one location to another four times per year. The names of the 

four yearly locations (the places where they pitch their yurts) derive from the 

corresponding seasons: 

1. y:l’zn  ‘winter location’ from yvl’ ‘winter’  

2. xavrdjin ‘spring location’ from xavr ‘spring’  

3. zuslng ‘summer location’ from zun ‘summer’  

4. namrdjin ‘fall location’ from namr ‘fall’  

 Due to the harsh winter, most y:l’zn ‘winter locations’, both in Bain Bulg and 

Houg Sar, are situated closer to villages and towns or somewhere between the mountains, 
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away from the bitingly cold winds. Some shepherds actually move into town, especially 

the ones with children. Out of safety considerations, almost all small children spend 

winter in a town (either together with their parents or with other relatives). 

 

Picture 9. TYPICAL OIRAT YURT  
Oirat ger ‘yurt’ with drying meat 

Summer, 2005 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

 

  There is no outside source of electric power at Oirat shepherd stations. In other 

words, AC form of electricity is not delivered to their yurt. In general, the only source of 

electrical power is from a solar panel, which is practically inefficient. A regular sized (3ft 

x 3ft) solar panel, as in Picture 10, is able to collect solar energy to generate just enough 

current to power a single dim light bulb for only a few hours. (I personally was not able 

to read with such light.) Moreover, the solar panel is a fairly recent introduction to the 

Oirat shepherds’ community and not all families can afford one. Due to the poor quality 

of available solar panels some shepherds do not want to own a solar panel even if they 

can afford it. 
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Picture 10. TYPICAL SOLAR PANEL 

Typical solar panel, made in China, by 
Xinjiang Oirat yurt 

Summer, 2007 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

 
 

 In order to keep the temperature in their yurts humanly bearable in cold weather, 

Oirats make an open fire in a metal furnace, about ½ meter in diameter, called zuux in 

Oirat, shown in Picture 11. The zuux is placed in the center, right under the opening in the 

middle of the yurt’s ceiling, so that the smoke from the fire can easily escape out of the 

yurt. The zuux is almost always covered with a large wok, as shown in Picture 11, which 

gets removed only to be cleaned. The zuux is  the centerpiece of a yurt; it is used for such 

crucial household needs as cooking, heating up water for laundry, baths, etc. 

 Trees or bushes are scarce, both in Bain Bulg and Houg Sar areas. The sole source 

of fuel for the fire is arhs ‘dried cow manure’ (see Picture 12). Occasionally shepherds 

use xorhsn ‘dried compressed sheep manure’. At the shepherd settlements arhs is 

collected in the open field and piled up near the yurt. Collecting arhs is one of the almost 

daily chores of the Oirat shepherds’ nomadic life. 
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Picture 11. TYPICAL OIRAT ZUUX ‘FURNACE’            

Zuux ‘furnace’ with a wok on top of it 
Summer, 2007 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

  
Picture 12.  ARHS’ ‘DRIED COW MANURE’     

Arhs ‘dried cow manure’ is being collected for fuel  
Summer, 2007 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

 

III.3.1 Diet of Xinjiang Oirat shepherds 

 Most Xinjiang Oirat shepherds lead a self-sustained nomadic lifestyle. In other 

words, they live on what they manage to produce. The hardship of a self-sustained 

lifestyle is just one of the consequences of being a nomad. The main dietary items of 
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Xinjiang Oirat shepherds are lamb, dairy products, rice, quick bread (made without yeast 

or baking soda but raised with yogurt), and deep fried pastries. Naturally, all meat dishes 

and dairy products are made from scratch. Picture 13 illustrates an Oirat family in Houg 

Sar butchering a sheep; an elderly father (right) supervises his son (left). 
 

Picture 13. BUTCHERING A SHEEP 
Houg Sar Oirat shepherd family butchering a sheep 

Summer, 2007 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

  

             Since wheat and rice do not grow in these areas, the grains have to be brought in 

from the outside. Due to recent raised awareness of health related issues nowadays 

vegetable oil is used much more often than the traditional animal fat. Thus, the three 

items that Xinjiang shepherds absolutely have to buy in order to survive are wheat flour, 

rice, and vegetable oil. Vegetables and fruits must also be bought at a market in town. 

There is definitely a deficit of vegetables and fruits in their diet. The variety of vegetables 

is scarce and usually limited to cabbage, potatoes, eggplants, and onions. There are 

occasionally such seasonal products as tomatoes and cucumbers on their menu. Due to 

the perishable nature of vegetables, the quality of vegetables usually leaves much to be 

desired. Fruits are usually limited to dried fruits, like raisins, dried apricots, etc.  Sugar, 

candies, and other sweets such as cookies, and various kinds of imitation meat jerky are 

also very popular items on the shopping list (for children). Tobacco and alcohol are also 
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unfortunately part of the daily diet for the great majority of the male population of Oirat 

shepherds. Based on a conversation with a yurt-based store owner, more than 75% of the 

total profit from sales comes from selling alcohol. There are a few small yurt-based stores 

here and there that are run by the local Oirat shepherds (see Picture 14). 

 
Picture 14. TYPICAL OIRAT YURT-BASED STORE  

Inside the typical yurt-based store in Houg Sar 
Summer, 2007 (by Elena Indjieva) 

 

 

III.3.1.1 Dairy products  

 Dairy products along with meat dishes are the most crucial components of a 

traditional Xinjiang Oirat diet. A considerable part of Oirat shepherds’ daily life is 

occupied by the process of making dairy products, mainly traditional Mongolian sun-

dried cheese and alcohol. Naturally, the customs and expressions related to dairy products 

and to the process of making them have an indelible imprint on the local folklore such as 

tales, riddles, set-expressions, songs, jokes, popular beliefs, etc. 

 The most common dairy products produced by Xinjiang Oirats are made of cow 

or yak milk. Although cow and yak milk are not the same (yak milk is usually thicker), in 
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general, they are treated similarly; both can be used to make the same products. However, 

cow milk is much more common. Note that in Bain Bulg yaks are more common than in 

Houg Sar. This is probably due to the difference in climate. Although geographically 

Bain Bulg is located further south than Xoug Sar, the climate in Bain Bulg, in general, is 

colder, which is more suitable for yaks with their thick fur coats. Besides cow and yak 

milk, Xinjiang Oirats (both in Houg Sar and Bain Bulg) also use horse milk to make 

chigaen ‘fermented mare’s milk drink’, which is not consumed on a daily basis. Chigaen 

is believed to have a cleansing effect. In Houg Sar, Oirats are also accustomed to dairy 

products made of camel milk, such as yogurt. Camel milk yogurt is considered to be very 

nutritious; and it is one of the creamiest and richest yogurts that can be found. Goat and 

sheep milk are also utilized, but very rarely, both in Bain Bulg and Houg Sar. More 

information on the Xinjiang Oirat lifestyle can be found at my webpage: 

http://www.ling.hawaii.edu/~uhdoc/kalmyk/oirats.html#mozTocId429201 

 

III.4 ETH�O-LI�GUISTIC E�VIRO�ME�T 

 

III.4.1 Statistics 

  Bain Bulg and Houg Sar areas differ noticeably in terms of the composition of 

their ethno-linguistic environment. Both areas are marked by a relatively high percentage 

of population of a particular minority ethnic group. Bain Bulg village with its adjacent 

grassland is predominantly populated by Oirats. However, the Bayin’gholin Mongol 

Autonomous Prefecture, of which Bain Bulg is a part, is predominantly inhabited by Han 

Chinese (57.5 %) and Uyghurs (32.7 %) (2000 census). On the other hand, in the Houg 

Sar area the two most predominant ethnic groups are Han Chinese and Kazakhs. In the 

Tacheng Prefecture, of which Houg Sar is a part, there are about 58.6% Han Chinese and 

24.2% Kazakhs (2000 census). There are practically no Kazakhs in the Bain Bulg area; 
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conversely, in Houg Sar there are some Uyghurs, but not many (4.1%, 2000 census). It is 

important to mention that both areas are located in Uyghur Autonomous Region, where 

Uyghurs constitute roughly 45% of the total population and Han Chinese 40% (2000 

census). For more detailed statistics regarding the ethnic composition of the Uyghur 

Autonomous Region refer to the tables provided in the preceding sections. 

 

III.4.2 Xinjiang Oirat varieties in the context of the multicultural environment 

 Note that since Bain Bulg is part of the Bayin’gholin Mongol Autonomous 

Prefecture, which is often referred to as simply Bain Hol, I refer to the Bain Bulg variety 

of Oirat as Bain Hol dialect or variety. Both Bain Hol and Houg Sar dialects or varieties 

of Oirat are recognized, in scholarly works of local, Chinese, and Mongolian researchers.  

          The difference in ethnic composition of the two areas is clearly reflected in the 

language, particularly its lexicon. There are many more words borrowed from Uyghur in 

the Bain Hol (Bain Bulg) variety of Oirat than in the Houg Sar variety. Uyghur 

loanwords in the Bain Bulg variety are mostly names of vegetables, fruits, and foods that 

are bought at a market. For obvious reasons, there are hardly any loanwords from Kazakh 

in the Bain Hol variety of Oirat, while the Houg Sar variety has many Kazakh loanwords. 

It is remarkable that most of the Kazakh loanwords in Houg Sar Oirat are originally 

adopted from Russian as a result of the close politico-economic relations between China 

and Russia during the Soviet era. Compared with the Uyghur loanwords in the Bain Bulg 

variety of Oirat, the range of sematic categories of Kazakh loanwords in Houg Sar Oirat 

seems to be slightly wider. For instance, the semantic categories of Kazakh loanwords in 

Houg Sar Oirat are not confined to just market food items (as is the case with Uyghur 

loanwords in Bain Bulg Oirat), but expand to such areas as socio-political structure (e.g., 

public administration and government), technology (e.g., medical equipment, machines, 

tools, household techonology), and clothing items. 
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III.4.2.1 Oirat-Chinese code-switching vs. Chinese loanwords 

 It is also important to keep in mind that due to the considerable size of the Han 

nationality population and the high status of Mandarin Chinese in this region, Chinese 

loanwords pervade all varieties of Xinjiang Oirat. However, since the great majority of 

Xinjiang Oirats are fluent in Mandarin Chinese (or at least in the “toneless Xinjiang” 

version of it), in many cases Oirats resort to code-switching rather than borrowing. In 

other words, being bilingual (Oirat and Mandarin Chinese), Xinjiang Oirats use elements 

of both languages when conversing with each other or other bilinguals (e.g., Uyghurs or 

Kazakhs). Note that I adopt a generally accepted definition of code-switching; unlike 

borrowing, code-switching does not entail violation of any syntactic, phonological, or 

other linguistic constraints. In other words, during code-switching the engaged languages 

remain intact (i.e., phonological and/or syntactic rules of neither language are violated), 

while a loanword usually undergoes some phonological change to conform to the 

phonological constraints of the borrowing language (i.e., nativization of the original 

foreign word). Similarly to borrowing, code-switching is a normal and natural product of 

interaction between bilingual (or multilingual) speakers. Based on my observations, code-

switching to Mandarin Chinese in Xinjiang Oirats’ speech often occurs intrasententially 

(i.e., within a single sentence). However, in some cases the distinction between Oirat-

Chinese code-switching and borrowing is not very clear. This is because most Xinjiang 

Oirats, especially people over 30 years old and/or those who have had only minimal 

exposure to Mandarin Chinese (e.g., shepherds) seem to speak a non-standard “Xinjiang 

variety”24 of Mandarin Chinese, one of the features of which is the lack of tones. (I will 

not discuss any linguistic properties and/or status of this Xinjiang variety of Mandarin 

Chinese as it is outside of the scope of the present paper.) The point is that in this local 

variety of Mandarin Chinese, some of the words sound very similar to heavily nativized 
                                                 

24 I am not sure whether “Xinjiang variety” is a commonly accepted term for the variety of Mandarin 
Chinese spoken in the Xinjiang region. 
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loanwords. For example, in the Xinjiang “toneless” variety of Chinese, the word 浤t 

/kai1shui2/ ‘hot boiled water’ is pronounced as [ˈkeʃju] (with prominence on the initial 

syllable). But this Chinese word for ‘hot boiled water’ could also be borrowed, in which 

case the nativization would yield the same outcome: [ˈkeʃju]. The fact is that when the 

entire conversation is conducted in Chinese (or the local variety of it) the Chinese word 

for ‘hot boiled water’, 浤t /kai1shui2/, is pronounced as [ˈkeʃju], which is the same 

pronunciation as when this word is used within an Oirat sentence. The problem is that 

when Oirat speakers use the word 浤t /kai1shui2/, pronounced as [ˈkeʃju], within an 

Oirat sentence, it is not clear whether they are code-switching (to the local variety of 

Mandarin Chinese) or simply using a loanword. To make a distinction between such 

loanwords and code-switching would require some speech analysis of each particular 

case. At this point, the data I have and the analysis that I have done are insufficient to 

draw any conclusions on this matter. Note that there seem to be two co-existing varieties 

of Chinese within the Xinjiang Oirat language community: (1) proper Mandarin Chinese 

learned through the educational system (school or college), the mass media (TV, radio), 

and communication with Han nationality people; (2) “Xinjiang toneless Chinese” or 

“fewer tones Chinese” acquired through communication with older representatives of the 

Oirat speech community (parents, older siblings), and also through communication with 

other non-Han nationality speakers of Chinese (mostly Uyghurs and Kazakhs). 

 

III.4.2.2 Multilingualism among Xinjiang Oirats 

 A considerable percentage of Xinjiang Oirats are multilingual: in Bayin’gholin 

Mongol Autonomous Prefecture, including Bain Bulg, they are mostly Oirat-Chinese-

Uyghur speakers, while in Börtala Mongol Autonomous Prefecture and Ili Kazakh 

Autonomous Prefecture, including Houg Sar, they are mostly Oirat-Chinese-Kazakh 

speakers or Oirat-Chinese-Uyghur-Kazakh speakers. Multi-lingual conversations 
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between representatives of different ethnic minorities are very common. For instance, 

when an Oirat talks to an Uyghur s/he often uses Uyghur words, mixed with Chinese 

ones. Naturally, whether the conversation is conducted predominantly in Chinese or 

Uyghur depends on many factors, including the level of the participants’ proficiency in 

these languages. Determining whether a particular Uyghur or Kazakh word is a 

borrowing or code-switching might also be problematic. But this seems to be hardly 

possible, since, in general, the level of proficiency in Uyghur and Kazakh among Oirats 

is much lower than their level of proficiency in Chinese. In most cases Uyghur and 

Kazakh words in Oirat speech seem to be loanwords, rather than code-

switching. However, this is just my preliminary assumption that requires further 

investigation. 

 

III.4.2.3      Kazakh loanwords     

 In this section I briefly go over some features of Kazakh loanwords. When 

speakers of language A borrow a word from language B, they naturally assume that the 

borrowed word is a genuine B language word. However, it seems to be very common that 

this assumption is wrong, as the language of origin of loanwords is not the one these 

loanwords were borrowed from. This seems to be the case with Kazakh loanwords in 

Oirat. When Oirats borrow a word from Kazakh they (in general) believe that these 

words are genuinely Kazakh or that they are all of Kazakh origin. However, as I 

mentioned earlier, most of the Kazakh loanwords actually have Russian origins. The idea 

of chain borrowing (Russian > Kazakh > Oirat) is not uncommon. The interesting point is 

that most of the Kazakh people are bilingual: besides their native language they usually 

speak fairly good Russian, especially those who grew up during Soviet times. This fact 

poses a question: should words of Russian origin borrowed from fluent Russian speakers 

with Kazakh ethnicity be considered Kazakh loanwords or Russian loanwords?  From the 
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point of view of Oirat speakers these words are definitely considered to be Kazakh 

loanwords. However, based on the fact that most of these Kazakh-Russian loanwords 

were borrowed during the Soviet era, there seem to be three possibilities:  

(1) Due to the high level of fluency in Russian, it could be that when Kazakh people use 

Russian words in their language, they are code-switching, rather than borrowing. Such 

code-switching from Kazakh to Russian might have taken place during their interaction 

with Xinjiang Oirats, which is very likely from the political point of view, as they 

represented the Soviet Union, not Kazakhstan. If that is the case, we might have to 

consider these loanwords Russian, rather than Kazakh, since they were borrowed directly 

from the Russian language, although spoken by Kazakhs.   

(2) It is also very likely that these words were borrowed directly from native Russian 

speakers that lived in Kazakhstan at the time of massive borrowing. This possibility is 

based on the fact that a considerable percentage of doctors, teachers, engineers, and other 

specialists in most former Soviet Union republics were Russians. I assume that such 

specialists were most likely to be sent to China to promote Soviet products and services. 

Note that, due to the political isolation and strict migration policies in China, in the eyes 

of Xinjiang Oirats anyone who comes from Kazakhstan is Kazakh, regardless of their 

ethnicity. As a matter of fact, in Ili prefecture, most foreigners with slightly dark 

complexions are usually referred to as Kazakhs, while in Bain Hol prefecture, all 

foreigners with fairly light complexions are often referred to as Russians. In other words, 

for most Xinjiang Oirats, there are essentially only two types of foreigners: Kazakhs and 

Russians. I, for instance, at first was taken for Kazakh (due my Asian complexion; then, 

for some unclear reasons, “re-classified”  as being Russian. (The nuance of being from 

the USA, not to mention Hawai‘i, was recognized only by a few language consultants, 

those with whom I collaborated the most.)   
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(3) These words might also have been borrowed from native Kazakh speakers, in which 

case, they are indeed Kazakh loanwords that happen to originate from the Russian 

language. 

 Thus, it is not quite clear whether it is appropriate to refer to the words of Russian 

origin that were borrowed from Kazakh speakers as Kazakh loanwords or Russian 

loanwords. Note that for Oirats, a word borrowed from Kazakh speakers is simply a 

Kazakh loanword, regardless of whether it is a genuine Kazakh word, a Russian 

loanword, or a Russian word used in code-switching. Based on my personal perception, 

the pronunciation of some “Kazakh-Russian” loanwords in Xinjiang Oirat is strikingly 

similar to the original Russian pronunciation. But what is remarkable is that some of 

these Kazakh loanwords, in terms of pronunciation, are almost identical to Russian 

loanwords in Kalmyk. Note that Kalmyks borrowed Russian words directly from native 

Russian speakers. For instance, the word for ‘injection’, borrowed from the original 

Russian word [uˈkol], sounds very similar both in Xinjiang Oirat and Kalmyk: [uˈkolʲ]. 

On the other hand, there are Kazakh loanwords in Xinjiang Oirat that sound different 

from Russian loanwords in Kalmyk. For instance, the Russian word for ‘tractor’, 

pronounced as [ˈtraktər], in Kalmyk is nativized as [trakˈtɨr], while in Xinjiang Oirat it is 

[trakˈtar], with a prominent and clear [a] in the second syllable, which could indicate that 

it was borrowed from Kazakh, as Kazakh seems to allow such pronunciation. While it is 

reasonable to assume that the nativization of a word in two different dialects with very 

similar phonological constraints (Kalmyk and Xinjiang Oirat are mutually intelligible 

dialects of the same language) would yield similar outcomes, it is not always the case. A 

number of words of Russian origin seem to be borrowed from Uyghur as well. According 

to Nicholas Kontova,25 there are quite a few Russian loanwords in Uyghur as well. But 

                                                 
25 loanhttp://home.uchicago.edu/~kontovas/pdf/Kontovas_Distribution_over_Time_.uchicago. 
edu/~kontovas/pdf/Kontovas_Distribution_over_Time_ 
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compared to Kazakh loanwords, the number of Uyghur loanwords with Russian origins 

does not seem to be as great. The study of Kazakh loanwords clearly  needs further 

investigation, and at this point I will not carry this discussion any further. 
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CHAPTER IV. LEVEL OF E�DA�GERME�T OF THE OIRAT LA�GUAGE 

IV.1 XI�JIA�G OIRATS I� CHI�A 

 In terms of its level of vitality, the general situation with the Oirat language in 

Xinjiang is relatively stable. However, due to some recent changes in the demographics 

and language policies initiated and empowered by the authorities, the chances for 

survival of the Oirat language in Xinjiang are drastically diminishing. There seem to be 

three major factors that contribute to the Xinjiang Oirat language’s endangerment: (1) 

standardization of Mongolian education, (2) drastic cuts to Oirat schools, and (3) “no 

nomads” demographic policies. 

 

IV.1.1 Standardization of Mongolian Education  

 In order to create a unified educational system for all the Mongolian tribes in 

China, in 1982 the authorities launched a reform towards so-called “standardization” of 

the Mongolian language. Chakhar, one of the Mongolian languages spoken in Inner 

Mongolia, was chosen to be the “standard” Mongolian in China. As a result, in all the 

existing Mongolian schools the traditional Oirat writing system, “Clear Script” or Todo 

Bichig,26 was replaced with the Classical Mongolian writing system (“Original Script”) 

that fails to reflect morpho-syntactic properties of Spoken Oirat. Based on my 

observations in summer 2005, there is a widely accepted belief among the Oirats 

themselves (mostly imposed by the authorities) that the survival of the modern Oirat 

language in China heavily relies on the survival of two major (in terms of the number of 

speakers) Mongolian languages: Chakhar and Khalkha (spoken in Outer Mongolia). In 

                                                 
26 As mentioned in footnote 7, “Clear Script” (a.k.a. Todo Bich(i)g), was devised in 1648, specifically 

for the Oirat language. The crucial difference between Todo Bichig and the “Original Script” is that Todo 
Bichig reflects the phonemic representation more accurately; it includes new letters and diacritics to 
express such distinctive features of the Oirat language as vowel quality, vowel length, and obstruent 
strength (Birtalan 2003:212).   
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other words, most Oirats in China embrace the idea of preservation of their ethnic 

identity at the expense of their own language. Note that Oirat, Khalkha, and Chakhar are 

separate languages. The change in the language policy (reform 1982) caused an unnatural 

linguistic gap between the generations: the older generation’s variety (called khar keln, 

literally ‘black language’) is considered to be a language of people lacking education 

(adequate reading ability), whereas the younger generation’s variety is considered to be 

the “proper” or “educated” language. This kind of attitude seems to accelerate the process 

of assimilation of Oirat to the “standard” Mongolian in China. 

 In summary, there are several factors that seem to accelerate the process of 

replacing Xinjiang Oirat with Chakhar: 

1. The number of Chakhar speakers (in Inner Mongolia) is considerably larger than the 

total number of Oirats. 

2. Chakhar is an officially “standard” Mongolian language. 

3. Chakhar is taught in the institutions of higher education (colleges) that train teachers of 

all varieties of Mongolic languages in China. Many teachers of the Oirat language and 

culture in Xinjiang are being educated at colleges in Inner Mongolia, where the languages 

of instruction are Chinese and Chakhar. 

4. Todo Bichig is replaced by “Original Script.” 

5. The younger generation (0–25 years old) is influenced by the written form of the 

language, “Original Script,” which they consider more grammatically correct. 

 

IV.1.2 Drastic decrease in the number of Oirat schools   

 Unfortunately, assimilation to another, more dominant Mongolian language, 

Chakhar, is the least of the threats posed to Xinjiang Oirat. According to the official data 

provided by the Xinjiang Mongolian Foundation for the Promotion of Culture and 

Education, at the beginning of the 1990s there were 167 Oirat (usually called Mongolian) 
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schools in Xinjiang. All the subjects in these schools were conducted in Oirat and/or 

Chakhar languages. However, by 2005, of 167 schools, 82 % had been closed, 10 % had 

been reorganized, while only 8% remained. Note that in the so-called “reorganized” 

schools the language of instruction for all subjects is Mandarin Chinese, whereas Oirat 

(or Chakhar) language is taught only 2–4 hours per week. Other data from the foundation 

indicates that by 2002, the total number of students in the Oirat schools (including 

“reorganized” schools) was 17,270, with the following distribution:  

 

7–11 years old (elementary school): 10,507 students;  

12–14 years old (middle school): 4,897 students;  

15–18 years old (high school): 1,876 students. 
  

 Based on my personal investigation, by the summer of 2005, in the entire 

Xinjiang region only two monolingual Oirat schools remained; one in Hejing town, the 

capital of the Bain Hol Mongolian autonomous district, and the other in Houg Sar. All 

other Oirat schools had been reorganized (only 2–4 hours of Oirat/Chakhar language per 

week). 

  

IV.1.2.1 Why the number of Oirat schools is being drastically reduced 

 There seem to be two main, and closely interrelated, reasons for the drastic 

reduction in the number of Oirat schools: (1) official education policies, and (2) the 

declining level of self-esteem among members of the Oirat language community. 

 Since 1978, the Chinese government has put forward the goal of raising the level 

of education in the minority schools. In order to achieve this goal, the ministry of 

education seems to employ two types of tactics: (1) standardization of the educational 

process, an example of which is the switch to Chakhar, and (2) opening doors for the 
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minority children to the Chinese schools. According to the local authority, both 

policies—the standardization of Mongolian education (reform 1982), and allowing Oirat 

children to attend “regular” Chinese schools, were implemented in an attempt to remedy 

the alarmingly low level of education among national minority children. About 10–15 

years ago it was almost impossible for Oirat parents to get permission from the 

authorities to send their children to “regular” Chinese schools. The so-called “regular” 

Chinese schools were and still are considered to be prestigious among representatives of 

ethnic minorities. Nowadays, most Oirat parents seem to have a choice: to send their 

children to a grass-roots Oirat school or a regular Chinese school. For obvious reasons 

most choose Chinese schools. Based on my personal communication with the headmaster 

of Houg Sar Oirat national school (north of Xinjiang), the drastic decrease of Oirat 

national schools in the Xinjiang region is mainly caused by the decrease in the number of 

students in these schools. The Oirat parents themselves prefer to send their children to 

“regular” Chinese school rather than to the national Oirat schools because of the higher 

quality of education. The fact is that after graduating from the “regular” Chinese schools, 

the chances of getting into a college or getting a job are much higher than after 

graduating from the national minority schools. According to the headmaster of Houg Sar 

Oirat national school, on the national test, which is required  in order to get from middle 

school to high school, an average student of the Mongolian school scores 200 points 

lower than an average student from the Chinese school. He believes that one of the major 

reasons for such differences, and the failure of Oirat schools to provide a good higher 

level education, is the lack of highly qualified teachers. At this point, Oirat schools seem 

to be locked into a circular downdrift: the number of Oirat schools is on the decline, 

which means fewer young Oirats are interested in pursuing careers as Oirat language 

teachers, which means fewer Oirat schools. However, this is just an oversimplified model 

of a complex problem. Oirat shepherds, in general, respond to the policies that allow their 
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children to attend Chinese schools positively, as they aim to increase the chances for their 

children to get into a college and/or get a job in a city or town. Statistics from the Oirat 

Studies journal (2005, #4, pp. 56-61), show that over the last two decades the total 

number of Oirat students in colleges has increased (Table 7). 

 
Table 7. NUMBER OF XINJIANG MONGOLIAN STUDENTS IN COLLEGE 

School 
year 

Total 
number of 
Mongolian 

students 
graduated 

from 
Mongolian 

schools 

Mongolian 
students 

admitted to 
Arts 

departments 
(humanities, 
journalism, 

law, 
literature, 

etc.) 

% of 
students 

graduated 
from 

Mongolian 
schools, vs. 
all students 
who took 
the test to 
get into 

Arts 
departments 

Mongolian 
students 

admitted to 
Science 

departments 
(physics, 

math, 
chemistry, 

etc.) 

% of 
students 

graduated 
from 

Mongolian 
schools, vs. 
all students 
who took 
the test to 
get into 
Science 

departments 

% of 
Mongolian 

students 
getting 

into 
college, 
out of 

those who 
took the 

test 

2000 388 43 11% 19 4.8% 15.9% 
2001 480 85 17.7% 46 9.6% 27.2% 
2002 446 99 22.2% 12 2.2% 24.9% 
2003 563 114 20.2% 19 3.3% 23.6% 
 

 However, the level of unemployment among young Oirats is soaring. As Table 7 

shows, most Oirat students enroll in one of Arts departments, which in reality provide 

them with only one type of career opportunity: to be teachers at Oirat schools, very often 

back in their home villages. Most of these students have to get permission and approval 

from their local authorities to study at the college, and are obliged to come back. But this 

system seems to be failing, as more and more Oirat schools are being closed. For 

instance, two of my main consultants, who are both college graduates, have been looking 

for jobs for years. The best they can find are temporary, short-term, sometimes even just 

one-day jobs. Most young Oirats make it to the city through the educational system, and 

then try to stay there, unwilling to return to the hardships of the nomadic lifestyle. But it 

is very difficult to find decent jobs in the city, especially for those who are not native 
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speakers of Chinese, or those who cannot speak and write Chinese very well. It is very 

common that while trying to survive and make it in the city, young Oirats are being 

financially supported by their families. 

 

IV.1.2.2 Consequences of the education policies 

 The reduction in Oirat schools seems to cause even more damage to the integrity 

of the Oirat culture than can be usually predicted. The problem is that the school system 

does not fit well with the nomadic lifestyle that Oirats lead. As mentioned earlier, 

Xinjiang Oirat shepherds usually move four times per year, each time from 30 to 100 

miles away. Before the drastic decrease in Oirat national schools, there used to be many 

small grass-roots type Oirat schools that allowed Oirat children to frequently visit and in 

some cases even stay with their parents. Now, due to the lack of national Oirat schools in 

the areas of their original homes, the majority of children of age 7 and up are forced to 

leave their families in order to get an education. In most cases these children have to 

attend schools where the language of instruction is Mandarin Chinese. During their 

school years Oirat children live in dormitories 8 of 12 months per year. In other words, 

only a small portion of Oirat children is being exposed to their native culture and 

language in a natural environment. 

 Xinjiang Oirat is still used on an everyday basis and is being transmitted to 

children. However, the positive attitude toward their native culture and language among 

the Oirat population is on the decline. Most children of 10 or less years old practically 

cannot speak the language, and their level of comprehension is very low. The dominant 

language among the younger generation is Chinese. As young Oirats tend to move away 

from their traditional lifestyle, they cease to practice many parts of their indigenous 

culture, and with the loss of traditions comes the loss of the language. 
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IV.1.3 “�o nomads allowed” policies 

 In addition, there is a tendency among Oirat people towards abandonment of their 

traditional nomadic shepherds’ lifestyle in favor of a more sedentary lifestyle. This 

tendency is heavily influenced by the recent policies introduced by the local authorities 

that strongly encourage Oirat people to abandon their shepherd’s stations (portable 

yurts), move to the towns or villages, and become farmers, like the majority of the 

population in China. Overgrazing and degradation of pastureland, discussed in section 

II.2.21, is often used as the main reason for such policies. However, “no nomads” 

policies are also inspired by the increasing population of Chinese farmers who are 

expanding their territories. The lands that Xinjiang Oirats have been using for centuries 

are now being targeted as potential farming sites. Some of these lands have been already 

purchased and registered under their new “lawful” owners, who then seek to take legal 

actions against Oirat “trespassers.” There are quite a few cases of brutal incidents, when 

Chinese farmers physically attack the Xinjiang Oirats for trespassing. The tension 

between Oirats and Chinese farmers in some areas is very acute. One of the most 

gruesome incidents reported was that an Oirat man’s legs were broken in order to 

discourage him from moving around as nomads do. At this point Oirat shepherds do not 

have any legal rights to use their land, as they never thought of taking any legal action of 

registering it under their names, to secure it. This seems to be a classic, but sad, example 

of culture clash. To mitigate this situation some local authorities are trying to encourage 

Oirats to move to towns by offering them free housing. However, due to the limitations 

of financial resources, at this point such projects seem to be unfeasible. For instance, 

according to a report from the local authority in Bain Bulg, 40 houses (each provided 

with a free TV-set!) have been offered to about 400 families. I personally saw those 

“project” houses, and they are no larger than a small studio. Besides the culture loss 

implications, it seems to be inhumane to try to convince these shepherds to give up their 
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ancestral lands and fit into those 40 studios. But, unfortunately, they seem to have no 

other choice. 

 At present, there is an inter-generational cultural gap in the Oirat community 

between the older generation (people in their 40s to 50s or older) who continue their 

traditional nomadic lifestyle, and the younger generation who are trying to blend into 

more urban communities. The strong tendency among Xinjiang Oirats towards 

abandoning their traditional lifestyle significantly reduces the chances for survival of the 

Oirat language and culture. 

 In summary, although the present level of endangerment of Oirat in the Xinjiang 

region does not appear to be alarming, in the near future (15–25 years from now) it might 

be too late to prevent its disappearance. 
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CHAPTER V. AUDIO DATA 

V.1 RECORDI�G 

 

V.1.1 Speakers of two dialects 

 The analysis of Oirat intonation presented in this paper is based on data collected 

in two different areas of the Xinjiang region: Bain Bulg and Houg Sar, speakers of which 

represent two different Xinjiang Oirat dialects. Native Oirat speakers from Bain Bulg 

represent the Bain Hol dialect, while Oirat speakers in Houg Sar represent the Houg Sar 

dialect. The list of utterances along with the speakers is provided in the following section. 

The list of all languages consultants is provided in Appendix I. 

 

V.1.1.1 Ethics 

     Prior to working with consultants or video/audio taping anyone, I discussed the 

sensitivities of the material with the affected parties. Language consultants will be 

acknowledged in all published materials, as appropriate. All the informants were paid 

slightly more than the average wage for a qualified worker in this area. 

 

V.1.2 Types of utterances 

 This research involves a wide range of speech events of different genres, ranging 

from ceremonial speech, through story-telling, to isolated sentences. The most closely 

studied type of speech event in this research are isolated sentences, which include: 

declaratives (statements, statements with contrastive focus, and imperatives) and 

interrogatives (yes/no questions, wh-questions, and alternative questions). All speech 

events have been recorded with consideration of a high level of naturalness. 
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V.1.3 Equipment and format 

 Almost all the audio recordings were done with a digital audio recorder, a solid 

state Marantz-671, at a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz, and all files were saved in an 

uncompressed .wav format. 
 

V.1.4 Why Praat? 

 All acoustic measurements (e.g., pitch, intensity, and duration) of the audio 

recordings for this research were done in Praat, a software program for speech analysis, 

which is available for many different platforms (Windows, Macintosh, Unix, Linux). It 

can be downloaded for free from www.praat.org. Praat offers a wide range of speech 

analysis tools, including spectrographic analysis, pitch analysis, articulatory synthesis, 

and other tools. But the main reason for using Praat is that this program seems to be the 

most suitable representational tool for Oirat ToBI.27 Praat is one of the most commonly 

used interfaces among ToBI systems. Another important reason for choosing Praat as my 

primary tool is that it allows the researcher to do time-aligned transcription and analyze 

fundamental frequency (F0) at the same time. Other speech analysis programs, such as 

ELAN or Transcriber do not illustrate F0, which is actually a required part of any ToBI 

transcription. Praat also allows the researcher to see spectrogram and formant traces that 

can be used as additional cues for the pitch analysis. However, like any other program, 

Praat is not without its flaws and limitations. For instance, the choice of fonts that are 

available in Praat and the format of its files could impose problems for archiving 

purposes.  However, all things considered, at present, Praat seems to be the most suitable 

program for this research. 

                                                 
27 Tones and Break Indices, a system initially developed by Beckman and Hirschberg in 1994 for the 

description of English intonation (Beckman 1997). 
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V.2 ORGA�IZATIO� OF AUDIO DATA 

 Almost all audio data used for this research has been processed in Praat and saved 

as Praat’s binary files. Binary files contain two files: (1) the sound in .wav format, and 

(2) the so-called TextGrid file that contains text information such as the transcription, 

annotation, gloss, etc. These binary files can be opened, viewed, and processed only in 

Praat. A subset of the audio recordings is also stored as .wav files without accompanying 

TextGrids. All recordings stored either in binary or .wav files are organized into three 

main categories: 

1. Transcribed and annotated files 

2. Transcribed files 

3. Identical sets (mostly bare sound files) 

 This categorization reflects stages in the workflow of the analysis of speech 

recordings. The analysis starts with a bare sound recording that first gets transcribed, 

which includes parsing words within an utterance. Then, based on prosodic cues such as 

pitch and degree of disjuncture, AP (Accentual Phrase28) boundaries and tones get 

assigned and placed into the corresponding tiers. 

 

V.2.1 Transcribed and annotated files 

 The first category files, as the name suggests, are files that contain recordings that 

have been transcribed and annotated in terms of tones, AP boundaries, and break indices. 

Transcription includes broad or narrow phonetic transcription, morpheme-by-morpheme 

gloss, word, and free translation into English. An example of files of this category is 

shown in Figure 3, which illustrates its view opened in Praat. The most important tiers for 

this research are Tone tier, Accentual Phrase tier, and Break tier.   

                                                 
28 Accentual phrase is one of the basic prosodic domains that will be introduced later in this paper.  
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The purple arrows in Figure 3 indicate marked Tone, AP, and Break tiers, which show 

that this file has been annotated. In the file naming convention that I have developed in 

the process of this research, this category of files are marked by ‘_T&A’, a signature that 

appears at the end of each folder that contains files of this category. The list of ‘T&A’ 

folders is presented in Table 8. 

 
Figure 3. TRANSCRIBED AND ANNOTATED PRAAT FILE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As shown in Table 8 there are a total of 339 sound files that have been transcribed 

and annotated. The list of files in Table 8 represents the core product of my analysis for 

this dissertation. The proposed annotation system, O-ToBI, applied to the description of 

Oirat intonation, is represented in the form of tone marks on the Tone tier and boundary 

marks on the AP tier. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tone tier 

Transcription: phonetic, word, gloss, and translation tiers 

AP tier  

Break tier 
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Table 8. LIST OF TRANSCRIBED AND ANNOTATED FILES 

 

Transcribed and annotated on Tone tier 

Folder name Type of utterance # of files 

DB_GQ YesNo questions 100 
DB_St Statements 75 
DB_F(ocus) Questions followed by statement 

with Focus 
35 

DB_AQ Alternative questions 59 
DB_SQ Wh-questions 10 
Ir_GQ YesNo questions 15 
*BB_Oedr Humorous tale 11 
*BD_Oedr Humorous tale  11 
*BT_Oedr Humorous tale 10 
*Yz_Oedr Humorous tale 11 
*Bt_Oedr Humorous tale  6 
BK_Oedr Humorous tale  1 
 Total number of files: 339 

Notes:  
The first two or three letters of the file name are abbreviations for speakers, 
whereas the following letters are abbreviations for the utterance. 
* - indicates that there is more than one, 2-5 sentences in a single file.  
Each unmarked file represents one sentence.   
For more detailed description of the utterances refer to Abbreviation of 
Utterances in the List of Abbreviations. 

 

V.2.1.1 File naming convention 

 The audio data used in this research is organized into files with the following 

systematic file naming convention: XX(X)_YY(YY)_ZZ(Z), in which X, Y, and Z each 

represent a different field: 

XX(X)- abbreviated name of the speaker 

YY(YY)- abbreviated name of the recording (e.g., AQ ‘Alternative questions’) 

ZZ(Z) - status of the file, in terms of whether it is transcribed or annotated 

 There are still some files in my data that fail to follow this convention; the 

implementation of this system is still a work in progress. 
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V.2.2 Transcribed files 

 The files of the second category are files of recordings that have been parsed into 

words and transcribed. These recordings have been mostly used for the broad 

investigation of stylistic varieties of Oirat intonation (e.g., ceremonial speeches, various 

types of narratives). Figure 4 shows an example of this category of files, whereas Table 9 

represents the list of all transcribed files, which add up to 532 files. Most of these files 

are high in text content, each comprising two or more sentences. The total number of 

annotated and/or transcribed files is 871 (339 + 532). In my file naming convention, the 

folders that contain files of this category, transcribed files, are marked by ‘ _T’, which 

appears at the end of the folder’s name. Unlike the files of the first category, these files 

are not annotated in terms of tones and AP boundaries. However, transcribing of speech 

recordings is a painstaking and time consuming process, which occupied a considerable 

amount of this research time.   

 
Figure 4. TRANSCRIBED FILE (NO MARKS ON TONE AND AP TIERS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Transcription: phonetic, word, gloss, and translation tiers 

�o marks on Tone and AP tiers 
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Table 9. LIST OF TRANSCRIBED FILES 

Transcribed but no annotation on Tone or AP tiers 

Folder name Type of utterance # of files 

DB_AngImp Imperatives with anger 31 
DB_Exl Exclamatory statements 2 
DB_F(ocus) Questions followed by statement 

with Focus 
26 

DB_Rq Request 2 
DB_SQ Wh-questions 89 
*DB_Extra Declaratives and interrogatives 19 
*DB_GT Giich Toxa  

‘about wedding customs’;  
Descriptive narrative 

19 

*DB_HSXG Houg Sar Xyrym Giich ‘Houg Sar 
wedding ceremonies’; 
Explanatory-descriptive narrative 

15 

*DB_ShN Shaha Naadn ‘Bone dice game’;  
Explanatory narrative 

45 

*DB_SI Self-introduction 9 
*BD_QA Questions followed by an answer 19 
BD_GQ YesNo questions 18 
BD_St Statements 2 
*Bnt_KJ Koeschig Joral ‘Wedding curtain 

Praisal’ 
5 

*Bnt_QJ Qal Joral ‘Fire Praisal’ 8 
*Bnt_SI Self-introduction 5 
*Bnt_XJ Xyrm Joral ‘Wedding Praisal’ 5 
*Bnt_ZC Zadn Choln ‘enchanted rain stone’; 

Narrative 
7 

*Drj_BCh 
 

Bars Chon Arat Temaen Doervn 
‘Tiger, Wolf, Fox, and Camel’ 
Humorous tale 

43 

Drj_SQ Wh-questions 50 
*NcaNl_dialog Dialogue between Nca and Nl 

(about sewing);  
Casual conversation 

15 

*Nl_SI Self-introduction 23 
*Oz_BHX Bain Hol Xyrym 

‘Bain Hol wedding ceremony’ 
Descriptive narrative 

17 

*Tg_AJs Alchur Josn ‘Kerchief custom’; 
Descriptive narrative 

41 

*Tg_YJs Ys Josn ‘Cutting first hair custom’ 
Descriptive narrative 

17 
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Total number of transcribed files 532 

Notes:  
The first two or three letters of the file name are abbreviations for a speaker, 
whereas the following letters are abbreviations for the utterance. 
* - indicates that there is more than one, 2-5 sentences in a single file.  
Each unmarked file represents one sentence.   
‘_T’ at the end of a folder name means that the files that it contains are 
categorized as ‘Transcribed” (no annotation on Tone tier’) 
Praisal - a type of ceremonial speech, the purpose of which is to praise an 
event and thank the ancestral spirit, Buddha, and other deities (e.g., spirit of 
fire, spirit of a mountain, spirit of water, etc.,) for allowing it to happen. 
Events that get praised range from first born baby to getting a new dress.  
 

 

V.2.3 “Identical set” files 

 The third category of audio data that is involved in this research are so-called 

“Identical set” files, which include transcribed and annotated sound files as well as files 

without any transcription or annotation marks, as shown in Figure 5. “Identical set” 

means that these files contain recordings of the same utterances spoken by speakers of 

different varieties of the language (in this case, Houg Sar and Bain Hol dialects). All 

identical sets are grouped according to their type. The identical sets listed in Table 10, 

cover five basic types of utterances: (1) yes-no questions, (2) alternative questions, (3) 

wh-questions, (4) statements, and (5) statements with focus, all of which are the main 

topics of this research. As shown in the table, some of the identical sets are spoken by as 

many as three speakers. Notice that a group of files of the first category, _Oedr files, also 

represent an identical set. These files (in Table 8, ending on “Oedr”) contain recordings 

of the same story told or read by six different speakers, who represent different varieties 

of Oirat. Undoubtedly, the recordings accompanied with transcription and annotation are 

the most valuable, for representational purposes. However, sets of identical utterances 

even without transcription are essential for comparative analysis. Such analysis is 

possible due to the researcher’s near native proficiency in the language. 
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Figure 5. BARE SOUND FILE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10. LIST OF IDENTICAL SETS OF UTTERANCES 

Yes�o Questions 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances �otes 

Cj F Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 60 GQs 
Nc F Houg Sar/Houg Sar 60 GQs 

Identical set 

     
DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 GQs 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 GQs 

Identical set 

     
Sr M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 GQs 
Dr M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 GQs 

Identical set 

     
Br F Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 GQs 
Sj F Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 GQs 

Identical set 

   Total:                                  720GQs  

Alternative Questions 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances �otes 

Cj F Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 50 AQs 
Nc F Houg Sar/Houg Sar 50 AQs 

Identical set 

     

�o transcription or annotation, blank tiers 
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DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 AQs 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 AQs 

Cd M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 AQs 
Identical set 

     
Sr M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 AQs 
Dr M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 AQs 

Identical set 

   Total:                                  600AQs  

Wh-Questions 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances �otes 

Cj F Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 60 SQs 
Nc F Houg Sar/Houg Sar 60 SQs 

Identical set 

     
DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 SQs 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 SQs 

Identical set 

     
Sr M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 SQs 
Dr M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 SQs 

   Total:                                  520Qs 

Identical set 

Statements 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances �otes 

DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 75 St 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 75 St 

Cd M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 75 St 
Identical set 

   Total:                                  225 St  

Statements with Focus 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances �otes 

DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 60 F 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 60 F 

Identical set 

  Total:                                    120F  

Grand total:            2185 identical set utterances 

 

 Note that the audio data mentioned in this section represent the data that has been 

recorded and used specifically for this dissertation. However, all three categories of data 

listed in Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10, added together, constitute only about 15% of all 

the audio and video data recorded during my fieldwork in Xinjiang, which I intend to use 

for my future research projects. 
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CHAPTER VI. I�TO�ATIO�AL STRUCTURE A�D PROSODIC DOMAI�S 

VI.1 BASICS 

 In this dissertation, I adopt Ladd’s (1996:6–8) definition of intonation: 

“Intonation… refers to the use of suprasegmental phonetic features to convey “post-

lexical” or sentence-level pragmatic meanings in a linguistically structured 

way…Suprasegmental features are features of fundamental frequency (F0), intensity, and 

duration,” while linguistically structured means that these features are “organized in 

terms of categorically distinct entities and relations.” The main acoustic correlate of 

intonation is fundamental frequency, F0. As recognized by Beckman and Pierrehumbert 

(1986), who adopt the concepts and principles of Autosegmental Metrical (AM) theory, 

the tonal gestures are abstracted to two distinctive events, Low (L) and High (H), and 

tonal contours are regarded as linear sequences of Ls and Hs. The intonational inventory 

of a language consists of prominence-lending tonal gestures and boundary tones.  
 

VI.2 KEY POI�TS (TE�ETS)  

 In this chapter, I propose a model for the intonational structure of Oirat. The 

following are the key points of my model: 

1. Oirat has two post-lexical intonational or prosodic units (domains): 

 a. Accentual Phrase (AP) (an example is highlighted in pink in Figure 6) 

 b. Intonational Phrase (IP) (an example is highlighted in pink in Figure 7) 

 

2. An AP has an underlying pitch contour, Low-High (LH). 

 (i) Low pitch marks the left edge of AP. 

 (ii) High pitch marks the right edge of AP. 

 

3. Lack of LH contour is used as a dephrasing tool. 
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4. An AP tends to be a proper foot.  

 (i) A prosodic word is co-extensive with AP. 

 (ii) A default word or AP is a proper foot.  

 The evidence for the above tenets is provided in the following sections.  

 
Figure 6. ACCENTUAL PHRASE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. INTONATIONAL PHRASE 
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VI.3 PROSODIC DOMAI�S 

VI.3.1 Hierarchy of Oirat prosodic domains 

 

 The prosodic structure of Oirat is in compliance with the Strict Layer Hypothesis 

(Selkirk 1980) in that domains are organized hierarchically, from the smallest prosodic 

unit (AP) to the largest (IP), which means that an IP can consist of more than one AP but 

not vice versa. Diagram 2, which is based on the utterance in Figure 7, represents the 

hierarchical organization of Oirat prosodic units.  

 
Diagram 2. Hierarchical organization of Oirat prosodic units 

[[[ σ ] word [ σ σ ]word ]AP [[ σ ]word [ σ  σ  σ]word ]AP ]IP 

 

 The pitch contours associated with a higher prosodic domain such as an IP always 

supersede pitch contours associated with lower prosodic domain, an AP. In other words, 

IP tones can cause AP tones not to appear. However, it is important to mention that such 

hierarchical organization of prosodic domains does not imply that tones that are 

associated with a higher-ranked domain are in any way more prominent than tones of a 

lower-ranked domain. This is because the tones associated with different levels are 

arranged in linear sequence.  

 

VI.3.2 Accentual Phrase 

 In Oirat the Accentual Phrase is the smallest post-lexical prosodic unit. The 

degree of perceived disjuncture between words within an Accentual Phrase is less than 

that between sequential words with an Accentual Phrase boundary intervening. 
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VI.3.2.1 Low-High pitch contour of an Accentual Phrase  

 There could be more than one contributing factor that makes the disjuncture 

between two adjacent APs be perceived as greater than that between adjacent words 

within an AP. However, in this research I focus on the tonal representation of an 

Accentual Phrase. Based on my native speaker intuition, observations, and the 

experimental evidence provided further on in this chapter, one of the defining 

characteristics of an Accentual Phrase in Oirat is that its edges are marked by tones: AP 

initial syllables are characterized by low pitch, while AP final syllables are characterized 

by high or rising pitch. Low tone (L) is often associated with the initial syllable of the 

AP, while high tone (H) is usually associated with the final syllable. The most predictable 

cases of association of tones within an AP are when an AP consists of one or two 

syllables. As shown in Diagram 3, when an AP consists of only one syllable, the rising 

LH pitch contour is realized over this single syllable. 

 
Diagram 3. Association of tones within an AP with one syllable 

[ σ ]AP  

 

LH 

 When an AP consists of two syllables, L pitch is realized on the initial syllable 

and H pitch is realized on the final syllable, as shown in Diagram 4. 

 
Diagram 4. Association of tones within an AP with two syllables 

[ σ    σ ]AP  

 

  L   H 
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 The association of tones within an AP with more than two syllables, at this point 

of my research, is unpredictable. In some cases, H is realized immediately after L, 

starting from the second syllable, as shown in Diagram 5. 

 
Diagram 5. Association of tones within an AP with more than two syllables (LHHH) 

[ σ    σ   σ   σ ]AP  

 

  L         H    

 

 There are cases in which H is realized only at the very end of the AP, on the final 

syllable, as shown in Diagram 6. 

 
Diagram 6. Association of tones within an AP with more than two syllables (LLLH) 

  

     

  

 

 There are also cases in which pitch stays low over the first portion of the AP and 

rises up somewhere in the middle of the AP, as shown in Diagram 7. 

 
Diagram 7. Association of tones within an AP with more than two syllables (LLHH) 

[ σ    σ   σ   σ ]AP  

 

 

       

[ σ  σ  σ  σ] AP  
  

     
   
      L        H    

L        H 
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 In addition, when an AP consists of more than one word and the first word is 

monosyllabic, and especially if it has a long vowel, then the LH contour tends to be 

realized on this first word, as shown in Diagram 8.  

 
Diagram 8. Association of tones within an AP with initial monosyllabic word 

  [[ σ  ] word [ σ        σ]word ]AP  

   

     L                  H                          
 

 It is important to point out that although the timing of the rising pitch contour is 

unpredictable, once the pitch goes up it stays up and does not fall. In other words, overall 

LH pitch contour is obligatory within an AP. Pitch contours as shown in diagrams 9 and 

10 are not characteristic of Oirat Accentual Phrases. 

 
Diagram 9. Impossible association of tones within an AP (LLHL) 

[ σ    σ   σ   σ ]AP  

  L          H    L 

 
Diagram 10. Impossible association of tones within an AP (LHLH) 

[ σ    σ   σ   σ ]AP  

  L   H   L    H 

 

 At this point of my investigation, I have no conclusive suggestions regarding the 

timing of the realization of the rising pitch contour within Oirat APs. In future 
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investigations I intend to track the correlation between the realization of the rise and the 

number of syllables within an AP, with consideration of the rate of speech. Note that 

although the timing of the realization of the rise is a subject for future research, in the 

present research I claim that Oirat APs are marked by an overall LH contour.  

 

VI.3.3 Evidence for the LH contour of an Accentual Phrase 

 Measurements showing that the mean pitch level of the initial half of an AP is 

consistently lower than that of the final half of an AP could serve as a piece of evidence 

for an LH, or rising pitch contour, within an AP. In order to provide such empirical 

evidence I conducted an experiment in which the pitch measurements of the two halves 

of APs were compared, and the results of these measurements were submitted to 

statistical analysis. 

 

VI.3.3.1 Materials  

 As I will discuss in the next chapter, the most prominent realization of the LH 

contour within an IP occurs in the initial AP. With this in mind, for this experiment I used 

70 IP-initial APs produced by a native speaker of Xinjiang Oirat. An example of an IP-

initial AP is shown in Figure 9, highlighted in pink. All 70 initial APs were taken from 

basic declarative statements. 
 

VI.3.3.2 Design and procedures 

 In order to take measurements of the pitch in the initial and final halves of APs, 

all APs were broken down into four equal (in terms of duration) segments. Then a Praat 

script, specifically written for this experiment by Diana Stojanovic (a graduate student at 

the Linguistics Department of the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa), took a measurement 

of the pitch in each of the four quarters within the AP and placed the results into an Excel 
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spread sheet table. The table with the results then was run though StatView (5.0.1 

12/11/98 PowerPC Version © 1992-98 SAS Institute Inc.), a program for statistical 

analysis. The statistical analysis compared the mean pitch level of the first two quarters 

of an AP and that of the third and fourth (final) quarters of the same AP. The mean pitch 

of the first two quarters represented the overall pitch level of the first half of an AP, 

whereas the third and the fourth quarters represented the second half of the AP. 
 

VI.3.3.3 Predictions 

 My claim regarding the LH pitch contour of an AP predicted that the overall pitch 

level of the first half of an AP will be consistently lower than that of the second half of 

the AP. 

VI.3.3.4 Results 

 Figure 8 shows means and variances for pitch in the first and second halves of the 

70 APs investigated here. Note that the y-axis indicates the pitch value in Hz. Table 11 

shows that there is a highly significant effect of position within AP on the mean pitch 

(F[1, 69]=96,959, p<.0001); pitch is significantly lower at the beginning of an AP than it 

is at the end.  
Figure 8. ANOVA DIAGRAM OF LH CONTOUR EXPERIMENT 
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Table 11. ANOVA TABLE FOR LH CONTOUR EXPERIMENT (1) 

 

VI.3.3.5 Conclusion 

 As predicted, this experiment proves that the mean pitch level of the first half of 

an AP is consistently lower than that of the final half of an AP, which supports my claim 

that an AP has an LH or rising pitch contour.  
  
 

VI.3.4 LH as the default pitch contour of an AP 

 I propose that the LH contour is the default pitch contour of an Accentual Phrase 

in Oirat. This assumption is based on the following: (1) Intonational Phrase initial AP is 

marked by the LH contour, as shown in Figure 9 (initial AP is highlighted in pink). I will 

discuss this phenomenon in the following chapter; (2) Words in isolation are marked by 

an LH contour, as shown in Figure 10; (3) Each word in careful speech tends to be 

marked by an LH contour; and (4) Words in contrastive focus are marked by an LH 

contour. I discuss this phenomenon in the chapter on statements with contrastive focus.  

 

VI.3.4.1 Word as an AP 

 An important observation is that in careful speech there are many more LH 

contours than in fast or casual speech. This is because in careful and slow speech Oirat 

speakers apply the LH contour to almost every word. Since the LH contour is the default 

pitch contour of an Accentual Phrase, I suggest that each word in careful speech tends to 

be an AP.  
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 In addition, at a slow speech rate, APs tend to be shorter in terms of number of 

syllables, whereas, at a fast or normal speech rate, APs tend to be longer in terms of 

number of syllables. At this point, this statement is based on my observations and native 

speaker intuition. In this dissertation I do not provide any empirical evidence to support 

this observation. In order to provide such evidence, I would need to develop an 

experiment that would prove that the number of syllables within an AP is greater in 

casual speech than it is in careful speech, and that the number of LH pitch contours 

within an utterance in careful speech is greater than the number of LH contours in casual 

speech. I intend to design such an experiment in my future research. 

 
Figure 9. LH CONTOUR REALIZATION ON IP INITIAL AP  
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Figure 10. LH CONTOUR REALIZATION ON A WORD IN ISOLATION  

 

VI.3.5 AP as a proper foot 

   

 As pointed out by Hayes (1995:47), in many languages, there is a minimum 

placed on the size of a word. Based on my analysis, in Oirat every content word must 

contain at least two syllables or at least two moras, both of which represent a proper foot. 

Whether the timing unit in Oirat is a syllable or a mora is a question to which I cannot 

give a straightforward answer at this point. However, it seems that it is a matter of 

dialectal preference: Kalmyk seems to use syllables as timing units, whereas Xinjiang 

Oirat seems to employ moras. This preliminary assumption is based on the following 

observation. There are numerous cases in which a monosyllabic word is converted to a 

prosodic unit with two beats; again, to conform to a proper foot. Oirat seems to employ 

two different strategies; in Xinjiang Oirat, for instance, a single vowel of a monosyllabic 

word is usually lengthened to a long vowel, as in ɵmn ‘before’ > ɵɵmn, (the sound file is 

provided in DB_St4 DEMO > AP folder), while in Kalmyk there seems to be a tendency 

towards a syllabification or epenthesis strategy, as in ɵmn ‘before’ > ɵm.nə.  With respect 

to the proposed underlying LH contour for an AP, in Xinjiang Oirat, the LH rising 
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contour is realized within the lengthened vowel, whereas in Kalmyk, the L tone is 

realized within the vowel and the H tone is realized on the syllabified consonant, as 

shown in Diagram 11. 

  

Diagram 11. Converting a monosyllabic word into a proper foot 

 

(R –Rhyme, N –Nucleus) 

  ɵmn ‘front’ 

 

Xinjiang Oirat                     Kalmyk 

/ɵ:mn/                           /ɵm-nə/ 

  σ                                     σ                σ 

 

  R                                     R               R 

   

 N                                     N               N 

   

  X   X                              X               X 

  ɵ    ɵ   mn                       ɵ   m   n    ə 

    LH                               L                H 

  

 There are also many cases in which medial syllables within a word with more 

than two underlying syllables get compressed and reduced to conform to the requirements 

of an “ideal” prosodic word, a proper foot. For instance, an underlyingly trisyllabic word 

/ɵtʃkylʲdyr/ ‘yesterday’ is often reduced to a di-syllabic word /ɵtʃkdyr/. 

 Since, on the prosodic level, each word tends to be an AP, and in terms of its 

metrical structure, a word tends to be a proper foot, a default metrical structure for an AP 

seems to be a proper foot (see Diagram 12). 
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Diagram 12. AP as a proper foot 

 

 

 

 

  

 

VI.3.6 LH-reset and Dephrasing 

  

 It has been noted that fundamental frequency (F0) tends to decline over the course 

of declarative utterances in most languages (Ladd, 1996:73), as shown in Diagram 13. 

 

Diagram 13. Overall downward trend of the pitch contour 

 

 

 

  

 Oirat declarative statements are not an exception to this tendency. However, in 

Oirat this overall downward trend of the pitch contour in most cases is hardly present. 

This is due to the phenomenon that each AP within an IP tends to have an LH pitch 

contour which presumably is the default AP contour. I suggest that the realization of the 

LH contour within an utterance serves as a reset of the pitch level, hence the label “LH-

reset.” Every time an AP’s default LH contour gets realized, the pitch level gets reset, as 

shown in Diagram 14, in which the vertical line represents the border between the two 

APs. 

Diagram 14. An Oirat statement with LH-reset, two APs 

 

 

  

 

Isolated word is an AP 
 
                                                                      Default AP is a proper foot 
 
Default word is a proper foot 

H 

L 
L 

H 

LH-reset 
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 The more prominent the LH-reset is, the stronger the perceived disjuncture 

between the two adjacent APs. Also vice versa: the less prominent the LH-reset, the less 

disjuncture is perceived. LH-reset serves as a switch that signifies the beginning of a new 

prosodic domain. On the other hand, the absence or obliteration of LH-reset signifies that 

there is no significant disjuncture or that this is still the same prosodic domain, as shown 

in Diagram 15. 

 

Diagram 15. A Oirat statement without LH-reset, one AP 

 

 

 

 

 Thus, the absence of LH reset serves as a “dephrasing” tool. In other words, 

dephrasing takes place when cues for a prosodic boundary, in this case LH pitch contour, 

between two prosodic domains are obliterated. The concept of dephrasing is not 

uncommon in intonational grammars of languages (e.g., K-ToBI: Jun 1996).  Dephrasing 

often occurs in fast speech. In fast rate casual speech, there tend to be fewer APs in an 

utterance than in careful speech, which is because boundaries between separate APs are 

often removed. The perception of fewer AP boundaries is achieved through fewer LH-

resets. I provide more detail about the realization of dephrasing in section VIII.5 Medial 

AP.  

VI.4 I�TO�ATIO�AL PHRASE 

 The Intonational Phrase (IP) is the largest prosodic domain, and is marked by dual 

boundary tones and break ‘4’ index on the break tier. I will introduce the indices on the 

break tier in the chapter on ToBI transcription. IP is distinguished from AP by a profound 

lengthening of the final syllable, which allows the realization of dual boundary tones. The 

IP is the prosodic domain within which pitch range is specified; to be precise, at the 

beginning of each new IP, the speaker chooses a new pitch range which is independent of 

L 

H 
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the previous specification. The other difference between AP and IP is the degree of 

perceived disjuncture: the degree of perceived disjuncture between sequential words 

across Intonational Phrase boundaries tends to be larger than between words within or 

across Accentual Phrase boundaries. As pointed out by Venditti (2005:177) in research 

on Japanese, in addition to the pitch range and disjuncture cues to IP boundaries, this 

prosodic unit is also characterized by optional rising or rise-fall tonal movements at its 

right edge. These movements serve to convey various linguistic and paralinguistic 

meanings of the utterance, such as questioning, incredulity, insistence, etc. In other 

words, a sequence of IP boundary tones often encodes the pragmatic meaning of the 

phrase as well as information about the sentence type.  
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CHAPTER VII. STATEME�TS 

VII.1 DATA 

 The analysis of statements that follows is mainly based on the data shown in 

Table 12. 

 
Table 12. LIST OF FILES FOR STATEMENTS 

Statements  

 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances  

DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 75 St 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 75 St 

Cd M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 75 St 

Identical set 

   Total: 225 St  

  

 Most of the discussion in this chapter refers to statements produced by DB, a male 

speaker of Houg Sar dialect. For examples, refer to the folder Transcribed and Annotated 

> DB_Statements. Recommended pitch range setting in Praat for this speaker is  

70–250 Hz. 

 In addition to the annotation in Praat, the record of the Tone and AP tiers for 

DB’s statements is also provided in the form of two tables in Appendix V. The first table 

(Table 1) illustrates the number of syllables and assigned tones for each syllable for the 

entire utterance, while the second table (Table 2) is focused only on the final AP. I made 

a separate table (Table 2) for final APs for the sake of convenience. By looking only at 

final APs, I was trying to see if there are any cases of repeated or prevailing tonal patterns 

at the right edges of IPs. The number of syllables and their association with tones allows 

us to see general tendencies in the intonational structure of statements, which will be 

discussed in this section. 
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VII.2 TO�AL STRUCTURE OF OIRAT BASIC STATEME�TS 

 In this research I use the term “basic statements” to refer to declarative statements 

that are used in casual everyday speech and that are not associated with any specific style. 

Moreover, I adopt a broad definition of a “declarative statement”—a statement that states 

an idea, as opposed to commands, requests, or questions. In the data used for this section, 

each of the utterances represents one Intonational Phrase. In the process of annotation, I 

parsed each of the Intonational Phrases in DB’s 75 utterances into Accentual Phrases and 

came to the following observation: based on their position within an IP, in terms of their 

pitch contours, APs are realized differently. I distinguish three different so-called 

“positional” types of AP: initial AP, medial AP, and final AP. Each of these “positional” 

AP types is characterized by certain distinctive features. The basic statement pitch 

contour, an example of which is shown in Figure 11, can be represented in the following 

diagram: 

 
Diagram 16. Tonal structure of Oirat basic statements 

  

[[L  H] APi   [h   H] APm   [HL   LL%] APf  ]IP 

(1) An LH contour is realized over an IP-initial AP, referred to hereafter as APi 

(2) An hH contour is realized over an IP-medial AP, referred to hereafter as APm 

(3) An HL LL% contour is realized over an IP-final AP, referred to hereafter as APf 

  

 It is important to emphasize that one of my major claims regarding tonal structure 

of basic Oirat statements is that the underlying tonal representation of each of the APs, 

regardless of its position within the IP, is LH. However, as shown in Diagram 16, this 

underlying LH pitch contour is realized differently or not realized at all, depending on the 

position of an AP within the IP. In other words, the surface tonal representation of an AP 
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depends on its position within the IP. In the following sections of this chapter I discuss 

each of the three “positional” APs and their tonal representation. 

 
Figure 11. BASIC STATEMENT PITCH CONTOUR  

 The schematic representation of an Oirat basic statement’s pitch contour is shown 

in Diagram 17. Notice that both initial and final Accentual Phrases have a relatively large 

pitch range while the pitch range of the medial AP is compressed from the bottom. 
 

Diagram 17. Oirat Basic Statement Pitch Contour 

 

    [ [initial AP]                [medial AP]               [final AP] ]IP 

 

APi 

APm 

APf 

Pitch range 

 

H 

L 

L 

H 
H 

L 
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VII.3 I�ITIAL AP  

 The most important distinguishing feature of an initial AP is that it has the most 

prominent LH pitch contour within an IP. Its pitch excursion is greater than that of a 

medial AP. Empirical evidence of this feature is provided in section VIII.5. Recall that 

the results of the experiment discussed in section VI.3.3, provide evidence for the LH 

pitch contour in initial APs of basic statements in 75 DB utterances. As stated in the 

previous chapter, L tone is usually realized on the first syllable and H on the final syllable 

of the initial AP.  

 

VII.4 MEDIAL AP 

VII.4.1 Pitch contour of a medial AP 

 

 My claim regarding the pitch contour of a medial AP can be divided into three 

parts: (1) of the three “positional” types of APs (APi, APm, and APf) within an IP, medial 

AP’s pitch contour is the most “compressed” in that its pitch range is the narrowest; (2) 

compression of APm’s pitch range occurs from the bottom, so that an underlying L tone 

is not as low as it is in an initial AP, as shown in Diagram 17; (3) despite its compression, 

a medial AP pitch contour is LH, the same as in an initial AP. In section VII.5, I provide 

empirical evidence for the first two parts of my claim. As for the third part of the claim, at 

this point, it is based on native speaker’s intuition supported by comparative observation 

of the pitch contour in careful and casual speech. As briefly mentioned in section 

VI.3.4.1, the LH pitch contour of an AP is more often realized in careful speech than in 

casual or fast speech. The reason for not providing evidence of the LH contour in medial 

APs is because most of my transcribed and annotated data are recordings of utterances in 

casual speech, in which the LH contour of the medial AP is hardly prominent. In other 

words, the results of the would-be experiment, an experiment similar to the one described 

in section VI.3.3, but with medial APs of the utterances in casual speech, would not 

support my claim that a medial AP’s underlying pitch contour is LH. However, despite 

the fact that in casual speech the medial AP’s LH contour is not strongly evident, I still 
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claim that APm’s underlying tonal representation is LH because exactly the same 

utterances in careful speech would have distinct LH pitch contours in their medial APs. 

At this stage of my research, I do not have evidence for this claim. In order to provide 

evidence for the LH pitch contour in medial APs, I need to conduct an experiment with 

medial APs of basic statements in careful speech.  

VII.4.2 Dephrasing of a medial AP 

 In the underlying LH pitch contour of an AP, L plays a crucial role not only as a 

signifier of its beginning but also as a determiner of the degree of its prominence. The 

lower the L, the more prominent the AP.  The height of the H in an LH contour, on the 

other hand, does not seem to contribute to the degree of prominence of the AP. The Hs of 

the LH contours of all APs within a particular IP remain on the same level, whereas the 

level of the L fluctuates throughout an IP, depending on the position of the AP and 

whether the AP is focused or not. The H in an LH contour is necessary for its contrastive 

function, to show that the L is a low tone. At this stage of my research, the above stated 

ideas regarding the role of L and H in the LH pitch contour in Oirat are only my 

conclusions, based on native speaker’s intuition and preliminary analysis of the recorded 

data. I intend to provide empirical evidence for these claims in my future research. 

 Thus, dephrasing of a medial AP in a basic Oirat statement is realized through 

relatively high or “raised” L and consequently shallow LH contour, which is exemplified 

in Figure 11. The evidence for this claim is provided in section VIII.5. Note that in 

Diagram 16, the “raised” L tone is labeled as “h,” which, in my O-ToBI transcription 

system, is a mid-high range tone. “h” is realized on the initial syllable of a medial AP 

(e.g., in Figure 11, it is the syllable /ek-/ in the word /ektʃim/ ‘older sister’). My model 

for the prosodic structure of Oirat basic statements suggests that the underlying tonal 

representation of the first syllable /ek-/ is L. However, due to the dephrasing of the 

medial AP, this L tone is realized as mid-high pitch tone. In other words, the proposed O-

ToBI system suggests that ‘h’ is the surface representation of an underlying L tone, 
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which is raised as a result of dephrasing. Recall that dephrasing is a strategy of breaking 

strong prosodic boundaries between two adjacent APs. The prosodic boundary in this 

case is tonal, the realization of an LH pitch contour on the Accentual Phrase.  

 

VII.4.2.1 The problem with the boundary between APi and APm 

 When the LH pitch contour is hardly realized or altogether absent, the tonal 

boundaries (LH-reset) between two adjacent APs are hardly noticeable or simply not 

present. In the proposed O-ToBI annotation system, as a result of dephrasing of medial 

APs in casual speech, a medial AP can have either an hH or an HH plateau contour. 

Notice that an initial AP ends on H and a medial AP starts with either mid-high h, as 

shown in Diagram 16, or high tone H. As a consequence, if based solely on pitch cues, 

such as LH-reset, it is often impossible to draw a boundary between initial and medial 

APs in casual speech. In many cases, in casual speech a medial AP sounds like a 

continuation of an initial AP, especially when the HH plateau of the medial AP starts on 

the same level as H of the initial AP and when it is fairly flat, as shown in Figure 12.  

 This raises a fundamental question: how do I know that there is a boundary 

between initial and medial APs and that it is not just one long AP? This is one of the 

weaknesses of my argument for the proposed prosodic structure of Oirat basic statements. 

However, as pointed out in section VII.4.1 (p.93), despite the fact that I have not 

provided empirical evidence for the LH pitch contour of medial APs in casual speech, 

such a contour can be found in the analysis of careful speech.  

 In the meantime, the boundaries between initial and medial APs in casual speech 

are, for the most part, based on my native speaker intuition and also seem to be 

influenced by syntactic cues. For instance, the subject of a sentence is often co-extensive 

with the initial AP, whereas a medial AP often starts with the object of a sentence. Note 

that Oirat is an SOV language. The influence of syntactic structure on the prosodic 
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structure is obvious and expected. However, it is important to point out that in the 

proposed O-ToBI annotation system, the prosodic domains such as IP and AP, by 

definition, are defined by the surface tonal patterns, not syntactic structure. The effects of 

the interaction of syntactic and prosodic structures on the boundaries of the prosodic 

domains in Oirat are yet to be discovered.  

 In addition, what makes it easier sometimes to draw the line between the initial 

and medial APs is the higher pitch level of the medial AP. Note that in Figure 12, the 

pitch level of the medial AP is slightly higher than the level of H tone of the initial AP. 

On the pitch track it looks like a shallow but sudden jump to a higher level. In summary, 

to justify boundaries between initial and medial APs in casual speech, I need to provide 

evidence based on experiments that would involve investigation of acoustic cues.  

 
Figure 12. PROBLEMATIC CASE OF THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN INITIAL AND MEDIAL APS 
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VII.4.3 Pre-verbal position 

 Another feature of a medial AP in Oirat is that it often (for instance, in 50 of the 

75 DB basic statements examined here) houses a word or a phrase immediately preceding 

the final verb. As mentioned, Oirat is an SOV language. This position, which I refer to as 

“pre-verbal position,” is a syntactically prominent position. In basic statements, the 

element that contains the most important or new information is usually placed right 

before the final verb, which is in accordance with the so-called “end focus” principle. In 

European Portuguese, for instance, there is a strong pressure for the word with the highest 

informational content to be placed at the end of the intonational group, especially in the 

case of contrast (Hirst 1998). In Oirat there are grammatical constraints that forbid the 

shifting of a contrasted word to final position, which is reserved strictly for verbs. For 

instance, to create an emphasis on the wh-word in a wh-question, the wh-word is usually 

placed in pre-verbal position. Note that as in most SOV languages, Oirat normally 

employs an in-situ strategy for wh-questions. Note that in short sentences the entire 

medial AP is often co-extensive with the pre-verbal position.  

 As might be expected, in addition to being prominent by virtue of its position, 

pre-verbal elements are also marked prosodically. As mentioned earlier (section 

VII.4.2.1), prosodic structure often collaborates with syntactic structure. First of all, since 

the element in pre-verbal position often contains the last syllable of the medial AP, it is 

marked by H tone (as the second tone of the LH pitch contour). At this point of my 

research I do not have independent empirical evidence for specific acoustic correlates of 

the prosodic prominence of the pre-verbal position. However, based on my preliminary 

observations, in addition to high pitch, the preverbal position seems to be also marked by 

a relatively high intensity, which makes it perceptually the most prominent part of a 

medial AP. This claim needs further and thorough investigation.  
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VII.5 EXPERIME�TS  

 As mentioned in sections VII.3 and VII.4.1, to provide evidence for some of the 

crucial claims of the proposed prosodic structure of Oirat basic statements, I conducted 

two experiments.  

 

VII.5.1 Experiment #1: Pitch Excursion 

 As illustrated in Diagram 17, one of the major claims regarding the pitch contour 

of Oirat basic statements is that the most prominent realization of the LH pitch contour 

takes place in initial APs. Let us consider three facts: (1) the results of the experiment 

discussed in section VI.3.3 proved that the pitch contour of initial APs of basic statements 

is LH; (2) the greatest pitch excursion within an utterance, as a rule, takes place at its 

end—in the case of Oirat, in the final AP; (3) due to the IP boundary tones (LL% in 

statements) realized within the final AP, the pitch contour of the final AP is HL, rather 

than LH. With respect to these three facts, it is reasonable to assume that in order to 

prove that within an IP the most prominent realization of the LH pitch contour takes 

place in initial APs, we must prove that the pitch excursion within initial APs is 

considerably greater than that within medial APs.  

 Another major claim regarding the pitch contour of Oirat basic statements is that 

of the three positional APs (APi, APm, and APf), the medial AP has the most compressed 

pitch range. In other words, the smallest pitch excursion within an IP occurs in the medial 

AP.  

 To provide empirical evidence that would support these claims, I conducted an 

experiment in which I measured the pitch excursions within each of the positional APs: 

APi vs. APm vs. APf, and then submitted the results to statistical analysis.  
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VII.5.1.1 Materials  

 For this experiment I used 75 basic statements produced by a male native speaker 

of Xinjiang Oirat. The recordings of the utterances used for this experiment, accompanied 

with transcription and annotation, can be found in folder DB_Statements (Sound Files).  

VII.5.1.2 Design and procedures 

 In order to take measurements of the pitch excursions within each of the APs, the 

75 utterances were opened in Praat and a Praat script, specifically written for this 

experiment by Diana Stojanovic (a graduate student at the Linguistics Department of the 

University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa), took a measurement of the pitch excursion in each of 

the APs and placed the results into an Excel spread sheet table. The table with the results 

then was run though StatView (5.0.1 12/11/98 PowerPC Version © 1992-98 SAS 

Institute Inc.), a program for statistical analysis. The statistical analysis compared the 

mean pitch excursions of the three positional APs: APi vs. APm vs. APf.  

VII.5.1.3 Predictions 

 The proposed structure of the Oirat basic statement pitch contour, represented by 

Diagram 17, predicts that the mean pitch excursion within the three types of APs will 

differ significantly. It also predicts that the greatest mean pitch excursion takes place in 

final APs, whereas, the least mean pitch excursion will take place in medial APs. Finally, 

it predicts that the mean pitch excursion within initial APs will be significantly greater 

than the mean pitch excursion within medial APs. 

VII.5.1.4 Results 

 The statistical analysis of the data for this experiment is presented in Figure 13, 

Table 13, and Table 14. Figure 13 shows means and standard errors for the three AP 

positions. As predicted, the mean pitch excursion in final APs is greater than that in 

initial and medial APs. The smallest pitch excursion is in medial APs, which was also 

predicted.  
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Figure 13. PITCH EXCURSION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Table 13 shows that there is a highly significant effect of the type of AP position 

on the mean pitch excursion (F[2, 215] = 49.477, p < .0001). 

 
Table 13. ANOVA TABLE FOR PITCH EXCURSION EXPERIMENT (1) 

 Table 14 tells us which of the columns in Figure 13 are responsible for the 

significant effect. The first row in the table shows that in comparing pitch excursions of 

initial and medial APs, these two categories are significantly different from each other at 

the p =.01 level. Each of the other pairwise comparisons also shows a significant 

difference between AP categories. 

 
Table 14. ANOVA TABLE FOR PITCH EXCURSION EXPERIMENT (2) 
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VII.5.1.5 Conclusion 

 The results of the pitch excursion experiment prove the following three tenets of 

the proposed prosodic structure of Oirat basic statements: (1) the most prominent 

realization of LH within an IP takes place in the initial AP; (2) a medial AP has the most 

compressed pitch range; (3) based on the pitch excursion, all of the three AP types act as 

distinct categories. 

 

VII.5.2 Experiment #2: Minimal Pitch Level 

 I suggest that the pitch range of the medial AP is compressed from the bottom 

rather than from the top, as shown in Diagram 17. To provide empirical evidence for this 

claim, I conducted another experiment in which I measured and compared the minimal 

pitch level in each of the three types of APs. In particular, this experiment was designed 

to see if the minimal pitch level in the medial AP is significantly higher than that in initial 

and final APs. In other words, the experiment was designed to find out whether the pitch 

range in the medial AP is indeed compressed from the bottom, as proposed.  

VII.5.2.1 Materials  

 For this experiment I used the same set of data as in the pitch excursion 

experiment, namely 75 basic statements produced by a native male speaker of Xinjiang 

Oirat. The recordings of the utterances used for this experiment, accompanied with 

transcription and annotation, can be found in folder DB_Statements (Sound Files).  

VII.5.2.2 Design and procedures 

 In order to take measurements of the minimum pitch within each of the APs, the 

75 utterances were opened in Praat and a Praat script, specifically written for this 

experiment by Diana Stojanovic (a graduate student at the Linguistics Department of the 

University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa), took a measurement of the minimum pitch in each of 

the APs and placed the results into an Excel spread sheet table. The table with the results 
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then was run though StatView (5.0.1 12/11/98 PowerPC Version © 1992-98 SAS 

Institute Inc.), a program for statistical analysis. The statistical analysis compared the 

mean minimum pitch for the three positional APs: APi vs. APm vs. APf.  

VII.5.2.3 Predictions 

 My model for the prosodic structure of Oirat basic statements predicts that the 

highest minimal pitch level is that of medial APs.  

VII.5.2.4 Results 

 The statistical analysis of the data for this experiment is presented in Figure 14, 

Table 14, and Table 15. Figure 14 shows means and standard errors for the three AP 

positions. As predicted, the highest mean minimum pitch is in medial APs.  

  
Figure 14. MINIMUM PITCH 

 

 Table 15 shows that there is a highly significant effect of the AP position on the 

mean minimum pitch (F[2, 215] = 138.068, p < .0001.) 

 
Table 15. ANOVA TABLE FOR MINIMAL PITCH  EXPERIMENT (1) 
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 Table 16 tells us which of the columns in Figure 14 are responsible for the 

significant effect. The first row in this table shows that in comparing minimum pitch 

levels in initial and medial APs, these two categories are significantly different from each 

other at the p =.01 level. Each of the other pairwise comparisons also shows a significant 

difference between AP categories. 

 
Table 16. ANOVA TABLE FOR PITCH EXCURSION EXPERIMENT (2) 
 
 

 

 

VII.5.2.5 Conclusion 

 The results of the minimal pitch experiment prove that the pitch range of the 

medial AP is compressed from the bottom. It also proves that based on the minimal pitch 

level, all of the three AP types act as distinct categories. 

 

VII.6 FI�AL AP  

VII.6.1 H-prominence (H-p) 

 One of the distinguishing features of final AP is that its left edge is marked with a 

perceived prominence, which I refer to hereafter as “H-prominence” (H-p). As shown in 

Diagram 17, the pitch contour of the final AP in Oirat basic statements is a falling HL. In 

other words, the left edge or beginning of the final AP is marked by high pitch; hence the 

label H-prominence. However, there is more to the H-p than just high pitch. Although the 

H-prominence is easily perceived, its other acoustic correlates are yet to be discovered. 
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As in the case of the prominence of the pre-verbal position, at this point of my research, I 

do not have any independent empirical evidence for any of the acoustic correlates that 

trigger the perceived prominence of the H-p. However, based on my preliminary analysis 

fostered by native speaker intuition, two of the strongest acoustic cues for the perceived 

prosodic prominence of the H-p seem to be (1) high pitch and (2) long duration. My 

preliminary analysis of the H-p is presented in the following discussion, wherein I mostly 

focus on the long duration. 

 

VII.6.1.1 Prototypical H-p 

 Note that in most cases (e.g., in 50 of 75 DB basic statements), final AP is co-

extensive with the final verb, in which case H-prominence falls on the initial vowel of the 

final verb, which in its turn causes the lengthening of the vowel in the initial syllables of 

final verbs. At this point, I do not have statistical data to support my claim that, in 50 of 

75 DB statements, in which final AP is co-extensive with the final verb, H-p causes the 

lengthening of the initial vowels in these final verbs. However, based on my preliminary 

analysis, it seems to be the case, that is when H-p falls on the initial vowel of the final 

verb, the vowel gets lengthened regardless of its phonological length or whether it is 

underlyingly short or long (recall that in Oirat vowel length is phonemic). Figure 15 

exemplifies a prototypical case in which final AP is co-extensive with the final verb 

(highlighted in yellow), and H-p, that signifies the beginning of the final AP, causes the 

lengthening of the initial vowel (highlighted in pink) of the final verb. Notice that in 

Figure 15, the initial vowel /o/ in the final verb /jovla/ ‘went’ is underlyingly short. In 

other words, the prosodic prominence of H-p causes lengthening as long duration seems 

to be its (H-p’s) acoustic cue. Notice also that the final AP in Figure 15 starts with a high 

tone that then rapidly descends to low pitch within the long vowel. In other words, the 

HL contour occurs within the H-prominence, realized within a long vowel. 
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Figure 15. PROTOTYPICAL CASE OF H-P ON THE LONG VOWEL OF THE FINAL VERB 

 
 

VII.6.1.2 H-p on the pre-verbal element 

 Figure 16 instantiates the case in which final AP (highlighted in yellow) starts 

with the pre-verbal element, rather than final verb. Notice that in this case the pre-verbal 

element /na:t/ ‘play’ has a long vowel (highlighted in pink), which supports my idea that 

the essential acoustic correlate of H-p is long duration. (Note that vowel /a:/ in the word 

/na:t/ ‘play’ also happens to be phonologically long.) In other words, the left edge of a 

final AP, as a rule, is marked by long phonetic duration. Notice also that in this case, as in 

the case of the prototypical final AP (Figure 15), the final AP starts with a relatively high 

pitch which then descends within the long vowel. HL contour occurs within the H-

prominence, realized within a long vowel. 
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Figure 16. H-P ON THE PRE-VERBAL ELEMENT 

 
 

VII.6.1.3 H-p over two long vowels  

 There are also cases in which H-p is realized over two vowels. Figure 17 

illustrates such a case, in which H-p spreads over two long vowels: phonetically and 

phonemically long vowel [ɵ:] of the pre-verbal element and phonetically long vowel [æ:] 

of the final serial verb. Notice that there are some phonological changes in the verb 

/xæryl-æd/ ‘tend-PC’: fricative /x/, which would be between the vowel [ɵ:] and the 

vowel [æ:], is deleted and phonemically short vowel /æ/ is lengthened. I suggest that 

these changes (deletion and lengthening) are caused by H-p. At this point, I do not have 

experimental evidence to support this speculation, but it seems reasonable to assume that 

in order to realize its prominence in terms of long duration, H-p would cause deletion of a 

consonant between two vowels, because two “uninterrupted” (by an intervening 

consonant) long vowels are longer (hence more prominent) than just one long vowel. The 

effect of H-p on changes at the level of segmental phonology is something to look into in 

the follow-up research for this preliminary description. Again, as in the previous cases of 
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H-p, this case supports the idea that H-p causes lengthening of vowels because the longer 

the duration of a vowel, the more prominent H-p gets; long duration is the key acoustic 

cue for the onset of the final AP.  
 

Figure 17. H-P OVER TWO LONG VOWELS 

 

 

VII.6.1.4 H-p over a short and a long vowel  

 The case illustrated in Figure 18 is similar to the one discussed above (section 

VII.6.1.3). In both cases, H-p is realized over two vowels. However, in this case, shown 

in Figure 18, only one of the vowels is phonetically long. In the recording (file DB_St43 

in DB_Statements folder), the two vowels: short vowel /ə/ of the pre-verbal element and 

long vowel [a:] of the final verb sound like one long vowel. Notice that the verb /av-ad/ 

‘take-PC’ goes through some phonological changes: intervocalic fricative /v/ gets 

deleted, which is similar to what happens to the fricative /x/ discussed in the previous 

section (Figure 17 and section VII.6.1.4). As /v/ is deleted, the two vowels merge into 
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one long vowel /a/. This example shows again that long duration is the key acoustic cue 

for  H-p as the marker of the left edge of the final AP. 
 

Figure 18. H-P OVER A SHORT AND A LONG VOWELS  

 
 

VII.6.1.5 Ambiguous case: H-p over a short vowel  

 

 There are also ambiguous cases that do not unequivocally support my hypothesis 

regarding long duration as the key acoustic correlate of H-p. As shown in Figure 19, H-p 

seems to be realized on a short vowel /a/ in the verb /xuld-ad/ ‘trade-PC’, which is the 

first verb of the final serial verb. Based on the current hypothesis, I expected the vowel 

/a/ in the verb /xuld-ad/ ‘trade-PC’ to merge with the vowel /a/ in the verb /av-na-chi/ 

‘take-PF-2pSg’, which would also be lengthened. I also expected the deletion of the 

intervening (between the two vowels) consonant /d/ in the verb /xuld-ad/ ‘trade-PC’, 

which would be similar to the two previous cases (Figure 17 and Figure 18). However, 

the deletion and the lengthening do not take place in this case. Why? It could be because 

there is a conflict between prosodic and syntactic structures in this case. Notice that in 
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Figure 19, the vowel /a/ in the verb /av-na-chi/ ‘take-PF-2pSg’ (highlighted in pink) is 

fairly prominent (more prominent than the preceding vowel), both in terms of duration 

and intensity. Based on this observation, I suggest that the verb /av-na-chi/ ‘take-PF-

2pSg’, in Figure 19, is trying to be an independent AP (not part of a larger AP: [xuldad 

avnachi]). In other words, the fact that the initial vowel of the verb /av-na-chi/ ‘take-PF-

2pSg’ is fairly prominent could be interpreted to mean that this initial vowel is the place 

of realization of H-p, which leads us to the idea that the word /av-na-chi/ ‘take-PF-2pSg’ 

is a weak version of an independent AP. Note that in careful speech, the two verbs of the 

serial verb /xuldad avnachi/ ‘buy’ can represent two separate APs. In such a case the first 

verb of this compound serial verb (/xuldad/ ‘trade’) would have an LH or hH pitch 

contour, whereas the second verb (/av-na-chi/ ‘take-PF-2pSg’) would be the final AP, and 

correspondingly bear H-p and the HL pitch contour. Why didn’t this happen in other 

cases with serial verbs? At this stage of my investigation I do not have an answer to this 

question, but it might have to do with the number of syllables in the final verb (notice that 

the verb /av-na-chi/ ‘take-PF-2pSg’ is comprised of as many as three syllables). Let us go 

back to the main discussion of this section. Note that on a syntactic level, the two verbs, 

/xuldad/ and /avnachi/, are the constituents of one domain, a serial verb. In other words, 

there is a conflict between syntactic and prosodic structures, and syntactic structure in 

this particular example (Figure 19) seems to dominate over the prosodic structure, as the 

final AP’s boundaries are determined based on the syntactic cues. Note that serial verbs 

are very common in Oirat. Thus, very often, a final AP is co-extensive with the two or 

more verbs of the serial verb. Recall that prototypical final AP, mentioned earlier (section 

VII.6.1.1) occurs when syntactic and prosodic domains coincide, when final AP is co-

extensive with the final verb (whether it is serial or not), and H-p is realized on the initial 

vowel of the final verb. 
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Figure 19. AMBIGUOUS CASE: H-P OVER A SHORT VOWEL 

 

 

VII.6.1.6 Controversial case: H-p over a high pitched short vowel  

 Finally, there are also controversial cases in which H-p is associated solely with 

high pitch. Notice that in the utterance shown in Figure 20, H-p is realized over a short 

vowel /o/ in the word /ktʃon/ ‘wolf’. Again, based on my hypothesis, I expected the 

vowel /o/ to be substantially longer. Notice, however, that in this particular example the 

pre-verbal element /ktʃon/ ‘wolf’ is in intense focus. The speaker emphasizes that it was a 

wolf that he saw. Due to its focused status, the vowel /o/ in the word /ktʃon/ ‘wolf’ has a 

relatively high pitch, which might be the reason for H-p in this utterance to be realized on 

this high-pitched short vowel /o/ (in the word /ktʃon/ ‘wolf’). What this example suggests 

is that H-p, and with it the left edge of the final AP, can be also associated with high 

pitch, when the high pitch is extra prominent. 

 In summary, the proposed H-prominence, as a marker of the beginning of the 

final AP, is the subject of work in progress and requires thorough investigation. In order 

to justify its existence I need to provide solid evidence for its acoustic correlates.  
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Figure 20. CONTROVERSIAL CASE: H-P OVER A HIGH PITCHED SHORT VOWEL 

 
 
 

VII.6.2 Boundary LL% tone 

 Based on my observations and preliminary analysis, I propose that there are two 

main types of boundary tones in Oirat: so-called “dual” boundary tone, such as LL% and 

so-called “single” boundary tone, such as L%. I do not have clear-cut phonetic cues for 

dual or single boundary tones. However, at this point of my development of Oirat ToBI, I 

tentatively identify dual boundary tones by the following features: (1) dual boundary 

tones are realized within at least the entire nucleus of an IP-final syllable, but in many 

cases they are realized over two or even more syllables, as shown in Figure 21; (2) dual 

boundary tone LL%, in particular, is realized at the very bottom of the speaker’s pitch 

range, as shown in Figure 21.  

 Recall the results of the Pitch Excursion experiment in section VI.3.3 that showed 

that the mean pitch excursion in the final AP was significantly greater than that in initial 

and medial APs. I suggest that this is mostly because of the IP’s boundary tones (LL%) 
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that are realized within the final AP. As shown in Diagram 16, in basic statements, the 

final APs have H  L LL% contour, where H-prominence, marked by high pitch and long 

duration, followed by the immediate but gradual slope L (L) LL%, ending on LL%, a 

dual boundary tone that is typical for statements. As one can see from Table 2 in 

Appendix V, 74 (99%) of 75 of DB’s statements have an LL% boundary tone.  

 An important conceptual implication behind having two types of boundary tones 

is that the distinction between single and dual tones represents the difference between 

two different types of prosodic domains: ips (intermediate phrases), which, at this point, 

is only a provisional prosodic unit, and IPs (the Intonational Phrase). In O-ToBI 

convention, provisional ips are marked by single boundary tones, whereas IPs are marked 

by dual boundary tones. 

  
Figure 21. TYPICAL H L  LL% CONTOUR OF FINAL AP IN STATEMENTS  
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VII.6.3 Boundary between medial and final APs 

 Similarly to the case of the APi-APm boundary, the boundary between medial and 

final APs is sometimes also problematic. As shown in Diagram 17, in basic statements a 

medial AP ends on a high pitch (H), whereas a final AP starts with a high pitch (H-p). 

This poses a demarcation problem. However, as proposed in this chapter, final AP is 

identified by marking its left edge with a long duration (the key phonetic cue of H-p), 

which makes it possible to draw the boundary between medial and final APs.  
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CHAPTER VIII. STATEME�TS WITH FOCUS 

VIII.1 DATA 

 In this chapter I briefly describe some of the major characteristics of Oirat 

statements involving focus. This preliminary analysis is based on the set of data listed in 

Table 17. The sound files and the transcriptions related to this chapter can be found in the 

following two folders: Transcribed and Annotated > DB Focus > DB_T&A and Identical 

Sets > DB Ir Focus > Ir_Focus. 

 
Table 17. LIST OF FILES FOR STATEMENTS WITH  FOCUS 

Statements with Focus 

 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances  

DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 60 F 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 60 F 

Identical set 

   Total: 120  
 

VIII.2 FOCUS I� GE�ERAL 

 When studying focus or emphasis, it is important to distinguish the idea of 

contrastiveness (also called focus of contrast) from the idea of newness (new 

information). Hirst (1998:31) and Chafe (1976) both state that there are confusions of 

contrastiveness with the given-new distinction.  

 Secondly, there are different types of focus. For instance, Ladd (1980) emphasizes 

that it is important to distinguish emphasis (also called narrow focus) from broad focus, 

in which all the parts of an utterance are given equal prominence. Furthermore, Di Cristo 

(1998) suggests that emphasis or narrow focus can be further divided into subgroups, 

such as focus for intensification as opposed to focus for contrast. I adopt Di Cristo’s 

subgrouping of focus as Oirat seems to mark these two types differently. 

 It is known that many languages provide so-called textual (semantic and 

syntactic) means for emphasizing an element of an utterance (Hirst, 1998). Recall, for 
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instance, the discussion of the pre-verbal position in Oirat, where I mention that for the 

strongest emphatic effect, the element is usually placed right before the final verb, which 

is a syntactically marked prominence-lending position.  

 However, sometimes syntactic and/or semantic means are not enough for a strong 

emphasis; that is why prosodic cues for a strong emphasis are very common. In fact, in 

Oirat, as in many languages, emphasis can be manifested by intonation alone, without 

any syntactic or semantic cues. In other words, any word of an utterance, including 

function words, can receive contrastive emphasis.  

VIII.3 FOCUS FOR I�TE�SIFICATIO� 

 Oirat distinguishes between focus for intensification and focus for contrast. 

Focus for intensification is prosodically marked by an elevated pitch range, so that high 

pitch is spread over the entire word or AP, as shown in Figure 22 (DB_F5). 
 

Figure 22. FOCUS FOR INTENSIFICATION ON INITIAL AP  (DB_F5) 
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 Notice that in Figure 22 the element under focus for intensification (highlighted) 

is the entire initial AP. It is remarkable that despite its IP initial position (preceded by a 

salient pause), the first syllable of this AP is marked by a prominent H tone. Recall that 

the first syllable in Oirat statements is typically marked by the low tone, which indicates 

that the focused status of this constituent supersedes its prosodic status within the AP. 

Another observation is that the first syllable in the focused constituent receives the 

highest pitch (within the focused group). 

VIII.4 FOCUS FOR CO�TRAST 

 Focus for contrast is marked differently from focus for intensification. Oirat 

elements in contrastive focus are marked by a large pitch excursion of the LH contour in 

an AP, as shown in Figure 23 (DB_F3).   
Figure 23. FOCUS FOR CONTRAST (CONSPICUOUS CASE; DB_F3) 
  

 

 Notice that in Figure 23 there is a steep rise towards the last syllable of the 

focused constituent (highlighted) and the level of F0 on this syllable is the highest in the 
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entire utterance (IP), which is very typical for Oirat contrastive focus. Based on the set of 

data listed in Table 17, in Oirat the last syllable of the contrastive focus constituent is 

marked by conspicuously high pitch, high intensity, and long duration. Notice also that, 

in Figure 23, the initial syllable [mɵ] in the focused constituent [mɵrɨn] is marked by 

very low pitch, which coupled with conspicuously high pitch on the final syllable in this 

word, makes this word a very prominent independent AP. Recall that the more prominent 

the LH contour within an AP is, the stronger the perceived disjuncture of the AP from 

adjacent APs (see section VI.3.6). In the same section I also introduced the concept of 

“dephrasing”, which is a strategy of breaking strong prosodic boundaries between two 

adjacent APs. Recall that in Oirat, dephrasing is realized through compression of the 

underlying LH pitch contour by raising of an underlying L tone to the mid-high range 

tone.  In regards to a focused constituent, what seems to be applied is a strategy opposite 

to dephrasing. This assumption is based on the following reasoning: in order to create an 

emphasis on a certain word or phrase it makes sense to single it out from the rest of the 

words in an utterance. Hence by applying a profound LH pitch contour on a focused 

constituent, Oirat speakers make it prominent not only by applying salient tones but also 

by turning it into an independent AP. Recall that in section VI.3.4 I proposed that the LH 

contour is the default pitch contour of an Accentual Phrase in Oirat. One of the arguments 

for this hypothesis is that words in contrastive focus are marked by an LH contour. The 

fact that words in contrastive focus are marked by a salient LH contour can be interpreted 

as evidence for the underlying LH contour. 

 This is a preliminary analysis of the pitch contour in Oirat statements with focus, 

which needs further investigation. The next stage will be to design and conduct empirical 

evaluations to support these basic claims regarding the pitch contour in Oirat statements 

with focus.  
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CHAPTER IX. WH-QUESTIO�S 

IX.1 DATA 

 In this chapter I briefly describe some of the major characteristics of the typical 

pitch contour in Oirat wh-questions. This preliminary analysis is based on the set of data 

listed in Table 18. As such, this description must be taken as preliminary. Table 18 lists 

all the Praat files that contain recordings of the production of wh-questions by speakers of 

different varieties of Xinjiang Oirat. However, in my description of wh-questions I 

primarily focused on utterances by DB (Houg Sar speaker). Sound files and their 

transcription related to this chapter can be found in the following folders: Transcribed 

and Annotated > DB Wh-questions > DB_T&A folder and Identical Sets > Wh-

Questions.  

 
Table 18. LIST OF FILES WITH WH-QUESTIONS 

Wh-questions 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances  

Cj F Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 60 SQs 
Nc F Houg Sar/Houg Sar 60 SQs 

Identical set 

     

DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 SQs 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 SQs 

Identical set 

     

Sr M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 SQs 
Dr M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 100 SQs 

Identical set 

   Total: 520  

 

 In many languages (e.g., English, Spanish, Russian, Greek, Romanian) the 

intonation of wh-questions is described as being more similar to that of statements than to 

that of yes-no questions (Hirst 1998). Indeed, the pitch contour of typical Oirat wh-

questions seems to be similar to that in basic statements. Compare the pitch contour of a 

basic statement (Figure 24) with the pitch contour of a wh-question (Figure 25). Notice 
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that in both utterances, the right edge is marked by a fairly low pitch level, which in both 

cases is labeled as L LL%.  

 
Figure 24. PITCH CONTOUR OF A BASIC STATEMENT  

 

 
Figure 25. PITCH CONTOUR OF A WH-QUESTION SIMILAR TO A STATEMENT’S 
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 However, the pitch contours in some wh-questions differ significantly from that 

of statements. First of all, one of the distinguishing features of wh-questions is that, 

compared with statements, they seem to have a relatively large and slightly elevated pitch 

range. As shown in Figure 26 (wh-question is highlighted), compared to the pitch range 

in the following statement, the pitch range of the wh-question is noticeably higher. Note 

that in Figure 26, both the wh-question and the answer are produced by the same speaker 

who asks and answers his own question. My data suggests that both wh-questions and 

yes/no questions have a relatively large and slightly elevated pitch range, as compared 

with statements. There are numerous examples in my data that demonstrate this tendency. 

At this point, this claim is based only on my native speaker intuition and preliminary 

analysis of the recorded data. To justify this claim in future work I will provide 

quantification based on experimental comparisons. 

 
Figure 26. WH-QUESTION’S PITCH RANGE VS. STATEMENT’S PITCH RANGE 
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 Another feature that distinguishes the pitch contour of some wh-questions from 

that of statements is the pitch contour of the final AP. As shown in Figures 27 and 28, 

some wh-questions have rising pitch contours at the end; their final APs (highlighted in 

pink and yellow) have the rising pitch contour h H HL%, as opposed to the falling H L 

LL% pitch contour as in basic statements (see Chapter VII). Notice that the utterance in 

Figure 28 ends on a fairly high pitch, similar to the boundary tones in yes-no questions, 

which I will discuss in the next chapter. There seems to be no substantial difference, in 

terms of their meaning, between wh-questions with falling pitch contour and wh-

questions with rising pitch contour. However, it seems that wh-questions with falling 

pitch contour are more common in Oirat. 

 
Figure 27. WH-QUESTION WITH MODERATE H HL% PITCH CONTOUR 
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Figure 28. WH-QUESTION WITH RELATIVELY HIGH H HL% PITCH CONTOUR 

 As mentioned in section VII.4.1, to create an emphasis on the wh-word in a wh-

question, the wh-word is usually placed in pre-verbal position, as shown in Figure 29.  

Considering that Oirat is an in-situ language, this movement of the wh-word to pre-verbal 

position is unnecessary, but this strategy seems to have an emphatic effect. Notice that 

the word for ‘where’ in Figure 29 is marked as “intense” (focused). Compared to the wh-

question shown in Figure 30, in which the same wh-word remains in its normal (in-situ) 

position, the utterance in Figure 29 is perceived as more intense or much more focused on 

the question word ‘where’.  
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Figure 29. WH-WORD IN PRE-VERBAL POSITION (EMPHATIC) 

 
Figure 30. WH-WORD IN IN-SITU POSITION (UNMARKED) 
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CHAPTER X. YES-�O QUESTIO�S 

X.1 DATA 

 Analysis presented in this section is primarily based on the set of data displayed in 

the following table (Table 19). 

 
Table 19. SUBSET OF DATA FOR YES-NO QUESTIONS 
 

 
Note: “Identical set” means that different speakers produced the set of the same utterances. 
 

 The transcription of Tone and AP tiers for all of speaker DB’s 100 yes/no 

questions is provided in the form of four tables in Appendix VI, which provide 

transcriptions of the entire utterances. These detailed transcriptions allow us to see 

general tendencies in the intonational structure of yes/no questions discussed in this 

section. 

X.2 GE�ERAL TE�DE�CIES 

 My data suggests that Oirat yes/no questions tend to end with a rising pitch (88% 

of 100 yes/no questions), which is in compliance with the general tendency among the 

world’s languages. A high final pitch is the most common characteristic of questions.  

Bolinger (1978) reported that 70% of a sample of nearly 250 languages were said to use a 

rising terminal to signal questions and that the remaining 30% used a higher over-all 

pitch for question than for non-questions. This corresponds to the general intuition that 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances �otes 

Cj F Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 10 GQs 
Nc F Houg Sar/Houg Sar 10 GQs 

Identical set 

 
DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 100 GQs 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 15 GQs 

Identical set 

 
Sr M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 10 GQs 
Dr M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 10 GQs 

Identical set 

   Total: 155 GQs  
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questions have rising intonation whereas declaratives have falling intonation (Hirst 

1998:24).  Note that there are cases when yes/no questions are pronounced without a final 

rise. However, in such cases, they are often perceived either as statements or as 

interrogatives with added connotations. For instance, the yes/no questions shown in 

Figure 31 and 32 (DB_GQ88 and DB_GQ24) are almost identical in terms of their 

syntactic structure and semantic meaning. However, they convey different messages 

because of the differences in tones of their final APs. The yes/no question in Figure 31, in 

which the final AP (highlighted in pink) is marked by rising intonation, is a basic yes/no 

question with the primary purpose of acquiring information. On the other hand, the 

question in Figure 32, in which the final AP (highlighted in pink) is marked by falling 

intonation, is a confirmation of already known information; the speaker is confirming the 

previously stated answer.   

 
Figure 31. YES/NO QUESTION WITH RISING INTONATION  
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Figure 32. YES/NO QUESTION WITH FALLING INTONATION 

 

 

 Another prosodic feature that Oirat yes/no questions have in common with many 

other languages is that the overall pitch range of Oirat yes-no questions is noticeably 

higher than the pitch in statements, as shown in Figure 33 (DB_F29; yes/no question is 

highlighted in pink). Note that in Figure 33, both the yes/no question and the statement 

(answer) are produced by the same speaker who asks and answers his own question. Hirst 

states that one of the most frequent characteristics of interrogative utterances is raising of 

the pitch of all or part of the utterance whether or not the utterance finishes with a final 

rise (Hirst 1998: 25). For example, DB’s pitch range in declarative utterances is around 

50Hz–170Hz, while the pitch of DB’s interrogatives ranges from around 100Hz to up to 

300Hz, which is perceptually very salient.   
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Figure 33. YES/NO QUESTION’S PITCH RANGE VS. STATEMENT’S PITCH RANGE 

 
 

X.3 YES/�O QUESTIO� TYPES 

 My studies of the pitch contour and other prosodic cues of yes/no questions reveal 

that there are several varieties of rising pitch patterns in Oirat. Within 100 yes/no 

questions produced by DB, I found four major pitch patterns, which I categorize by the 

type of boundary tones: (1) LH%, (2) hH%, (3) HH%, and (4) HL%. The frequency 

distribution of these yes/no question types in DB’s productions is provided in Table 20. 

The three most common types (LH%, hH%, and HH%) differ from one another in terms 

of the tone preceding the final rise. There seem to be three different levels of pitch: L, h, 

and H. As in other types of utterances (e.g., basic statements), h tone, in terms of absolute 

pitch value, is a mid-high level tone. In the case of LH%, the pitch falls to the low portion 

of the speaker’s pitch range before the final rise. In hH% cases, the pitch drops as well, 

but not as low as in LH%. In the case of HH%, the pitch either stays flat (on the level of 

H-Peak) or goes slightly up.     
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Table 20. TYPES OF YES/NO QUESTIONS 
 
 
Total: 100 yes/no questions 
 
 LH% type - 52 of 100 

   
  H-p LH% - 34 
  H-p L LH% - 15 
  H L-p LH% - 3 
 
 hH% type - 18 of 100 
   
  H-p hH% - 9 (HS dialect) 
         3 (non-HS dialect) 
  H-p L hH% - 4 
  H L-p hH% - 2 
 
 HH% type - 18 of 100 
   
  H-p HH% - 12 
  H-p L HH% - 6 
   
 HL% type - 8 of 100 
 
 (LL% - 3 of 100) 
  

 Note that 3 of 100 yes/no questions end on LL% boundary tone. These utterances 

sound more like statements than questions. 

 It is important to point out that an H-prominence is also present in yes/no 

questions. This is a minor “bump” type pitch event that seems to mark the beginning of 

the final AP. Each of the four major types are further subdivided into subgroups. This 

subgrouping is based on the prosodic events realized in the final Accentual Phrase; 

namely, the place of realization of H-p and its tonal value. For instance, based on the 

boundary tones, utterances DB_GQ62 and DB_GQ85, shown in Figures 34 and 35 

respectively, can both be categorized as type HH%.  However, they differ from one 

another in terms of the place of realization of the final AP’s H-p.  In the case of 

DB_QG62 (Figure 34), the H-p (highlighted in pink) is realized on the penultimate 
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syllable, as this syllable is relatively longer and louder. In DB_GQ85 (Figure 35), the H- 

p (highlighted in pink) is realized on the antepenultimate syllable.    
 
Figure 34. HH% TYPE WITH H-P ON PENULTIMATE SYLLABLE 

 
 
Figure 35. HH% TYPE WITH H-P ON ANTEPENULTIMATE SYLLABLE 
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 Table 20 shows that the subgroups within each of the major types are either H-p 

TT%, H-p L TT%, or H L-p TT%, in which H-p and L-p represent two types of 

prominence. As mentioned in section VII.6.1, H-prominence is a work in progress; there 

is more to the H-p than just high pitch and its acoustic correlates are yet to be discovered. 

Recall that, based on my preliminary analysis, one of the crucial acoustic cues for H-

prominence is long duration. For instance, the subgroups of type LH% are H-p LH%, 

H-p L LH%, and H L-p LH%, which are similar to the subgroups of types hH%, which 

are H-p hH%, H-p L hH%, and H L-p hH%. Note that in the great majority of cases the 

dual boundary tones TT% are realized over one syllable, the final syllable of an utterance. 

So, the distinction between these types of boundary tones sometimes is very minor, but it 

is distinguishable. The justification for the use of three boundary types, LH%, hH%, and 

HH%, is also supported by the study of the specific Houg Sar yes/no question pattern, 

which I discuss in Chapter XI. Table 20 also shows that the most common type of 

contour for yes/no questions is the one that ends with LH% (52%). In other words, for 

Oirat yes/no questions, it is very common for the pitch to go down right before it goes up, 

to end with H%. The second most common boundary tones are hH% (18%) and HH% 

(18%).   
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CHAPTER XI. HOUG SAR YES/�O QUESTIO� PITCH CO�TOUR 

XI.1 HOUG SAR DIALECT PRELIME�ARY PERCEPTIO� TEST 

XI.1.1 Introduction and Background 

 Due to financial constraints and strict migration policies, traveling from one 

region to another even within the Xinjiang region is not very common among Xinjiang 

Oirats. As a result, the great majority of Oirats has never been exposed to a different 

dialect. If asked, most Oirats would not be able to recognize the dialect or the area of the 

speaker’s origin. However, I was able to find a group of Oirat students (around 40 

people) in Urumqi who came from different areas of the Xinjiang region and represent 

different dialects of Xinjiang Oirat. I also came across a few (around 10 people) native 

speakers of Oirat who due to their occupation (e.g., state officials, businessmen involved 

in trading) travel extensively within and outside the Xinjiang region. Thus, my first 

assumptions and speculations regarding dialects of Xinjiang Oirat were based on 

communication with these two groups of people. The following are my first discoveries. 

Most Xinjiang Oirat speakers of both dialects (Houg Sar and Bain Hol) distinguish each 

other’s dialects fairly easily. Based on my observation over the two three-to-four-month 

fieldwork periods, among those Oirats who were exposed to both dialects, almost all can 

accurately recognize the speaker’s area of origin or their dialect. For instance, after a few 

minutes of conversation, speakers of the two different dialects can correctly tell which 

area the other speaker is from. Based on discussion with my main language consultant, a 

20 year old male speaker from Bain Bulg, the differences between Houg Sar and Bain 

Hol varieties seem to be based on segmental phonology, lexicon, and intonation. Recall 

that Oirats from the Houg Sar area are influenced by the Kazakh language and culture, 

while speakers of Bain Hol dialect are influenced by the Uyghur language. The presence 

of loanwords from Kazakh and Uyghur in these dialects is noticeable even in everyday 

basic vocabulary. For instance, speakers of Bain Hol dialect refer to a ‘car’ as /tʃi tʃæ/ (a 
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word of Chinese origin, but apparently introduced to Oirats through Uyghur, as it is very 

similar to Uyghur pronunciation), while speakers of Houg Sar dialect refer to a ‘car’ as 

/məsh næ/ (a word of Latin origin, introduced to Oirats by Kazakhs, who borrowed it 

from Russian).   

Besides the loanwords, there are also native Oirat words that have different meaning in 

these two dialects. For instance, I observed students from Houg Sar explaining the 

meaning of some native Oirat words to Oirat students from Bain Bulg and vice versa. For 

instance, the word /tarɨg/ ‘a dairy product that is similar to yogurt’ refers to two different 

dairy products, depending on the dialect. But these differences do not impede cross-

dialectal communication; these are highly mutually intelligible dialects. However, 

besides the differences on a lexical level, all my language consultants and every Oirat 

speaker I asked, report differences in pronunciation. The common response to the 

question “How is this speaker of a particular dialect’s speech different from yours?” 

would be “It just sounds different”. Although my level of proficiency in Oirat has 

improved significantly since the beginning of my research in this region (starting in 

2005) and I can easily communicate with native Oirat speakers in Oirat, unlike my 

consultants, I am not able to determine their dialect. I can only identify the dialect after 

hearing a vocabulary item specific for a specific dialect. However, while working in 

Houg Sar area, my main language consultant, a speaker of Bain Hol dialect who had 

never been to Houg Sar region before, pointed out to me that Houg Sar speakers have a 

particular intonation pattern in some of their utterances. Once introduced to this 

intonation pattern, I could clearly hear it; for instance, in the streets of Houg Sar village 

(at the local farmer’s market) and in the speech of my main language consultant from 

Houg Sar. My preliminary analysis also revealed that this intonation pattern is a 

particular pitch contour that seems to occur at the end of yes/no and alternative questions 

produced by speakers of Houg Sar village. For convenience, hereafter I refer to this 
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contour as “HS contour”. It is important to emphasize that my study of dialectal 

differences and the HS contour, in particular, is only at its beginning stage and should be 

taken only as a preliminary description.  

 

XI.1.2 Goals 

 The goal of the Houg Sar dialect preliminary perception test was to find out the 

following: (1) whether representatives of Bain Hol dialect can recognize the Houg Sar 

dialect based on cues other than lexical items that are specific to Houg Sar area, and (2) 

provided that some participants are to recognize the Houg Sar dialect, what level of cues 

(segmental phonology or intonation) do representatives of Bain Hol dialect use to 

recognize the Houg Sar dialect.  

 

XI.1.3 Participants  

 As shown in Table 21, there were four participants in this preliminary perception 

test. All participants were born and resided in Bain Bulg village all their lives.  

 
Table 21. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN HOUG SAR DIALECT PERCEPTION TEST 

Abbreviation Speaker Dialect, town/village Gender Age 

Cj Chydjae  Bain Hol/Bain Bulg Female 50s 

Dr Daemrae Bain Hol/Bain Bulg  Male 50s 

Tg Togo Bain Hol/Bain Bulg  Female 50s 

Ts Tsevig Bain Hol/Bain Bulg  Male 20 

 

XI.1.4 Materials 

 For this experiment I used the recordings of 209 utterances (sound files are 

located in Sound Files > Accent Perception Test Folder), produced by 6 speakers of the 

Houg Sar dialect and 9 speakers of Bain Hol dialect, as shown in Table 22. 
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Table 22. LIST OF UTTERANCES IN HOUG SAR DIALECT PERCEPTION TEST   

Dialect # of utterances Gender Dialect # of utterances Gender 

Houg Sar 35 F Bain Hol 32 F 
Houg Sar 

35 M 
Bain Hol 

34 M 
Houg Sar 

19 F 
Bain Hol 

10 F 
Houg Sar 

16 M 
Bain Hol 

8 F 
Houg Sar 

5 F 
Bain Hol 

6 F 
Houg Sar 

1 M 
Bain Hol 

4 F 
 

  
Bain Hol 

2 M 
 

  
Bain Hol 

2 M 
Total 

111 3F/3M 
 

98 5F/3M 
Grant total 

111 + 98 = 209 8F/6M 

 

 Table 22 shows that about half (50%) of the utterances were produced by 

speakers of the Bain Hol dialect, while the other half (50%) of utterances were produced 

by speakers of the Houg Sar dialect. One of the crucial characteristics of these utterances 

is that they do not contain any dialect-specific lexical item (e.g., the word for ‘car’, name 

of places, personal names). The types of utterances, style, and types of speech event vary. 

Types and styles of utterances include the following: narratives, self-introductions, basic 

statements, statements with focus, yes/no questions, alternative questions, wh-questions, 

expressions of anger, ceremonial speeches, and imperatives.   

 

XI.1.5 Design and procedures 

XI.1.5.1 Introduction to the Houg Sar dialect through the video 

 At the very beginning of this experiment I encountered two major problems. First, 

three of the participants had never been exposed to the Houg Sar dialect. Second, 
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participants were not aware of the concept of a dialect. In their understanding, as long 

they could understand the main meaning of the utterance, the speaker was considered to 

be from their area. It seems as though they expected to hear a utterances from completely 

different language, utterances that they would not be able to understand. To solve these 

two problems, prior to the test, each of the participants was exposed to a 30-40 minute 

video, which was recorded in the Houg Sar region. In this video, several Houg Sar Oirat 

speakers of various gender, age, and occupation (e.g., teacher, shepherd) talk about their 

lives and daily activities. None of the speakers that appeared in the video were used in the 

dialect perception test. Participants were told that this video was recorded in the Houg 

Sar area and that all of the speakers in this video are native speakers of the Houg Sar 

dialect. Some of the episodes in this video deliberately included interrogative utterances 

with the HS contour. After watching the video, participants seemed to comprehend the 

concept of a dialect. When asked the following question: “Do Houg Sar Oirats speak 

differently?’ all participants gave very similar responses, such as “Yes, I can easily 

understand them, but they sound different.”  Each participant watched the video 

separately from other participants, so that they could not influence each other’s 

responses. After 30 minutes’ break, participants took the Houg Sar dialect perception test. 

All four participants were tested on a different day. The entire test lasted about 40-50 

minutes and was divided into two sections.  

 

XI.1.5.2 First section of the test 

 The first section was designed to find out whether the difference between the Bain 

Hol and the Houg Sar dialects is perceived through the features of segmental phonology. 

In other words, I wanted to find out if there are salient dialectal differences on the 

segmental level that the participants of this test could use to recognize the Houg Sar 

dialect.  
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 In this section participants were asked to listen to isolated words and meaningful 

segments of utterances that excluded the last two or three utterance-final words. By 

eliminating utterance-final words I aimed at avoiding chances of providing any intonation 

cues in this first section of the test. After playing each sentence they were asked whether 

the utterance was produced by a speaker from the Bain Hol area or a speaker from the 

Houg Sar area. In this section each participant was tested on about 100 utterances. There 

was no particular order in which the utterances were presented. This section included 

utterances produced by at least 7 different speakers. About one third (30%) of the 

utterances that were presented to each participant were interrogatives and about half 

(50%) of them were produced by speakers of the Houg Sar dialect.  

 

XI.1.5.2.a  Results 

 Since this was a preliminary test I do not have specific numbers. As I expected, in 

the first section, all four participants scored fairly low. The percentage of correct answers 

ranged between 30% and 50%, which, considering the correct answers by pure chance, 

seems to be a very low score.  

 

XI.1.5.3 Second section of the test 

 In the second section participants were exposed to entire sentences or utterances. 

After playing each utterance they were asked the same question as in the first section. In 

this section each participant also was tested on about 100 utterances. There was no 

particular order in which the sentences were played. Similar to the first section, this 

section included utterances produced by at least 7 different speakers. About one third 

(30%) of the utterances that were presented to each participant were interrogatives and 

about half (50%) of them were produced by speakers of the Houg Sar dialect.  
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XI.1.5.3.a Results 

 In this section, all four participants scored fairly high. The percentage of correct 

answers ranged from 80% to 100%. What is remarkable is that almost all interrogatives 

with HS contour were labeled correctly, as an utterance produced by a speaker of the 

Houg Sar dialect.  

 

XI.1.5.4 Conclusion 

 The results of this preliminary perception test supported my assumptions 

regarding the crucial role of intonation patterns in distinguishing between the two 

dialects: the Houg Sar dialect and the Bain Bulg dialect. This test also suggests that the 

proposed HS pitch contour for yes/no questions seems to be a salient prosodic feature that 

defines the Houg Sar dialect.  

 

XI.2 HOUG SAR YES/�O QUESTIO� PITCH CO�TOUR  

 

 As mentioned earlier, speakers of Houg Sar region seem to apply a distinctive 

pitch contour at the end of their yes/no questions. This particular pitch contour seems to 

be a very salient prosodic feature that defines Houg Sar dialect. For the sake of 

convenience, further in this section I refer to this contour as “HS contour”.   

 The following definition of the HS contour is based on comparative analysis of 75 

yes/no questions produced by a male speaker of Houg Sar dialect.  

 

XI.2.1 Global rise 

 In general, the Houg Sar yes/no question pitch contour is characterized by a 

global rise which ends with a relatively sharp ‘elbow’ type pitch rise, which I refer to 

hereafter as “H-elbow”.  H-elbow is then followed by a slight decline which at the very 

end turns into a slight rise up to a mid-high point.  Diagram 18 represents the HS contour.  
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hH% 

Diagram 18. Houg Sar (HS) contour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 As the diagram shows, the highest point in the HS contour is at the peak of the H-

elbow.  Notice that the final point of the hH% boundary tone is lower than the peak of the 

H-elbow.  This feature seems to be one crucial criterion that distinguishes the HS contour 

from yes/no question contours in other varieties. As for the global rise in HS utterances, it 

seems to be typical but not crucial. The utterance that represents the HS contour, shown 

in Figure 36 (sound file DB_GQ31) suggests that the global rise of the pitch over the 

entire IP is not crucial for the definition of the HS contour. Notice that in Figure 36, the 

area highlighted in pink does not undergo a global rise. 

 Based on my analysis the HS contour for yes/no questions seems to be 

characterized by three crucial aspects: (1) relatively sharp H-elbow, (2) realization of the 

H-elbow on the penultimate syllable, and (3) hH% boundary tone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

σ σ σ 

H-elbow 

Global rise 
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Figure 36. HS PITCH CONTOUR WITH NO GLOBAL RISE 

 

 

XI.2.2 Sharp H-elbow  

 On first approximation, the utterances shown in Figure 37 (sound file DB_GQ53) 

seems to exemplify the Houg Sar dialectal contour, H-p hH%.  However, the final AP in 

this question lacks the sharp H-elbow that is shown in Diagram 18. Notice that in Figure 

37 and Diagram 19, the final point of the hH% boundary tone is on the same level with 

the peak of the H-elbow, which is different from the HS contour, as shown in Diagram 

20.  As a result, this utterance does not sound like a typical HS question to Oirat speakers. 

Thus, it makes it obvious that one of the most crucial aspects of the HS dialectal question 

contour is the presence of a particularly sharp pitch rise realized in the final AP. 
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hH% 

hH% 

Figure 37. YES/NO-Q PITCH CONTOUR WITH HH%  BUT WITHOUT H-ELBOW 

 
 
 
Diagram 19. H-p hH% contour without H-elbow 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 20. H-p hH without H-elbow vs. HS contour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

σ σ σ 

H-elbow 

σ σ σ 
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hH% 

XI.2.3 H-elbow on the penultimate syllable 

 The utterance shown in Figure 38 (DB_GQ36) demonstrates that another defining 

aspect of the Houg Sar contour is the location of the H-elbow.  In this utterance, the final 

AP starts with a sharp H-elbow, characteristic of the HS dialect.  However, in this case 

the H-elbow is realized on the antepenultimate syllable as opposed to the penultimate 

syllable, as shown in Diagram 21.  As a result, the utterance in Figure 38 is not an HS 

contour.   
 
Diagram 21. H-elbow on the antepenultimate syllable vs. HS contour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38. YES/NOQ PITCH CONTOUR WITH H-ELBOW ON ANTEPENULTIMATE SYLLABLE 

 
 
 

σ σ σ 
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XI.2.4 hH% Boundary tone 

 

A third crucial characteristic of the HS contour is what happens after the H-elbow.   

XI.2.4.1 hH% vs. HH% 

 The utterance shown in Figure 39 (DB_GQ69) demonstrates that having H-elbow 

on the penultimate syllable is not sufficient to be identified as a HS contour. What is also 

important is the boundary tone that follows after it. As shown in Diagrams 22 and 23, 

HH% is not the same as hH%, as HH% goes straight up, whereas the hH% boundary tone 

indicates that F0 goes a little bit down and then up. Notice also that the final point of 

HH% is also higher than the peak of the H-elbow, which is not perceived by speakers of 

Oirat as a HS dialect contour. 

 
Figure 39. YES/NO Q PITCH CONTOUR WITH HH% BOUNDARY TONE 
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HH% 

hH% 

HH% 

 
Diagram 22. HH% with H-elbow 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 23. HH% vs. HS contour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

XI.2.4.2 hH% vs. LH% 

 

 The utterance shown in Figure 40 (DB_GQ9) exemplifies the case in which H-

elbow is realized on the penultimate syllable as in HS contour. However, notice that its 

boundary tone (LH%) differs from that of the HS contour (hH%), which makes this 

utterance not perceived as HS contour.  As illustrated in Diagrams 24 and 25, a relatively 

low pitch dip right after H-elbow fails to be perceived as HS contour.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

σ σ σ 

H-elbow 

σ σ σ 
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LH% 

hH% 
 
LH% 

Figure 40. YES/NO Q PITCH CONTOUR WITH LH% BOUNDARY TONE 

 
 
 
Diagram 24. LH% with H-elbow 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 25. LH% with H-elbow vs. HS contour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

σ σ σ 

H-elbow 

σ σ σ 
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HH% 
 
hH% 
 
LH% 

Diagram 26. HS contour vs. various yes/no question contours 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

XI.2.5 Summary  

 As depicted in Diagram 26, the Houg Sar yes/no question contour (bold red) 

seems to be narrowly specified in terms of three different parameters, and each of these 

specifications has to be satisfied in order for an utterance to be identified or perceived as 

HS dialect.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

σ σ σ 
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CHAPTER XII. ALTER�ATIVE QUESTIO�S 

XII.1  DATA 

 This chapter offers the description of alternative questions in Oirat in terms of 

their pitch contour. My assumptions regarding this subject are primarily based on the set 

of data displayed in the following table (Table 23).  
 
Table 23. SUBSET OF DATA FOR ALTERNATIVE  QUESTIONS 
 

 
 

Note: AQ - Alternative questions 
 Identical set means that different speakers produced the set of the same utterances. 
 
 

 In this work I adopt the widely accepted definition of ‘alternative question’ as a 

type of interrogative that offers the listener a choice of two or more alternatives.  In 

English, Russian, and other languages, alternative questions are characterized by rising 

intonation on each alternative except for the final one, which has falling intonation, as in 

Would you like coffee, tea, or soda? In the description of alternative questions in this 

chapter I also involve a provisional prosodic domain, the Intermediate Phrase that I 

briefly mentioned in section VII.6.2.   

 

Speaker Gender Dialect/area # of utterances �otes 

Cj F Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 5 AQs 
Nc F Houg Sar/Houg Sar 5 AQs 

Identical set 

 
DB M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 59 AQs 
Cd M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 10 AQs 
Ir M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 10 AQs 

Identical set 

 
Sr M Houg Sar/Houg Sar 10 AQs 
Dr M Bain Hol/Bain Bulg 10 AQs 

Identical set 

   Total: 109 AQs  
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XII.1.1 Intermediate Phrase 

 Based on my observation, in addition to the Accentual Phrase and the Intonational 

Phrase, there may be an Intermediate Phrase (ip) in the hierarchy of Oirat prosodic 

domains. I posit the Intermediate phrase at this point as a provisional prosodic domain, 

the existence of which has not been supported by empirical evidence. My assumption 

regarding this domain is based on disjuncture, the degree of which seems to be greater 

than the degree of disjuncture between two adjacent Accentual Phrases and less than 

between consecutive Intonational Phrases.  The boundaries of this provisional 

intermediate domain are usually marked by a pause, and/or vowel lengthening, and/or 

‘LH reset’. In the proposed O-ToBI annotation system, ip’s boundaries are associated a 

single boundary tone: L% or H%.  

 

XII.1.1.1 Single boundary tone 

 Single boundary tones L% and H% are introduced to mark tones that occur on the 

fraction of final syllables of words that precede a noticeable pause or lengthening in the 

middle of an Intonational Phrase. I suggest that single boundary tones mark the right 

edges of an Intermediate Phrase.  

 

XII.2 TWO TYPES OF ALTER�ATIVE QUESTIO�S   

 Cross-linguistic studies suggest that in terms of logical structure, there are two 

types of alternative questions: (i) A-or-B and (ii) A-or-not-A.  The latter is a polar 

question whose reply must repeat the focused constituent of the question (for a positive 

answer), or be a negation word or morpheme (for a negative answer).  The former, on the 

other hand, is similar to a wh-question, in that the addressee is expected to choose from 

the list of provided options. Oirat, like most languages, seems to employ both of these 

types of alternative questions.  Based on the analysis of the subset of data for this section 
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(Table 23), it became obvious that both types of alternative questions tend to consist of at 

least two intonational units, which are separated by a relatively prominent disjuncture.   

However, these two types of alternative questions seem to differ from one another in 

terms of their intonational structure.  

 

XII.2.1 Type (i) A-or-B  

 In this corpus, type (i) alternative questions usually consist of three intermediate 

phrases: alternative A, conjunction ‘or’, and alternative B, which can be represented as 

[[A]ip [or] ip [B] ip] IP.  It is remarkable that in Oirat the element equivalent to the English 

conjunction ‘or’ often constitutes an independent prosodic unit, an intermediate phrase.  

Note that the underlying representation of the Oirat word for the conjunction ‘or’ consists 

of two words /es gi-xlae/ (lit. not say-conditional), which at natural speech rate is usually 

compressed or bleached to di-syllabic [esxlæ] or monosyllabic [slæ].  The final syllable 

of the first alternative (A) is typically marked by a relatively steep pitch rise with a slight 

fall at the very end, which is labeled with a single boundary tone (either L% or h%).  It is 

important to emphasize that the right edge of the non-final alternative is marked with a 

pitch rise rather than just high pitch. Moreover, there seems to be a strong tendency 

towards rising pitch from low to high within one single vowel, the nucleus of the final 

syllable, as shown in Figure 41, on the last syllable of the word /xærnu:/ ‘go back’ 

(highlighted in pink. Note that this intonation pattern, labeled as LH, is different from the 

AP’s LH pitch contour. Notice that in Figure 41, the word /xærnu:/ ‘go back’ is an AP 

and it already has L tone on its initial syllable. The rise LH on the last syllable of an AP 

is not typical for an AP. I posit that the timing of this rise maybe characteristic of an ip 

boundary.  

 The pitch contour of the ‘or’ section in Figure 41, on the other hand, is marked 

with low pitch realized on its first syllable and high pitch on its last syllable, which is 
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typical pitch contour for an AP.  But as mentioned earlier, in natural speech the tri-

syllabic conjunction /es gixlae/ is often reduced to monosyllabic [slæ].  In such cases, 

‘or’ is very often marked with just a high pitch (unlike rising pitch contour in the 

preceding ip), which finishes with a minor fall, similar to the last syllable of the first 

alternative.  This slight drop of the pitch is also labeled with a single L% boundary tone. 

The final alternative starts relatively high and then descends all the way to the lowest 

pitch range of the utterance. The schematic representation of the typical pitch contour for 

Oirat A-or-B alternative questions is represented in Diagram 27. Notice that ‘or’ part in 

this diagram has a LH pitch contour typical for an AP, whereas the LH tone in part A is 

realized within the final syllable of the phrase, which is not typical for an AP’s pitch 

contour. The pitch contour of part B is similar to the pitch contour of the final AP in basic 

statements.  

 
Diagram 27. A-or-B alternative question 

 

 

 

 

 

 Note that the rising pitch contours of the first alternative (A) and the conjunction 

‘or’ seem to convey their non-finality.  The falling contour of the last alternative (B), on 

the other hand, conveys finality.  The example utterances for the alternative questions of 

this type can be found in Praat files DB_AQ28 and DB_AQ29. Figure 41 illustrates 

utterance DB_AQ28. 

 

 

L% 
LH 

L 

H    H 

LL% 

A or B 

L% 

σ 
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Figure 41. A-OR-B  ALTERNATIVE QUESTION 

 
 

XII.2.2 Type (ii) A-or-not-A  

 Oirat alternative questions of type (ii) are usually comprised of two intermediate 

phrases (ips), which tend to be prosodically more independent from one another than ips 

in alternative questions of type (i).  The following sentence (Example 1, DB_AQ1, Figure 

42) is an example of type A-or-not-A alternative questions. 

 
Example 1.  
 

En     ɵryn xur    ik   or-va               ju   go  ju 

THIS    MORNING   RAIN    BIG  COME IN-RPST   Q     NOT Q 

Did it rain heavily this morning or not? 
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Figure 42. A-OR-NOT-A  ALTERNATIVE QUESTION 

 
 

 In type (ii) alternative questions the ip that immediately precedes the final ip 

generally constitutes a separate intonation unit with the normal intonation for yes-no 

questions. Unlike regular yes/no questions that are typically marked by rising LH% (or 

hH%) boundary tones, however, most of the penultimate ips in type (ii) alternative 

questions end with a single L% or h% (less often) boundary tone, which seems to be a  

truncated version of the LH% (or hH%) Intonational Phrase boundary tone. Recall that 

LH% is the most common IP boundary tone for yes/no questions.  However, regardless of 

truncation of the boundary tone, these intermediate phrases sound similar to yes/no 

questions.  For instance, in Example 1 (Figure 42), the ip that immediately precedes the 

final ip, which also happens to be the first ip, /en ɵryn xur ik orva ju/, finishes with a 

single boundary tone h% (see Figure 42).   

 The final intermediate phrase typically ends with a LL% boundary tone.  In 

Figure 42, for instance, the final ip /go ju/ is marked with the boundary tone LL%. The 
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schematic representation of the typical pitch contour for the Oirat type (ii) alternative 

question is shown in Diagram 28. 

 Notice that in the final ip (not-A) the pitch range is compressed compared to that 

of the preceding non-final ips, shown as shaded in Diagram 28. Although these utterances 

are syntactically alternative questions, this type of question, in terms of some prosodic 

features, seems similar to English tag-questions. Note that Oirat has no syntactic tag-

questions. The resemblance of Oirat alternative type (ii) questions to English tag-

questions is justified by the following two characteristics: (1) both consist of at least two 

independent prosodic units; (2) in both, the pitch range of the final ip is compressed.   

 
Diagram 28. A-not-A type Alternative question 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 However, it is important to point out that in other respects, such as their pitch 

patterns, these two types of questions (English tag-questions and Oirat alternative type 

(ii) questions) are quite different. I will not discuss these differences in the present work.   

 

 

 

 

H-peak 

A not- A 

Pitch range 
L(H) % 

LL% 
H 
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CHAPTER XIII. O-ToBI A��OTATIO� SYSTEM 

XIII.1 WHY I� THE FRAMEWORK OF TOBI? 

  

 The proposed Oirat Tones and Break Indices (O-ToBI) annotation system adopts 

the general structure of multiple labeling tiers.  The main reason for choosing Tones and 

Break Indices (ToBI) as a framework for my description of the prosodic events in Oirat is 

that O-ToBI adopts the principles of Autosegmental Metrical (AM) theory (see, e.g., 

Gussenhoven 2004, Hayes 1995, Ladd 1996, Pierrehumbert 1980) and the inventory of 

conventional symbols used in ToBI systems seems to be appropriate for the description 

of prosodic events in Oirat. Why use the same system for different languages? As pointed 

out by Sun-Ah Jun (2003), to compare prosodic features across languages we want 

languages to be described within the same framework and in terms of the same prosodic 

categories.  Without a generally agreed upon framework for describing intonation, it is 

difficult to compare intonation across languages and consequently comprehend the 

significance of the similarities or of the differences. Beckman (2005:54) emphasizes the 

importance of the ToBI system by stating that it allows researchers at different sites to 

share their work and contribute to the development of a large pool of prosodically 

transcribed speech databases for a broad range of uses in speech science and technology. 

ToBI provides a common vocabulary so that researchers at different sites can interpret 

each other’s data and contribute complementary analyses and extensions to a common 

core of methods.        

XIII.2 O-TOBI TRA�SCRIPTIO� 

 An O-ToBI transcription consists of an audio recording of the speech, an 

associated record of the fundamental frequency contour, and the transcription proper, 

which includes conventional symbolic labels for events on the following nine tiers: 
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1. Tone tier: a tier that provides the description of phonologically specified tonal events 

 in terms of L, H, and h (medium-high) tone marks. 

2. AP (Accentual Phrase) tier: a tier that indicates AP boundaries.   

3. Intermediate Phrase (ip) tier: a tier that indicates ip boundaries. Note that an ip is a  

 provisional prosodic domain that I intend to investigate in my future research. 

4. Break tier: a tier that indicates the degree of disjuncture between prosodic units. 

5. Phonetic tier: a tier that provides broad and narrow phonetic transcription.  

6. Word tier: a tier that suggests underlying representations of Oirat words and 

 shows morpheme boundaries.  

7. Gloss tier: a tier that provides morpheme-by-morpheme English translation. 

8. Translation tier: a tier that provides free English translation. 

9. Miscellaneous tier: a tier that contains additional information, such as boundaries of  

 elements with different types of focus (intensification and contrast) and other  

 important notes and comments. 

 

XIII.2.1 Tone Tier 

 In Praat transcriptions shown in this paper, the tone tier is marked as Stone for 

‘surface tone’.  As the name suggests, this tier is designed to reflect the surface 

representation of tonal events. There are two types of tones in O-ToBI system:  

1. AP tones: L, H, and h 

2. Boundary tones: type T% (also called “single” tone) and type TT% (also called  

 “dual”  tone) 
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XIII.2.1.1 AP Tones  

 AP tones mark the edges of Accentual Phrases and are usually realized within the 

nucleus of the associated syllables. There are two basic tones L and H, and one additional 

tone h, that was originally introduced to mark an underlyingly L tones that are realized in 

as mid-high tones. Besides AP tones, there are also other tones in O-ToBI transcription. 

The inventory of tones in the O-ToBI system consists of the following tones: 
 

1. L  

2. H 

3. h 

4. LH (a pitch rise within a syllable)   

5. HL (a pitch fall within a syllable) 

 

XIII.2.1.1.a   L tone 

 It appears that most L tones tend to be realized on the nucleus of the AP’s initial 

syllables and target at the low F0 region of the speaker’s pitch range.  The most 

prominent L tone tends to occurs on the first syllable of the initial AP, as shown in Figure 

43 (file DB_St1 in DEMO >Tones folder). L tones also surface on the penultimate and 

final syllables of Intonational Phrases (IP) of certain types of utterances, such as 

statements, commands, and some wh-questions, as shown in Figure 43 (on IP- final 

syllable -la).   

 

XIII.2.1.1.b   H tone 

 H tones are tones in the speaker’s high pitch range that tend to be realized on the 

nucleus of the AP’s final syllables, as shown in Figures 43 and 44.  H tones are also often 

realized on medial syllables, especially in APs with more than three syllables, as shown 

in Figure 44. (file DB_St5 in DEMO >Tones folder). H tones also appear on penultimate 
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and/or antepenultimate syllables in most types of interrogatives (e.g., yes/no questions, 

alternative questions). 
Figure 43. TYPICAL LH PITCH CONTOUR REALIZATION ON INITIAL AP  

Figure 44. TYPICAL H TONES ON MEDIAL AND FINAL SYLLABLES OF AP 
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XIII.2.1.1.c  h tone 

 The tone labeled “h” is a mid-high range tone. Such a tone is often realized on the 

initial syllable of medial APs (i.e., an AP in the middle of an IP). The proposed O-ToBI 

system suggests that in such cases, h is a surface representation of an underlying L tone, 

which is raised as a result of so-called “dephrasing”, a prosodic phenomenon, which, as a 

rule, takes place in non-initial, medial or final APs.  In short, dephrasing is a strategy of 

breaking strong prosodic boundaries between two adjacent APs. Prosodic boundary in 

this case is the realization of LH pitch contour of the Accentual Phrase. In Oirat, 

dephrasing is realized through raising of an underlying L tone to the mid-high range tone. 

This is illustrated in the second AP, ɵtskyl’dyr ‘yesterday’, in Figure 43, in which the 

underlying tonal representation of the first syllable /ɵtʃ-/ is L.  However, due to 

dephrasing, L tone is realized as mid-high pitch tone h. As shown in Figure 44, the tone 

labeled “h” is used to mark tones with mid-high pitch value in other cases as well. 

 

XIII.2.1.1.d   LH tone 

 The LH tone is a rising tone that is realized within a single syllable. This tone is 

often realized on the mono-syllabic word at the beginning of initial APs, as shown in the 

highlighted initial AP in Figure 45 (file DB_St18 in DEMO >Tones folder). Notice that 

in Figure 45, the initial AP consists of two words, the first of which is a monosyllabic 

word that contains an LH contour. The LH tone also seems to appear in A-or-not-A 

alternative questions. At present, these phenomena cannot be fully accounted for within 

the framework of the proposed O-ToBI.   

 

XIII.2.1.1.e HL tone 

 The HL tone is a falling tone that is realized within a single syllable. HL tone, in 

general, is much less common than LH or any other tones. An example of HL is shown in 

Figure 45 (file DB_St18) on the word /shovun/ ‘bird’. 
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Figure 45. LH TONE ON THE AP INITIAL SYLLABLE AND HL TONE 

  

XIII.2.1.2 Boundary tones 

 O-ToBI adopts the conventional definition of boundary or edge tones.  Boundary 

tones are tones that associate with edges of prosodic domains.  As briefly mentioned in 

section VII.6.2 based on my observations and preliminary analysis, I propose that there 

are two main types of boundary tones in Oirat: so-called “dual” boundary tone, such as 

LL%, HL%, etc. and so-called “single” boundary tone, such as L% and H%.  

1. Single boundary tones L% and H% are introduced to mark tones that occur on the 

fraction of final syllables of words that precede a noticeable pause in the middle of an 

Intonational Phrase. I suggest that single boundary tones mark the right edges of a 

prosodic unit that is larger than Accentual Phrase but smaller than Intonational Phrase, 

which in other languages is often referred to as an Intermediate Phrase (ip). At this point, 

there is no independent empirical evidence for an Intermediate Phrase (ip) in Oirat, so in 

the present O-ToBI transcription system, ip is only a provisional prosodic unit. I 
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tentatively use single boundary tones to mark tones that occur within a fraction of the last 

syllable of ip-final words. Single tones in the current transcription system are not 

introduced to claim the existence of intermediate phrase as a prosodic unit of Oirat, but to 

facilitate the future investigation of a possible intermediate phrase in this language.   

2. Dual boundary tones LL%, LH%, HH%, hH%, and HL% mark the right edge of 

Intonational Phrase (IP). As I mentioned in section VII.6.2, I do not have clear-cut 

phonetic cues for dual versus single boundary tones. However, at this point of my 

development of the Oirat ToBI, I tentatively identify dual boundary tones by the 

following feature: dual boundary tones are realized within at least the entire nucleus of an 

IP-final syllable. However, in many cases they are realized over two or even more 

syllables, as shown in Figure 21.  

  

XIII.2.1.2.a   LL% 

 As mentioned earlier, LL% tone is realized at the very bottom of the speaker’s 

pitch range, and tend to spreads over more than one (up to three) final syllables of basic 

statements, as shown in Figures 43, 44, and 45.  

 

XIII.2.1.2.b    LH%, HH%, hH%, and HL% 

 LH%, HH%, and hH% are most common in interrogatives, such as yes/no and 

alternative questions. There is no independent empirical evidence for any of the above 

listed tones. At this point, I use them to label different tones that appear at the right edge 

of IP.  

  

XIII.2.1.2.c  HL% 

 HL% boundary tone seems to be very common in interrogatives as well as in 

basic declarative utterances.  HL% boundary tone also seems to be characteristic for 

certain style of narratives, found in the recording of a female speaker telling a humorous 
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folk story (sound recording can be found in Dissertation SP > Oedraer Story > BT_Oedr 

folder).  In this recording BT employs a special style of narrative, which I labeled as 

‘story-telling’.   The HL% boundary tones in ‘story-telling’ style are often accompanied 

with the lengthening of the final (both ip and IP) syllables. In addition, based on my 

preliminary observations, HL% boundary tone seems to be typical for so-called surprise 

reassuring questions, which I will not discuss in this dissertation.  

 

XIII.2.2 Break Tier 

 

 O-ToBI adopts the following conventional labels for break index values: 

‘0’  - for weak word boundary disjuncture, in most cases it appears between components 

 of serial verbs.     

‘1’  - for regular word boundary 

‘2’  - for an AP boundary  

‘3’ -  for a strong disjuncture usually marked by a pause and/or vowel lengthening or  

 ‘LH reset’ (discussed in the following chapter). ‘3’ break index usually marks ip 

 boundary and as such is associated with a single boundary tone.  

‘4’ -  for the most prominent disjuncture; almost always marked by a lengthening of the  

        final syllable, pause, and a dual boundary tone; ‘4’ marks an IP boundary. 
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CHAPTER XIV. STRESS 

XIV.1 DEFI�ITIO� OF STRESS 

 There have been numerous attempts to define stress, some of which have been 

summarized by Hayes (Hayes, 1995:5). For instance, from the production point of view, 

Stetson (1928) proposed that every syllable is accompanied by a breath pulse: a 

contraction of the muscle of the chest wall. However, stressed syllables carry an extra-

strong breath pulse, executed by abdominal rather than chest-wall muscles. Ladefoged 

(1967) did not agree with many of Stetson’s claims, but he agreed on the idea that stress 

can always be diagnosed by examining expiratory effort. Lieberman et al. (1967) strongly 

argues against the Stetson/Ladefoged definition of stress. In his opinion, not all stressed 

syllables are accompanied by a breath pulse. Works based on the perception point of 

view have further advanced our understanding of the phonetic correlates for stress. Fry 

(1955, 1958) suggested four phonetic correlates for stress: a. loudness, b. duration,  

c. pitch, d. listener’s judgment. Fry found that for English, loudness had the least effect 

on stress perception, duration had a greater effect, and the strongest effects on stress 

perception were achieved by the pitch.  Bolinger (1958), Morton and Jassem (1965), and 

Nakatani and Aston (1978), supported Fry’s findings. Beckman and Pierrehumbert 

(1986) suggest that when loudness integrates with the duration of the syllable, its effect 

on stress perception is slightly stronger than that of pitch alone.  Some researchers of 

Mongolian stress mention that the phonetic parameters do not converge to form a unitary 

stress phenomenon in Mongolian, so that stress is unstable (Gerasimovich 1970).   

 

XIV.1.1 Stress in metrical theory 

 In metrical stress theory, stress is the linguistic manifestation of rhythmic 

structure.  That is, in stress languages, every utterance has a rhythmic structure which 

serves as an organizing framework for that utterance’s phonological and phonetic 
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realization (Hayes 1995: 8).  Since stress is rhythmic structure, and rhythm is not tied to 

any particular physical realization, there is no invariant physical realization for stress.  

That is, stress is not bound to any particular phonetic correlate in any particular language. 

However, since stress has a prominence lending function, it is only natural that stressed 

syllables tend to be characterized by greater duration, greater intensity (amplitude), and 

raising of pitch (Hayes 1995:9).  However, these are only tendencies.  For instance, in 

Greek (which is a stress accent language) stress is acoustically manifested as either 

longer duration or higher amplitude of the stressed syllable or both. (Arvaniti, Baltazani 

2005:85). One of the basic points of metrical stress theory is that stress is parasitic, in the 

sense that it invokes phonetic resources that are used for other phonological purposes.  

For instance, pitch is the phonetic cue for tone in languages with phonemic tone systems 

and duration is the phonetic cue for vowel length, which is phonemic in Oirat . As a 

result, stress is phonetically realized on a language specific basis. Berinstein (1979), 

mentioned by Hayes (1995:7), claims that languages with phonemic vowel length 

contrasts have been shown to avoid using duration as a correlate for stress.  An example 

of this type is claimed to be found in Finnish by Carlson (1978) and Prince (1980). 

Carlson (1978) points out that Finnish emphatic stress can involve lengthening of 

unstressed, rather than stressed syllables.  In regards to the issue of phonetic correlates of 

stress, Hayes (Hayes 1995:8) suggests that pitch and duration are both intimately linked 

with stress perception. However, because the relation between stress and pitch/duration is 

both indirect and language specific, it is impossible to predict or pinpoint stress contours 

from the phonetic record. In other words, stress has no invariant physical correlates. 

Nevertheless, Hayes (Hayes 1995:8) affirms that stress can be defined and investigated 

rigorously.   

 The fact that there are no definite correlates but only general tendencies in how 

stress is manifested across languages give rise to practical difficulties. Chomsky and 
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Halle (1968, SPE:24-26) suggested an approach similar to that taken in syntax: majority 

native speakers’ intuition.  However, as Hayes (1995:9) points out, prosodic phenomena 

are among the least accessible to consciousness.  Nevertheless, Hayes believes that these 

difficulties are to some extent avoidable.  He claims, for example, that it is possible to 

study the stress system of English based on the fact that the stress phonology of English 

forms a tightly organized system: segmental rules, intonational patterns, and phonotactic 

constraints agree with each other in diagnosing a particular stress pattern.  He claims that 

an underlying stress pattern is most clearly evident in that it unifies an a coherent way a 

broad set of phenomena. In other words, in many languages with lexical stress, most 

native speakers agree on a stress placement in a particular word. However, in the case of 

Mongolic languages (including Oirat) this is not entirely true.   

  In pitch accent languages the last (nuclear) pitch accent of each tune, for instance, 

consistently docks to the same syllable in each word, the one agreed upon by most native 

speakers as the main stressed syllable.  In other words, pitch can serve as a powerful 

phonetic cue for stress location.  However, in Oirat there is basically no agreement 

among native speakers on where the most prominent syllable within a particular word is. 

So, even if we try to look for the primary prominence within a phrase, it would not be 

consistently associated with the same syllable in each particular word. And visa versa, 

since there is no primary prominence within an Oirat phrase, pitch cannot serve as a 

phonetic cue for stress location within a particular word. 

 In some languages segmental phonological rules can be used as diagnostics for 

stress. For instance, in English (Hayes 1995:12-13) 

a. /t/ Insertion         0 > t / n_s[V;-stress] 

b. /l/ devoicing       l > [-voice]  / s_ [V;-stress] 
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 There seem to be no such segmental rules in Oirat that can be used as diagnostics 

for stress.  In many languages (e.g., English, Russian, Italian) the number of phonemic 

vowel contrasts is greatly reduced in stressless positions (Hayes 1995:23).  In Oirat, the 

number of phonemic vowel contrasts in word-initial syllables is greater than that in non-

initial syllables as vowels in non-initial syllables tend to be phonologically reduced or 

centralized. However, this fact cannot be used as a diagnostic for stress in Oirat because 

in many cases non-initial syllables are perceived by native speakers as bearing the most 

prominence.  

 In English, moreover, it is possible to determine which syllable, in these two 

different words: black board vs. blackboard, is a stressed syllable, by putting them in the 

following phrase: ‘The black board’s painted orange’. The most prominent low pitch 

accent within the phrase (which in English ToBI system is labeled as L*) will be assigned 

to the strongest stress available, which is the stressed syllable in these words. Note that it 

will be the second most prominent syllable within this phrase, as the primary prominence 

is on the vowel /o/ in the word “orange”. Unlike in English, no such stress diagnostics 

seems to be available in Oirat, as Oirat employs the sequence of L and H tones or LH 

contour for demarcation of phrase boundaries.  

 In conclusion, none of the phonological diagnostics for stress presented by Hayes 

(1995:9-21) can be applied for Oirat. 

 

XIV.2 MO�GOLIA� STRESS AS A CO�TROVERSIAL ISSUE  

 The definition of stress in Oirat, as in all Mongolic languages, is a controversial 

issue that has been a subject of debate since the very beginning of Mongolic studies. As 

Harnud points out, although many studies have been devoted to this problem, no 

consensus about its placement or phonetic nature has been reached (2003:12). 

Svantesson, Tsendina, Karlsson, and Franzen in their joint work The phonology of 
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Mongolian (2005:97), write that the reason for such disagreements is that different 

criteria and different phonetic correlates have been used for defining stress. Svantesson et 

al. (2005:97) conclude that word stress is not a relevant concept in Mongolian phonology, 

and any definition of it must be arbitrary, depending on the individual investigator’s 

choice of criteria.  

 Based on my analysis and native speaker’s intuition I tend to agree with 

Svantesson et al. that any definition of Oirat stress must be arbitrary, depending on the 

individual investigator’s choice of criteria. The problem with defining Oirat stress 

becomes obvious when you ask a native speaker of Oirat, for instance, a seemingly 

simple question: what is the most prominent syllable in a word. Oirat speakers usually 

have difficulty in finding the most prominent syllable within a native word.  Why? This is 

because in many cases the initial syllable sounds just as prominent as the final syllable in 

a word.   

 

XIV.3 CO�SE�SUS VIEWS REGARDI�G MO�GOLIA� STRESS 

 In spite of all these controversies and differences in opinions, there are some 

obvious features about Mongolian stress that most researchers seem to agree on. Based 

on the summary provided in the above mentioned work (Svantesson et al. 2005), I have 

developed three tables (Table 11, 12, and 13) that illustrate the following main points: 

1.  All researchers seem to agree that there is always a prominence on the initial syllable, 

 whether it is primary or secondary stress. 

2. All researchers seem to agree that only two syllables can be stressed: initial and/or 

 final. 

3.  Some researchers suggest that there is only one stress, while others propose two types 

 of stresses.  

4. The majority of those who claim only one stress place it on the initial syllable. 
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5. Stress on the initial syllable is characterized by a long vowel, while stress on the 

 final syllable is characterized by high pitch. 

  

 Table 24 illustrates the most common criteria for each of the stressed syllables 

(initial and final). It shows, for instance, that stress on the initial syllable is often 

characterized by a long vowel or a diphthong (which is also a long vowel), while stress 

on the final syllable is almost invariably characterized with high or rising pitch. Table 25 

summarizes theories that posit two types of stress, while Table 26 summarizes the list of 

terms that have been used to describe these two types of stresses. Notice that according to 

many researchers, these two types of Mongolian stress are different by their nature: the 

stress on the final syllable is described as being related to tone (e.g., musical, tonal, 

phrase stress); whereas the stress on the initial syllable is often described in terms of its 

intensity (e.g., dynamic).   
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Table 24. MONGOLIAN STRESS THEORIES (SINGLE STRESS) 

Stressed Syllable Criteria Researcher/language 

Low pitch 

 
Cenggeltei (1959) /Baarin Mongolian  

Ramstedt (1902) 
Poppe (1931) 

 

Long duration 
 

 
Bitkeev (1980)/Kalmyk 

 
Long vowel or a diphthong 
if it is the only phonemic 

vowel 
 
 

Stuart (1941) 
Aberle and Austin (1951) 

Hattori (1951) 

Long vowel or diphthong 

 
Bobrovnikov (1835)  
Kowalewski (1835) 

 

Initial 

Long vowel 
(if initial vowel is short, 
stress falls on the second 

syllable) 

(Köke 2003) 
 

High pitch Bitkeev (1980)/Kalmyk 

Pitch rise Bobrovnikov (1849)/Mongolian. 
 

Final  

on the final syllable,  
but if the word contains a 

long vowel or diphthong, it 
takes the stress. 

 
Bobrovnikov (1835) and  

Kowalewski (1835) 
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Table 25. MONGOLIAN STRESS THEORIES POSITING TWO TYPES OF STRESSES 

Stress definitions Description Researcher /language 

primary stress  
vs. 

secondary stress 
 

primary stress is on the first 
syllable, there is a secondary 

stress (often described as 
musical or tonal) on the last 

syllable. 

Ramstedt (1902),  
and Poppe (1931) 

dynamic stress 
expiratory stress 

clear stress 
vs. 

musical or tonal 

the first syllable has relatively 
long duration and the last 
syllable has high pitch in 

Kalmyk. 

Bitkeev (1980)/Kalmyk 
 

word stress 
vs. 

phrase stress 

word stress falls on the first 
syllable, and phrase stress on 

the last syllable of the first 
word of a phrase. 

Zolhoev (1962) /Buriad 

stress accent 
vs. 

pitch accent 
 

 Harnud (2003) 

 
Table 26. TERMS USED FOR TWO TYPES OF STRESSES IN MONGOLIAN 

 

 There seems to be constant conflict between initial and final syllables within each 

word, in which all three phonetic correlates (duration, pitch, intensity) seem to contribute 

to the final outcome, the verdict of which of the two (initial or final) is the ‘winner’.  

However, it is not impossible to determine the most prominent syllable within a concrete 

single production of a word.   

Initial syllable Final syllable 

 
primary stress 

 

 
secondary stress 

 
dynamic stress 

expiratory stress 
clear stress 

musical or tonal 

 
word stress 

 
phrase stress 

stress accent pitch accent 
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 There are exceptions. There is a certain type of words in Oirat, in which the most 

prominent syllable is unequivocally the final one. Bläsing (2003) mentions these words in 

the following context: “the accent (expiratory stress) tends to fall on the last vowel of the 

word, such a vowel normally represents a diachronically long vowel e.g., ʃulun ‘fast’ 

<*ʃuluun<*siluxun.   True, as a native speaker, I should say that in these types of words, 

with diachronically long vowels in the final syllable, the final syllable is perceived as the 

most prominent.  I suggest that such clear prominence is a result of the overlap of two 

phonetic correlates: duration and high pitch.  As I suggest further in this chapter, long 

duration comes from the word level, whereas high pitch comes from the phrase level.  

When the two coincide or overlap, the prominence on the final syllable becomes 

unequivocal. In other words, the overlap of high pitch and long duration disambiguates 

the prominence judgment. 

 

XIV.3.1  Summary 

 In Xinjiang Oirat pitch, duration, and intensity all play a role in determining 

prominence. Neither seems to be more important or higher in rank than the other.   

 The important conceptual implication that can be drawn from this is that Oirat 

speakers seem to have no preference in which phonetic correlates of prominence to 

consider more crucial. Similar to speakers of many other languages, including English, 

for Oirat speakers the perception of prominence is compositional, it is the combination or 

interplay of all parameters that makes the prominence. In other words, there is no so-

called linguistic tuning toward a certain specific parameter.   

 Since the initial syllable almost always has the longest syllable (e.g., Bitkeev, 

1980), while the final syllable is almost always associated with high or rising pitch, both 

initial and final syllable are perceived as prominent. However, it is important to mention 

that initial syllable not only has the longest vowel within a word, it is also the most 
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‘clear’ (in Bitkeev’s definition) vowel.  As accurately pointed out by Bitkeev (1980), 

unlike non-initial syllables, initial syllables hardly ever get reduced or centralized, they 

are “clear”.  This particular phonological feature of Oirat initial syllables also contributes 

to their prominence, in addition to the duration correlate.  That is why more researchers 

and native speakers favor the initial syllable as a candidate for the most prominent 

syllable over the final.  As Harnud (2003:13) summarizes, there are two main opinions 

about the placement of the stressed syllable in a word: (1) stress falls on the first syllable 

(a common view), (2) stress falls on the last syllable (a minority opinion).   

It is crucial to underline that the two distinguishing features of word-initial syllables, 

(phonological ‘clarity’ and long duration) are conditioned by their key role in the vowel 

harmony rule. As mentioned earlier, in Oirat, as well as in all other Mongolic languages, 

the word-initial syllable determines the phonological quality of vowels in non-initial 

syllables of the word. In Oirat, for instance, word-initial syllables determine palato-velar 

quality of vowels in non-initial syllables.  In other words, word-initial syllables in 

Mongolic languages are clear and long because they determine the phonological category 

of a word, in respect to the distinctive feature of the vowel harmony. This harmony 

maybe palato-velar (back vs. front), as in Oirat, or apertural (low vs. high), as in the rest 

of the Mongolic languages.  I emphasize the obvious connection between the two features 

of word-initial syllables (clarity and long duration) and the key phonological role of 

word-initial syllables (in respect to vowel harmony), because it indicates that long 

duration represents the word level, as opposed to phrase level.  

 

XIV.4 TWO-LEVEL MODEL OF STRESS 

 I suggest that confusion and disagreements regarding ‘stress’ in Oirat is caused by 

trying to fit two different levels (word level and phrase level) into one plane.  

I propose to consider two levels of stress: 
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 (1) on the word level, the initial syllable, due to its key role in vowel harmony, is 

often realized as the longest and the most ‘clear’ syllable.  Both of these features (long 

duration and clarity) are crucial contributors to its high ranking on the prominence scale. 

 (2) there is also a phrase level, that according to my model, imposes a LH contour 

over an AP (recall too that each word is ‘striving’ to be an AP). As a result, due to the LH 

contour, the initial syllable is often associated with low pitch, whereas the final syllable is 

often associated with high or rising pitch.  In other words, high pitch on the final syllable 

is a phrase-level phenomenon, while long duration is a word-level phenomenon.  These 

two levels, according to the AM model, are independent from each other, so both of these 

phonetic correlates are realized simultaneously.  This approach seems to be similar to 

those proposed by Zolhoev (1962), words stress vs. phrase stress, and by Harnud 

(2003:13), stress accent vs. pitch accent.  

 The following diagrams illustrate how the two-level model might work.  

Diagram 29, demonstrates the most ambiguous case, which is when native speakers tend 

to hesitate the most in determining which of the two syllables, initial or final, is the most 

prominent. Audio recordings of two such cases are provided in DEMO > Stress > 

Ambig1 and Ambig2 files.  I claim that in such cases, the ambiguity is caused by the 

conflicting messages from two levels: the word level’s long vowel suggests that the 

prominence is on the first syllable, while the phrase level’s high pitch convinces us that 

the prominence is on the final syllable.  Diagrams 5 and 6, on the other hand, illustrate 

non-conflicting situations.  

 A sample recording for Diagram 30 is provided in DEMO > Stress > FinalProm 

file, while for Diagram 29 in DEMO > Stress > InitialProm. Notice that the case 

represented by Diagram 30 is the least problematic for native speakers; we all agree that 

the final syllable is prominent.  Based on the two level model, this case is the least 

problematic because both word level and phrase level suggest the prominence on the 
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same syllable. This is the case mentioned by Bläsing (2003)  ʃulun ‘fast’ 

<*ʃuluun<*siluxun.  As for the cases represented in Diagram 29, native speakers might 

hesitate in some cases, depending on individual production and perception.  

 
Diagram 29. Word Level and Phrase Level Stress  

  (Long duration and High pitch conflict) 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phrase level  

Word level 

Word + Phrase level 

    Initial      Final 

    Initial      Final 

     H 

      L 

    Final     Initial 

       H 

      L 

    Long 

    Long 

         Long   vs.   High 

               (conflict) 
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Diagram 30. Word Level and Phrase Level Stress  

  (Long duration and High pitch coincidence) 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   
 
Diagram 31. Word Level and Phrase Level Stress  

  (Short vs. High pitch) 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   
 
 

Phrase level  

Word level 

Word + Phrase level 

    Initial      Final 

    Initial      Final 

     H 

      L 

    Final     Initial 

       H 

      L 

    Short 

    Short 

         Short   vs.   High 

               no conflict,  

           Final syllable is  

            more prominent) 

                Long   

                  plus   
                 High 

            (coincidence) 

Phrase level  

Word level 

Word + Phrase level 

    Initial      Final 

    Initial      Final 

     H 

      L 

    Final     Initial 

       H 

      L 

    Long 

    Long 
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 I propose that the two level (word and phrase) approach introduced in this chapter 

is the solution to the issue of Oirat stress. 
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CHAPTER XV. OIRAT AS A DEMARCATIVE LA�GUAGE 

XV.1 CULMI�ATIVE VS. DEMARCATIVE LA�GUAGES 

 In the framework of Autosegmental Metrical (AM) phonology, the prosodic 

typology of a language is defined by two main aspects (Jun, 2005: 440):  

a) prominence and its relations within the structure (cf. Beckman 1996, Ladd 1996). 

b) the rhythmic/prosodic pattern of an utterance.29 

        The AM model suggests that there are two major strategies of prominence 

realization at a post-lexical level: the culminative strategy marks the head of a prosodic 

unit, and the demarcative strategy marks the edge of a prosodic unit (Beckman 1986, 

Venditti 1996 cited from Jun 2005:440) 
 

XV.1.1 Culminativity 

 According to Beckman (1996), many languages have some kind of tonal event 

that is linked to a syllable or mora and performs a prominence-enhancing function within 

the domain of an intonational phrase.  Jun (2005:440) adds that in these languages, 

prominence is realized through a local manipulation of suprasegmental features such as 

pitch, duration, and/or amplitude, which is the so-called post-lexical pitch accent. 

XV.1.1.1 Pitch accent30       

 Pitch accent is a local feature of a pitch contour -- usually but not invariably a 

pitch change, and often involving a local maximum or minimum -- which signals that the 

syllable with which it is associated is prominent in the utterance (Ladd 1996:44-45). 

                                                 
29 The rhythmic or timing unit of a language is another important property within prosodic typology.  

Languages have been categorized as mora-timed (e.g., Japanese), syllable-timed (e.g., Spanish), and stress-
timed (e.g., English).  Even though our perception of the rhythm of a language is influenced by rhythmic 
units smaller than a word (mora for mora-timed, syllable for syllable-timed, and foot for stress-timed), it is 
also influenced by the prosodic grouping at or above word level (Jun 2005:432).   
30 This use of the term ‘pitch accent’ was first proposed by Bolinger (1958)  and resurrected by 
Pierrehumbert (1980) (Ladd 1996: 45) 
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As emphasized by Ladd (1996: 59) one of the most conspicuous features of AM analysis 

of intonation is that in many cases pitch accents are themselves further analyzed as 

sequences and combinations of High (H) and Low (L) tones.  In other words, pitch 

accents are analyzed as consisting of separate distinct tones: relatively high and relatively 

low pitch levels. These pitch levels are static targets in paradigmatic contrast with each 

other; ‘relatively low’ means low relative to local phrasal pitch range, rather than low 

relative to the nearest pitch peak or plateau (Beckman, Hirschberg, and Shattuck-

Hufnagel 2005:14). Acoustic correlates of post-lexical pitch accent are language specific. 

Furthermore, the realization of post-lexical pitch accent depends on what suprasegmental 

features the language employs for the realization of the lexical prosody.  For instance, in 

Japanese, post-lexical pitch accents do not change the duration or amplitude of syllables 

(Beckman 1986), whereas in German or English, pitch-accented syllables are 

characterized by greater duration and relatively increased amplitude.  

 

XV.1.2 Demarcation 

  While some languages employ culmination or post-lexical pitch accent, other 

languages seem to employ other types of pitch events that are functionally defined as 

‘edge’ tones: phrase accent and boundary tone.  In Pierrehumbert’s (1980) original 

analysis, phrase accents are free-standing unstarred (not pitched-accented) tones usually 

H or L (i.e., unstarred tones that do not serve as leading or trailing tones in bitonal pitch 

accents) occurring between the last pitch accent and the boundary tone.  Boundary tones, 

on the other hand, are tones associated with the end of a post-lexical prosodic unit (Ladd 

1996:80).  Examples of demarcative prominence are the Accentual Phrase boundary 

tones in Serbo-Croatian, Japanese, and Korean (Jun 2005:441). 
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XV.2 EVIDE�CE OF DEMARCATIO� I� OIRAT 

 Based on the above definitions, I propose that in terms of the organization of its 

intonational system, Oirat is a demarcative rather than culminative language. My 

assumption is based on the following features of Oirat prosody: 

(1) Oirat lacks nuclear pitch accents 

(2) Oirat seems to mark edges of prosodic units 

 

XV.2.1 Absence of a primary stress 

 Pitch accent languages (e.g., English) are characterized by one and only one most 

prominent pitch accent in every phrase of approximately sentence length (Pierrehumbert 

1980; Lieberman 1975). My analysis of Oirat utterances detects no such primary 

prominence within a sentence (or an IP).  Instead, there are several almost equally 

prominent syllables in each sentence (or IP).  None of the syllables within a sentence (or 

an IP) seems to carry the most prosodic weight or primary prominence. Thus, Oirat does 

not seem to employ a pitch accent strategy. Moreover, similar to other demarcative 

languages, such as Korean (Jun 2005:201), Oirat has neither lexical pitch accent nor 

lexical stress.  

 

XV.2.2 Marking edges of prosodic units 

 My analyses suggest that when Oirat words are uttered in isolation they are 

always realized with an LH contour, where L is realized on the initial syllable. However, 

when the same word is uttered in utterance-medial position, this LH contour or L tone on 

the initial syllable of the word shows up only when the word is placed at intermediate 

phrase (ip) initial position, or at Accentual Phrase initial position if this AP is in 

contrastive focus.   
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For instance, in English, contrastive focus is realized by an L+H* pitch accent followed 

by deaccenting.  In Oirat, on the other hand, contrastive focus is realized by inserting a 

prosodic boundary before or after the focused word, which is similar to Korean (Jun, 

2005:441). 

 In conclusion, unlike English or German where F0 peaks and valleys are in 

general linked to syllables on which phrasal prominence is placed, the pitch events of 

Oirat intonation are not linked to any specific syllable or word but to a certain location in 

a phrase.   
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CHAPTER XVI. CO�CLUSIO� 

XVI.1 I�TRODUCTIO� 

 The proposed intonational structure of the Oirat language is based on analysis of 

audio recordings of utterances produced by speakers of two varieties of Oirat (Houg Sar 

and Bain Hol) spoken in the Xinjiang region of China. The intonational structure of Oirat 

is discussed in five chapters that are based on five types of utterances: (1) declaratives (or 

statements), (2) statements with focus (focus for intensification and contrastive focus), 

(3) yes-no questions, (4) alternative questions, and (5) wh-questions. 

 All recordings stored either in binary or .wav files are organized into three main 

categories: (1) Transcribed and annotated file (total 339 files), (2) Transcribed files (total 

532 files), and (3) Identical sets, which are recordings of identical utterances produced by 

different speakers (total 2185 files). Note that each file contains at least one utterance. 

 

XVI.2  OIRAT I�TO�ATIO�: THE MODEL SO FAR 

(1) Oirat is a demarcative language in which post-lexical prominence is marked at the 

edges of prosodic units. 

(2) In general, falling pitch contours are used to express finality in statements and rising 

pitch contours are used to express non-finality.  This observation seemS to comply with 

the ‘universalist’ view of the intonational patterns (e.g. Bolinger, 1964).  

XVI.3  KEY POI�TS OF O-TOBI  

1. Oirat has two post-lexical intonational or prosodic units (domains): 

 a. Accentual Phrase (AP) (an example is highlighted in pink in Figure 6) 

 b. Intonational Phrase (IP) (an example is highlighted in pink in Figure 7) 

2. An AP has an underlying pitch contour, Low-High (LH). 

 (i) Low pitch marks the left edge of AP. 

 (ii) High pitch marks the right edge of AP. 
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3. Lack of LH contour is used as a dephrasing tool. 

4. An AP tends to be a proper foot.  

 (i) A prosodic word is co-extensive with AP. 

 (ii) A default word or AP is a proper foot.  

  

 I propose two-level approach for stress in Oirat: prominence on the initial syllable 

(long duration) is a word level phenomenon, while prominence on the final syllable (high 

pitch) is a phrase level phenomenon. 

XVI.4   OIRAT I�TO�ATIO�AL PHRASE GRAMMAR 

 

Boundary Tone 
Initial AP 

Medial AP  

(non obligatory) 

Final AP  

 ip IP 

     

LH LH LH L% 
LL% 

LH% 

L  (H/h) H L  (H/h) H H (H/h)  L H% 
HH% 

HL% 

 
 

h  (H/h) H 
h  (H/h) L h% hH% 

 
 

H  (H/h) H 
H (H/h) H   

 
 

HL 
   

 
 

H 
H   

 
 

L 
L   
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The underlying tonal contour for an Accentual Phrase is LH 
The default pitch contour of an initial AP in basic statements is LH  
  
The default pitch contour of a medial AP in basic statements is hH  
 (Medial AP is characterized by a relatively shallow but elevated pitch range) 
 
The default pitch contour of an final AP in basic statements is HL 
 
Houg Sar dialect has a distinctive pitch contour at the end of yes/no questions that distinguishes it 
from the Bain Bulg dialect. 
 
Focus for intensification/emphasis is expressed through H pitch. 
Contrastive focus is expressed through LH pitch contour. 
 

The most common boundary tone for statements is LL% 
The most common boundary tone for yes-no questions is LH% 
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APPE�DIX I 

 

List of Oirat language consultants 

 
China 

 
Houg Sar area (northern part of the Xinjiang region): 

 

My host family in Houg Sar town: Savlae (wife) and Soil (husband) and their children 

Altn Tsetseg (daughter) and Angarik (son). 

Bair Tsetseg, Dava bakshe, Bair, Moengn, Moengn seamstress, Namchn, O Dorje bakshe, Sairo, 

Shura, Tsevigjab, Urn Tsetseg, Na Buwa, Tavn, Nima, and others.  

 

My host family at the shepherd’s station in Houg Sar area: Jaaka (wife) and Bat Djirhl 

(husband) and their two children; Duuda (wife) and Zogdr (husband) and their two sons.  

 

Singers: Juna, Tsahan Koevn, Nima and several others. 

 

Bain Hol Prefecture (central part of the Xinjiang region) 

 

Buin Bulg area: Tsevig and his family; Togo, Chydjae, Daemrae, Choedae, Bora, Irinchae, 

Serdjae, Altn, Bairta, Buinta, Orkl, Ooza, Sarn, Erdm Tsetseg, Tsahan Bilig (Orkl’s mother) 

 

Korla: Arbudut, Lanzai, Badmara, Baatr Baldj, Yzmae, Donadae, Kyykae. 

 

Xidjin: Bain Dala, Namcha, Nohala, Sanje,  

            Singers: Erdm Tsetseg, Koek Moern 

 

Urumqi (the capital city of the Xinjiang region). 

 

Students from the Mongolian school in Urimqi who told me the Oirat folk stories: 

Badm Tsetseg, Bair Tsetseg, Nim Bilig, Nima, Odn Hoa, Tsahan Xalx, Yang Jima. 

 

Kalmyk Republic (Russia) 
Note: recordings of the speakers of the Kalmyk dialect are not included in the present research.    

 

Buuzav dialect: Lyudmila 

Doervyd dialect: Baira, Dorje, Hola, Manje Dordjievich, Munieva Delgr Xechievna, Nadezhda 

Sarangovna, Nadya, Natasha, Petr Tsedenovich, Sanje, Sasha, Sofya, Tanya, and others. 

Torgud dialect: Badma, Marina, Nina, Oksana, Polina Baraevna, and several others. 
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APPE�DIX II 

On the Mongolic classification 

There are several classifications of Mongolic that do not agree with each other.  In this 

section I briefly discuss the issues of Mongolic classification, demonstrating various 

classifications done by different scholars.  As pointed out by Binnick (1987:178) there has been 

no general agreement on the number of languages in the Mongolian family, nor on their mutual 

affiliations.  The task of establishing a genetic tree for any group of related languages is never an 

easy task. Rybatzki (2003:364) suggests that this is because the parallel presence of any given 

feature in two or more languages can be due to three different factors: (a) genetic, (b) areal, and 

(c) typological. With this in mind, the task of establishing taxonomy for the Mongolic languages 

is considerably complicated by the following factors: 

 

(a) There has been constant and intensive influence from non-Mongolic languages  

     (Tungusic, Chinese, Tibetan, Turkic, and Iranian) 

 

(b) Chronological shallowness of Proto-Mongolic. 

 

(c) The extant Middle Mongol corpus is not very informative for dialectological purposes 

      

It is particularly difficult to trace the possible dialectal origin of the Mongolic languages 

spoken in the peripheries of the Middle Mongol areas (Afghanistan, Gansu-Quinghai region).  As 

a result, it seems to be impossible to make an unambiguous distinction between genetic and areal 

features and draw a genetic tree. (Doerfer1964:39; Rybatzki 2003: 364).  However, such attempts 

took place and I am going to discuss some of them in the chronological order.  

 

Poppe’s (1955, 1965) and Doerfer’s (1964)  

Poppe’s (1955) and Doerfer’s (1964) classifications seem to be very similar.  They both 

divide all Mongolian languages into two main branches: 

 1. East Mongolian  

2. West Mongolian  
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Poppe 1965 
 Poppe suggested that there are 7 Mongolian languages and uses the following features for 

classification (1965:7): 

 

1. the development of the initial *p (f, x, Zero) 

2. the development of *  (> , o) following a syllable containing o 

3. the development of * u ( u/ou, u) 

4. the preservation or disappearance of the final n in nouns 

5. the preservation of the final r and g or their disappearance 

This can be illustrated by the following table: 

 
No. Features 

1 f-group x-group zero-group 

2 : > o: : > : : > o: 

3 u: u u: 

4 * -n >  -n preserved * -n >  

5 *-r >  final r preserved 

 I II III IV V VI VII 

 
The Roman numerals at the bottom refer to the languages: 

 

                                    I. Santa                                V. Oirat 

                                    II. Monguor                         VI. Buriat 

                                    III. Dagur                            VII. Mongol 

                                    IV. Mogol 

 

The classifications of Poppe (1955) and Doerfer (1964) seem to pose numerous 

problems. In general these problems can be summarized as failure to see broad and deep 

divergences in the proposed schemas (Binnick: 180).  Both Poppe (1955) and Doerfer (1964) 

classifications are based on a more or less comprehensive analyses of several taxonomically 

relevant features. However, as pointed out by Rybatzki (2003b: 367), these features may reflect 

either genetic or areal innovations within the Mongolic family.    

The most obvious flaws of Poppe’s (1955) classification, due to the lack of data by that 

time, seem to be the following: 

(1) it suggests a close relationship between Oirat and Mogol; 

(2) it lists Kalmyk and Oirat as separate languages. 

 

As noticed by Binnick (1987: 181), although Poppe (1955:15) is certainly correct that ‘a 

classification of languages should be a linguistic one’, his definition of a ‘linguistic classification’ 

seem to be vague.  Poppe notes, for instance, that (1955: 19) “although it is very close to Oirat 

spoken outside Russia, Kalmyk is a separate language, because it has undergone a certain 
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influence by Russian and Tatar.  It differs little phonetically or morphologically from Oirat, but its 

vocabulary id very different.” As questioned by Binnick (1987: 181) apart from the question of 

how to quantify differences in vocabulary, are such differences purely linguistic phenomena?  

Sanzheev 1977 

      According to Sanzheev (1977), there are three major branches in the Mongolic language tree: 

1. Northern (synharmonic1): Mongolian proper, Buryat, Kalmyk, and Oirat;  

2. Southeastern (non-synharmonic): Dagur, Monguor, Santa, and Bonan;  

3. Intermediate languages (the Old Mongolian literary language (Mo.) and Mogul (in 

Afghanistan) 

Sanzheev seem to follow Bertagaev’s (1968) idea, which is an attempt to establish 

taxonomy on the basis of a smaller number of features.  Bertagaev (1968) suggested to divide all 

the Mongolic languages into two main groups: northern or ‘synharmonic’ and southeastern or 

‘non-synharmonic’.   

  Apart from the obvious oversimplification of the relationship between Mongolic 

languages (for instance, Buryat, Mongolian Proper and Oirat are simply listed under Northern 

languages; Dagur, Monguor, and Bonan are listed as sister languages that belong to the 

southeastern group.), to establish a taxonomy on the basis of just one feature, in general, seems to 

be problematic.  As Bloomfield suggests (1933:342) (quoted from Binnick:180):” a set of 

isoglosses running close together in much the same direction (bundle of isoglosses) …offer a 

more suitable basis of classification than does a single isogloss that represents, perhaps, some 

unimportant features.” 

 

IAkhontova 1997 

 

 IAkhontova’s classification (1997:10-11) depends on three features:  

1.  preservation or loss of initial *p >*   (> x, h) 

2.  preservation (full or partial) or absence of vowel harmony 

3.  preservation or breaking of *i in the first syllable 

 

Compared to Sanzheev’s (1977), this classification seems to be more reasonable as it is 

based on more than one feature.  However, these features do not seem represent a set of 

                                                 
1
 vowel-harmonizing languages or languages with a phonotactic restriction, which allows only either back 

(non-palatal) or front (palatal) vowels to occur within a phonological word. 
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isoglosses that are running close together in much the same direction, as bundle of isoglosses.  

However, although not very detailed, IAkhontova’s classification seems to be closer to the true 

state of affair, as it is based on more recent data and considers more than just one linguistic 

feature. Note that all of the so far discussed classifications list Kalmyk and Oirat as separate 

languages.  

 

Binnick 1987 and �ugteren 1997 

 

Binnick (1987) does not offer any detailed classification per se, but I would like to 

mention one of his main points.  Binnick concludes that no simple Stammbaum can be drawn for 

the Mongolic languages: “…due to the nature of nomadic society, it is not surprising that the 

sharp, discrete dichotonomies of the Stammbaum model, designed for sedentary populations 

living within communities with sharply defined boundaries, might prove less adequate to an 

understanding of Mongolian linguistic history than some kind of reticulated model.” (Binnick: 

194).  Below is the tree that is based on my understanding of Binnick’s approach (1987): 

 

 

              Central 

 

 

  

North Mongolian                           East Mongolian (or Central)                               West 

Mongolian 

 

     Buryat                                          Mongol proper (Khalkha)                                Oirat 

 

 

 

Binnick suggests central - peripheral dichotomy and that the absence of innovations 

common to all peripheral languages indicates that they are not homogeneous.  Binnick has later 

(1992) returned to a more conventional understanding of the issue (Rybatzki: 367).  Nugteren 

accepts Binnick’s ‘central ‘and ‘peripheral’ grouping. 
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Dagur 

 

Buryat 

 

 

Khalkha 

 

 

Kalmyk-Oirat 

 

 

 

 

 

Dongxiang 

 

Bao’an 

 

 

Monguor 

 

Eastern Yugur 

 

 

Moghol 

 

 

 

 

 

Provisional Mongolic family tree (Nugteren 1997:215) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rybatzki 2003 

 

Rybatzki’s (2003) proposes to establish the taxonomy of the Mongolian languages, based 

on the relative number of the taxonomically relevant phonological, morphological, syntactic, and 

lexical properties shared by various Mongolic languages and dialects.  First, Rybatzki made a list 

of a relatively great number of relevant phonological, morphological, syntactic, and lexical 

properties.  Then, these features get checked on availability (have or don’t have) in various 

Mongolian languages. The results are placed in the table 18.1, below.  
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INTRA-MONGOLIC TAXONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS (Table 18.1 from Rybatzki: 2003: 387) 

 
           

           KM       EB      Kh        Or       Oi      Mo      SY     HM     MM       B       S 

  

D         12        14        17        11       12        4         6        10        9           9        6 

KM                  33        27        24       23       10       12      12        12         11      10 

EB                               42        32       35        11       17      15        14         13      12 

Kh                                           43       45        11       20      18        17         16      13        

Or                                                       40       10       18       18        15         15      11 

Oi                                                                   14       19      17        15         13      12 

Mo                                                                             14      15       17         17       18  

SY                                                                                        25       23         20      16 

HM                                                                                                  37         34       30 

MM                                                                                                               36      33  

B                                                                                                                              36 

   

 

Dagur (D), Khamnigan Mongol (KM), Estern Buryat (EB), Khalkha (Kh), Ordos (Or), Oirat (Oi), 

Moghol (Mo), Shira Yughur (SY), (Huzhu) Mongghul (HM), (Minhe) Mangghuer (MM), Bonan 

(B), and Santa (S). 

 

In this table (18.1) one feature simply stands for one point. Why? In his discussion of this 

method, Rybatzki offers the following explanation: it is often easy to identify features that are 

taxonomically more relevant than others, but it is not immediately clear how these differences in 

relevance should be measured.  Thus, any linguistic taxonomy is bound to be to some extent 

arbitrary, for the choice and interpretation of taxonomic features is always based on subjective 

judgments (2003b:387).  He also points out that genetic, areal, and cases of structural 

convergence (caused by typological factor) should be distinguished from each other, but again, 

any attempt to make such a distinction requires subjective judgment (2003b:387).   

Finally, in the absence of any obvious solution to this problem, Rybatzki suggests to treat 

all taxonomic features as if they were equally significant (one feature = one point) (2003:387). 

The following are the major conclusions about Mongolic languages that can be made 

based Rybatzki’s table (above): 

 

1.  The Mongolic family comprises of two relatively compact subgroups:  

 

I.  Buryat-Khalkha-Ordos-Oirat (32 to 45 shared innovations) and  

II. Mongghul- Mangghuer-Bonan- Santa (30-37 shared innovations) 

 

2.  The two most closely related languages are: 
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  Khalkha and Oirat (45 shared innovations) 

 Khalkha and Ordos (43) 

     Khalkha and Buryat (42) 

 

Rybatzki’s method of classification has drawbacks, which he mentions himself.   For 

instance, he points out that although regarding all features equally sounds like a good solution, 

the truth is that taxonomic features are unequal in terms of their taxonomical relevance. Thus, to 

treat all features equally is as accurate as playing lottery. (2003:387).  

 

Conclusion 

The classification of Mongolic languages seems to undergo through several stages: 

 

I    East - West   

II   Central - West 

III synharmonic-non-synharmonic = central-peripheral  

IV East-West (again) 

V  North - Central-South2  

 

In this dissertation I adopt Binnick’s (1987) and Nugteren’s (1997) classification of 

Mongolic languages which regards Kalmyk and Oirat as one language and places it in the 

Western branch of the tree.  Based on the history of the language and the great degree of mutual 

intelligibility between Oirat and Kalmyk, I consider Kalmyk as one of the dialects of Oirat.  Thus, 

Oirat is the general term for this language, which includes such dialects as Xinjiang Oirat, and 

Kalmyk.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2
 Rybatzki’s  approach brings us back to the scheme (North -Central- South), proposed by Rudnev in 1911 

(2003:389) 
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APPE�DIX III 

 The following table is a product of collaborative woprk with the president of the Xinjiang 

Mongolian Foundation for the Promotion of Culture and Education, Menke bakshe, and an 

independent Kalmyk researcher from Russia, Sanzhi Khoyt.  Unfortunately, in 2006 the 

Xinjiang Mongolian Foundation for the Promotion of Culture and Education has been 

disassembled. 

 

�umber of Mongolian population 

according to different sources 

Administrative Division 
Tod �omn 

(200?) 

Menke  

(2005) 

Xinjiang 

Statistical 

Yearbook 

(2006) 

Major 

Mongolian 

tribe 

(according to 

Menke 

bakshe) 

City Urumqi           

(Chinese: 宛儧┡溮pinyin: 

Wūlǔmùqí) 

up to 7,000 7,000 not available 

Oirats (Torgud, 

Hoshuut, 

Oel’d) and 

Chakhar 

City Karamay (Chinese: 

固萸F鰹; pinyin: 

Kèlāmǎyī) 

up to 2,000 not provided not available 

Oirats, 

Khalkha, and 

Chakhar 

Kumul (Qumul) or Hami 

Prefecture(Chinese: 走嫻) 
   

Barkol Kazakh 

Autonomous County 

(Chinese: 

杼脧柊走笔固勈ý食) 

about 1,500 2,000 not available 

Changji Hui Prefecture 

(Chinese: 

馘嵩背鞴勈ý曷): 

   

Jimsar County 2,000 2,000 not available 

Khalkha, 

Torgud, 

Hoshuut, 

Uryankha 

Bortala Mongol 

Autonomous Prefecture: 

(Chinese: 

匠峽勃萸荃仁勈ý曷; 

Oirat: Bortal ‘Gray  

Grassland’) 

 total: 26,000 total: 27,089  

City Bole (Bortala) 

(Chinese: 匠絢) 
12,000 4,000 12,151 

Torgud, 

Chakhar 

Jinghe (Jing) County 
more than 

5,000 
6,000 4,891 Torgud 

Wenquan (Arishang) 

County(Oirat: Arshan’) 
up to 11,000 16,000 10,047 Chakhar 
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Bayingolin Mongol 

Autonomous Prefecture 

(Chinese: 

杼骾矤⑻荃仁勈ý曷; 

Oirat: Bain Hol 

‘Flourishing River’) 

 total: 49,000 total: 47,899   

Korla or Kuerle City 

(Chinese: 櫃峽車; Oirat: 

Korl) 

more than 

4,000 
3,000 4,695 

Torgud, 

Hoshuut 

Yanqi Hui Autonomous 

County(Chinese: 

し籍背鞴勈ý食) 

up to 3,000 3,000 3,509 
Torgud, 

Hoshuut 

Hejing County (Chinese: 

塑踋食) including Bain 

Bulg grassland (Oirat Bain 

Bulg ‘Flourishing  Spring’) 

30,000 

30,000 

(including 13 

shepherd 

tribes, which 

is about 10, 

000 people)  

29,878 Torgud  

Hoshuut County (Chinese: 

塑㌥食; Pinyin: Héshuò 

Xiàn) 

5,500 7,000 5,507 Hoshuut 

Bohu (Baghrash) County 

(Chinese: 匠╉食; Oirat: 

Bostnur ‘? lake’) 

more than 

4,000 
6,000 4,219 Hoshuut 

Ili Kazakh Autonomous 

Prefecture (Chinese: 

穏㋔走笔固勈ý曷) 

 

total: 

41,000-

45,000 

not available 

Zhaosu County (Chinese: 

驢擷食; Oirat: Mongol 

Kyre) 

12,500 17,000  

Tekes County (Chinese: 

ゐ固霪食; Oirat: Teks) 
up to 6,000 7,000-10,000  

Nilka County (Chinese: 

巛車固食; Oirat: Nilkh) 
8,000 10,000  

Tsergin Moernae Talvae 

(Chinese: 更47番Jun Ma 

Chang) 

 7,000-8,000  

Oel’d 

Tacheng Prefecture 

(Tarbaghatay) (Chinese: 

勃噴般準; Oirat Tarwta 

‘with  marmots in 

abundance’) 

 total: 32,300 total: 32,548 

Tacheng City or Qoqek 

(Chinese:勃噴; Oirat: 

Tarwta) 

 300 1,649 

Torgud 
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Emin County (Chinese: 

璽鐵食; Oirat: Dörbiljin 

‘rectangular’) 

up to 6,000 6,000 5,845 

Wusu (Chinese: 宛擷; 

Oirat: Khar Usn ‘black 

water’) 

9,000 9,000 7,834 

 

Hoboksar Mongol 

Autonomous County 

(Chinese: 

塑柞固𠍱峽荃仁勈ý食Oi

rat: Houg Sar ‘? yak’ 

16,500 17,000 16,221 
Torgud 

  

Altay Prefecture 

(Chinese: 癅車J般準) 
 total: 5,947 

Altay or Aletai City 

(Chinese: 癅車J) 
2,500 2,670 

Burqin County (Chinese: 

柞峽｀食) 
2,000 1,592 

Habahe (Qaba) County 

(Chinese: 走杼ô食) 
500 394 

Qinggil County (Chinese: 

趲ô食) 

more than 

800 

not provided 

790 

Uryankha 

Total population of 

Mongolian people in the 

Xinjiang region 

150,800 
159,300-

163,300 
not available  

 As mentioned in the text, Xinjiang Oirats are most comprised of Torguds, 

Hoshuuds, and Oel’ds.  According to my rough calculation total number of Torguds and 

Hoshuuts in Xinjiang is about 100,000, while the number of Oel’d is about 50,000. 
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APPE�DIX IV 

 

Oirat-English Dictionary 

(445 entries) 

Fe  -  e 
 

                FeIFeIFeIFeI  [ai] Voc part. vocative particle used before the noun in addressing or calling to a person  

                        (esp. of higher position). 

Feime)Feime)Feime)Feime)  [aimag] n. tribe, largest administrative division of the Mongolian People's Republic; class. 

Feire(Feire(Feire(Feire(  [ær'kə] n. kumiss , alcoholic beverage made of mare's (or cow's) milk. 

FeiregaFeiregaFeiregaFeirega  [æ'rig] n. yogurt; traditional Mongolian  sour milk product. 

FeeitFeeitFeeitFeeit  [æŋ] n. wild animal, game. 

FeeInegOFeeInegOFeeInegOFeeInegO  [æŋgə'xə] vi. to hunt.  

                    Feeit FeeInegOFeeit FeeInegOFeeit FeeInegOFeeit FeeInegO to hunt wild animals 

FeeeaFeeeaFeeeaFeeea  [a'xə] n. older brother. pl. Feeea Ne*Feeea Ne*Feeea Ne*Feeea Ne*  [ax'nﾐr] 

FeeeoaFeeeoaFeeeoaFeeeoa  [ag'te] n. good male horse; fast runner. 

FegelIFegelIFegelIFegelI  [a:l'] n. 1) caprice, whim, freak.  

                FegexI HeregeeeOFegexI HeregeeeOFegexI HeregeeeOFegexI HeregeeeO ‘to be capricious’ 2) trick, deceit. FegexI FoiheI iJe* kemeeeOFegexI FoiheI iJe* kemeeeOFegexI FoiheI iJe* kemeeeOFegexI FoiheI iJe* kemeeeO ‘to speak frankly’ 3) joke. 

FegesieeOFegesieeOFegesieeOFegesieeO  [a:ゴ'xə] vi. to approach, to get closer, to move forward. 

FegedereeFegedereeFegedereeFegedereeeOeOeOeO  [adﾐr'xə] vi. to become disturbed, to become crazy. 

Fegeji^Fegeji^Fegeji^Fegeji^  [a:'dブim] adj. slow, lifeless. 

FegercaFegercaFegercaFegerca  [a:r'tse] buttermilk. 

Fegole :%"Fegole :%"Fegole :%"Fegole :%"  [u:'lə] n. mountain. 

Fego*Fego*Fego*Fego*  [u:'rə] n. anger, air, spirit, force. 

FegorxaFegorxaFegorxaFegorxa  [u:'rﾐl] vi. to be angry.  

Morph: Fegor xaFegor xaFegor xaFegor xa. 
FeBFeBFeBFeB  [a:'wa] n. father, grandfather. Usage: endearing. 

ebaebaebaeba  [ev] n. magic, enchantment. eba Dege% ForoxeeOeba Dege% ForoxeeOeba Dege% ForoxeeOeba Dege% ForoxeeO [evdən orul'xə] ‘to enchant smb.’ or ‘to 

trick smb. into smth. by magic’ 

FebEgeIFebEgeIFebEgeIFebEgeI  [a:v'グe] n. uncle (from father's side). 

FebgOFebgOFebgOFebgO  [av'xe] vt. to take, to buy; to marry smb. (about man). 

Febdere :%"Febdere :%"Febdere :%"Febdere :%"  [ab'dﾐr] n. a sturdy wooden box with a lid and a lock used for storage (usu. clothes and 

valuables). It is also used as something to sit on or as a bed for a child. Note that in some areas of 
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China and Mongolia Oirats in rural areas who continue traditional lifestyle still use abdara%abdara%abdara%abdara%. 
FebcO FireeOFebcO FireeOFebcO FireeOFebcO FireeO  [ab'tゴə ir'xe; abtゴir'xe] vi. to bring, to fetch. Lit: 'take come'. Morph: Feb Feb Feb Feb 

cO Fir eeOcO Fir eeOcO Fir eeOcO Fir eeO. 

FeseeeeeOFeseeeeeOFeseeeeeOFeseeeeeO  [asq'xə] vt. to empty, to pour out. Morph: Feseee eeOFeseee eeOFeseee eeOFeseee eeO. 

FedFedFedFedexIexIexIexI  [æ'dﾐl] postposition. like, equal, similar. 

FedisdioaFedisdioaFedisdioaFedisdioa  [adis'tid] n. blessing, providence. From: Skt. 

Fedogo :%"Fedogo :%"Fedogo :%"Fedogo :%"  [a'dun] herd of horses. 

Fedogoso%Fedogoso%Fedogoso%Fedogoso%  [adu'sﾐn] [mal adu'sﾐn] n. cattle (collective). Me& Fedogoso%Me& Fedogoso%Me& Fedogoso%Me& Fedogoso% cattle 

Fexte :%"Fexte :%"Fexte :%"Fexte :%"  [al'tﾐn] n. gold. 

FexeFexeFexeFexe((((  [a'lﾐg] adj. consisting of more than one color. 

FexegOFexegOFexegOFexegO  [al'xe] vt. to kill. 

FeximaFeximaFeximaFexima  [al'm] n. apple. 

FexoeeaFexoeeaFexoeeaFexoeea  [al'xə] n. hammer. 

 Fexbia Fexbia Fexbia Fexbia  [al'vﾐn] n. tax. 

Fexda FirjO FodgOFexda FirjO FodgOFexda FirjO FodgOFexda FirjO FodgO  [aldﾐr'dブodxe] vi. to get lose (usu. dog). Lit: 'lose come go'. Morph: Fexda Fexda Fexda Fexda 
FFFFir jO Fod gOir jO Fod gOir jO Fod gOir jO Fod gO. See main entry: FexdegOFexdegOFexdegOFexdegO. 

FexdegOFexdegOFexdegOFexdegO  [al'd'xe] vi. to drop, to lose, to sin, to lack, to fail. 

Fexcigo*Fexcigo*Fexcigo*Fexcigo*  [al'tゴur] n. kerchief (usu. women's wear); shawl, handkerchief, napkin. 

Feme :%"Feme :%"Feme :%"Feme :%"  [a'mﾐn] mouth, opening; member of a family (esp. dependent such as a child). 

Femi :%"Femi :%"Femi :%"Femi :%"  [a'min] n. life, spirit, breath. 

Femo*Femo*Femo*Femo*  [a'mﾐr] n. peace, peaceful, easy, happiness. 

Femde :%"Femde :%"Femde :%"Femde :%"  [am'tﾐn] taste, good taste. 

FemdedeIFemdedeIFemdedeIFemdedeI  [æmtə'xﾐn] adj. sweet. 

FemjixdaFemjixdaFemjixdaFemjixda  [am'dブil(t)]; success. FemjixdeI Bxo(FemjixdeI Bxo(FemjixdeI Bxo(FemjixdeI Bxo([amdブil'tə bo'lﾐg] ‘let it be successful’ 

FecIFecIFecIFecI  [a'tゴə] n. grandchild. 

FeJegaFeJegaFeJegaFeJega  [a:'グə] bowl, cup.  

                Feiega SebaFeiega SebaFeiega SebaFeiega Seba dishes (collective). 

FejedeIFejedeIFejedeIFejedeI  [ai'ta] adj. nice, decent. 

Feji Feji Feji Feji   [a'is] melody, tune, song. 

Feji&Feji&Feji&Feji&  [a'dブil] n. work (usu. not physical work). 

FejixeeOFejixeeOFejixeeOFejixeeO  [adブil'xə] vi. to work. Morph: Fejix eeOFejix eeOFejix eeOFejix eeO. 

FejiregaFejiregaFejiregaFejirega  [adブir'ﾋə] n. male horse of 4 years old and older. 

FeJoeeOFeJoeeOFeJoeeOFeJoeeO [æ:'xə] vi. to fear, to dread. 

FekaFekaFekaFeka  [a:'ke] address. addressing older female person. 

FekEdaFekEdaFekEdaFekEda  [a'kad] adj. strange, doubtful (negative connotation). 
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FehEdemiFehEdemiFehEdemiFehEdemitttt  [e:d'mﾐg] n. cottage cheese made of cow milk. 

ehExdaehExdaehExdaehExda  [ekel'te] adv. beginning,; from the beginning. 

FehE^FehE^FehE^FehE^ [a:'gm] adj. hot, sultry, stuffy (weather). 

Fereso :%"Fereso :%"Fereso :%"Fereso :%"  [ar'sﾐn] n. skin, leather. 

FerehIFerehIFerehIFerehI  [ær'ke] alcoholic beverage, wine, vodka. traditionally made from horse's milk. 

FeriedaFeriedaFeriedaFerieda  [ara'te] n. predator; beast of prey, any animal with saw teeth (e.g., wolf, fox, tiger). Lit: 

'with saw teeth'. In Kalmyk FeriJadaFeriJadaFeriJadaFeriJada means fox (only). 

FerixgeeeOFerixgeeeOFerixgeeeOFerixgeeeO  [æryl'xə] vt. to cleanse, to cure, to vanquish sins. To cleanse smb. or smth. by fire. For 

instance, according to one of the Oirat traditions, after attending a funeral or being in a graveyard, 

one should step over a small bonfire (esp. before entering a house).  

Ferge&Ferge&Ferge&Ferge&  [arグ'sn] n. cow's manure. Oirats collect dried cow's manure and use it as a fuel to make fire in 

the oven. 

FergemjIFergemjIFergemjIFergemjI  [arグm'dブe] n. rope or lasso made of the three components (horse's mane or tail, camel's 

wool, and sheep's wool). It is used for many purposes including catching horses and tieing up cattle. 

Fergo&Fergo&Fergo&Fergo&  [ar'グul] adv/adj. slow(ly), gentle, gently, quiet(ly), careful(ly). 

FerbE%FerbE%FerbE%FerbE%  [ar'vﾐn] num. ten. 

Fersele%Fersele%Fersele%Fersele%  [ars'lﾐn] n. lion. 

FercieeOFercieeOFercieeOFercieeO  [artゴ'xe] vt. to clean. 

 

 
 
F  -  t 
 

FnaFnaFnaFna  [e'nə] pron. this. 

FbE*FbE*FbE*FbE*  [ﾝ'vﾐr] horn (about cow, sheep, goat). 

FFFFBkEaBkEaBkEaBkEa  [ﾝv'gﾐn] n. old man. 

Fdoi*Fdoi*Fdoi*Fdoi*  [ﾝ'dﾐr] n. day. 

FxjikE%FxjikE%FxjikE%FxjikE%  [eldブ'gﾐn] n. ass, donkey. 

F^F^F^F^  ['em] n. medicine, remedy, drug. 

FmcIFmcIFmcIFmcI  [em'tゴə] n. doctor, physician. 

FmaFmaFmaFma  [e'mə] n. woman, wife (usu. middle-aged). Pl: Fme Fme Fme Fme . 

FmekE&FmekE&FmekE&FmekE&  [e'mæl'] n. saddle. 

FmosKFmosKFmosKFmosK  [yms'xə] vi. to put on, to wear. 

FmoinaFmoinaFmoinaFmoina  [ﾝ'mﾐn] adv. before, in front of. 

FmoiskEeeOFmoiskEeeOFmoiskEeeOFmoiskEeeO  [ymsk'xə] vt. to dress; to put smth. on. Morph: Fmois kE eeOFmois kE eeOFmois kE eeOFmois kE eeO. 
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Fmne(Fmne(Fmne(Fmne(  [em'nﾐg] n. unbroken horse; wild horse. 

FcihaFcihaFcihaFciha  [ets'kə] n. father. Lit: 'mother father'. Fha FcihaFha FcihaFha FcihaFha Fciha parents 

Fje%Fje%Fje%Fje%  [e'zﾐn] n. owner, master, lord. 

FJehEIFJehEIFJehEIFJehEI  [e:z'gə] n. chewy cheese made of milk and dried intestines of a young lamb (no older than a 

week). FijeIFijeIFijeIFijeI is prepared only ones a year during lambing-time when some of the lamb do not survive. 

FhaFhaFhaFha  [e'kə] n. mother. Usage: formal. Pl: Fhe Fhe Fhe Fhe [ekəs] 

FhoixaFhoixaFhoixaFhoixa  [y:'lə] n. cloud. 

FraFraFraFra  [er] n. male; man. 

FrekEci% DekiJaFrekEci% DekiJaFrekEci% DekiJaFrekEci% DekiJa  [erk'tゴin ta'ka] n. rooster. Lit: 'male chicken'. 

Frme(Frme(Frme(Frme(  [er'mﾐg] adj. barren, dry (about mare only), the one that did not give birth. 

FrkieeOFrkieeOFrkieeOFrkieeO  [erg'xə] v. to turn; to move in a circle. Morph: Frki eeOFrki eeOFrki eeOFrki eeO. 

Frki^Frki^Frki^Frki^  [er'kﾐm] n. chief, supreme, excellent. Lit: 'chief 's older brother'. Frki^ FeeeaFrki^ FeeeaFrki^ FeeeaFrki^ Feeea [er'kﾐm a'xə] 

‘good sir!’ or ‘ good lord!’ 

 

 
Fi  -  i 
 

FinecieeOFinecieeOFinecieeOFinecieeO  [intsxæ'xe] vi. to neigh. 

FinjIFinjIFinjIFinjI  [in'dブə] n. dowry, things (mostly household items) that a bride 's family contributes to the newly 

married couple. 

FisegaFisegaFisegaFisega  [i'ゴﾐg] n. lamb, not older than 1 year old. 

FisikEIFisikEIFisikEIFisikEI  [iゴ'kæ] n. traditional felt made of sheep's wool. Traditional Oirat portable house is made of felt 

(sheep's wool). 

FisKxKFisKxKFisKxKFisKxK  [ﾝゴkyl'xe] vi. to kick (about horses only). 

FidesIFidesIFidesIFidesI  [i'dﾐゴ] n. forage or food (usu. for cattle). 

FidgOFidgOFidgOFidgO  [id'xe] vt. to eat (about humans). 

Fi^Fi^Fi^Fi^  [im] n. brand; mark on a body of an animal. 

FimegaFimegaFimegaFimega  [ja'man] n. goat. 

FimOFimOFimOFimO  [i:'mə] adj. so, such. 

FijixdegOFijixdegOFijixdegOFijixdegO  [idブilld'xe] vi. to adapt, to get used to smth. 

  FikE*  FikE*  FikE*  FikE*  [i'kﾐr] n. twins. 

  Fire(  Fire(  Fire(  Fire(  [i'rﾐg] n. castrated sheep. 
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Fo  -  o 
 

Fole%Fole%Fole%Fole%  [o'lﾐn] adj. many, very. 

Folege%Folege%Folege%Folege%  [u'lan] adj. red. 

FonegaFonegaFonegaFonega  [un'ﾋə] n. female horse from 0 to 1 year old. 

FonoeeOFonoeeOFonoeeOFonoeeO  [un'xe] vi. 1) to fall down. 2) to ride horseback. 

FondeeeOFondeeeOFondeeeOFondeeeO  [unt'xe] vi. to sleep. 

FogegOFogegOFogegOFogegO  [uga'xe] vt. to wash smth. 

FogogOFogogOFogogOFogogO  [u:'xe] vt. to drink. 

FogooaFogooaFogooaFogooa  [u:t] n. sack made of leather to hold household items (sometimes food). 

Fogore(Fogore(Fogore(Fogore(  [u:'rﾐg] n. the first milk taken after a cow gave a birth. This milk is very rich and has a 

yellowish color. 

Foso%Foso%Foso%Foso%  [u'sn] n. water. 

Fodege%Fodege%Fodege%Fodege%  [u'tan] n. smoke. 

Fodo%Fodo%Fodo%Fodo%  [o'dﾐn] n. star. 

FodeeOFodeeOFodeeOFodeeO  [od'xe] vi. to go, to proceed. 

Foxo Foxo Foxo Foxo   [ul'se] n. people, nation, state. 

FoxgOFoxgOFoxgOFoxgO  [ol'xe] vt. to find, to acqire, to obtain. 

FomBgOFomBgOFomBgOFomBgO  [ﾝm'xe] vi. to swim. 

Foci*Foci*Foci*Foci*  [u'tゴir] n. reason, cause. 

FoJeeeOFoJeeeOFoJeeeOFoJeeeO  [ui'xe] vt. 1) to tie, to bind. 2) to sew. 

ForidOForidOForidOForidO  [ur'de] adj. previous, former, before. 

ForoseeeOForoseeeOForoseeeOForoseeeO  [urs'xe] vi. flow (e.g., water in the river). 

 

 
Foi  -  oi 
 

FoilegOFoilegOFoilegOFoilegO  [ul'xe] vi. to cry, to weep. 

FoiloseeOFoiloseeOFoiloseeOFoiloseeO  [ﾝl's'xe] vi. to be hungry. 

Foine%Foine%Foine%Foine%  [y'nə] 1) n. price, value. [y'nﾐn] 2) true, truth. 

Foineso%Foineso%Foineso%Foineso%  [yn'sﾐn] n. ash. 

FoinekE%FoinekE%FoinekE%FoinekE%  [y'nﾐg] n. fox. 

Foindo*Foindo*Foindo*Foindo*  [ﾝn'dﾐr] adj. high, tall. 

FoindorKFoindorKFoindorKFoindorK  [yntyr'xe] vi. shed (usu. about sheep's wool). 
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FoieIkaFoieIkaFoieIkaFoieIka  [ﾝn'ge] n. color. 

Foiso%Foiso%Foiso%Foiso%  [y'sﾐn] n. head hair. 

FoiseeOFoiseeOFoiseeOFoiseeO  [ﾝs'xe] vi. to grow up. 

FoiskE eeOFoiskE eeOFoiskE eeOFoiskE eeO  [ﾝsk'xə] vt. to raise, to bring up (a child). 

FoisKxe( Me&FoisKxe( Me&FoisKxe( Me&FoisKxe( Me&  [ﾝsk'lyn mal] n. fast growing cattle. 

FoidaFoidaFoidaFoida  [y'də] n. noon. 

Foido%Foido%Foido%Foido%  [ﾝ'dﾐn] n. feather. 

FoijeeeOFoijeeeOFoijeeeOFoijeeeO  [yz'xe] vi. to see, to observe, to visit. 

FoikEdaFoikEdaFoikEdaFoikEda  [ﾝ'de] adj. up, upwards. 

FoikEKaFoikEKaFoikEKaFoikEKa  [ﾝ:kﾐn] n. animal fat. 

FoikE*FoikE*FoikE*FoikE*  [y'kﾐr] n. cow. 

FoiKeeOFoiKeeOFoiKeeOFoiKeeO  [yk'xe] vi. to die. Usage: usu. used in regards to animals (not humans). 

Foi*Foi*Foi*Foi*  [ﾝr] n. dawn. 

FoiraFoiraFoiraFoira  [yr] n. child. 

FoirkE%FoirkE%FoirkE%FoirkE%  [ﾝr'gﾐn] adj. wide. 

FoirKxjIFoirKxjIFoirKxjIFoirKxjI  [yrgyl'dブe] adv. often, always, incessantly. 

 

 
N  -  n 
 

Neiidene*Neiidene*Neiidene*Neiidene*  [næd'nﾐr] n. ewe. 

Negedo^Negedo^Negedo^Negedo^  [na'dﾐm] n. game, amusement. 

NegecONegecONegecONegecO  [naグts'nﾐr] n. male relatives on the mother's side (collective). 

Nego*Nego*Nego*Nego*  [nur] n. lake, pond. 

Neso%Neso%Neso%Neso%  [na'sﾐn] n. age; years of life. 

Nere%Nere%Nere%Nere%  [na'rﾐn] n. sun. 

Nigo*Nigo*Nigo*Nigo*  [nyr] n. 1) face. 2) mirror. 

NiseeONiseeONiseeONiseeO  [nis'xe] vi. to fly. 

NidoreeONidoreeONidoreeONidoreeO  [nydr'xe] vt. to skin an animal by pushing one's fist between the skin and the flesh. 

Nidor)Nidor)Nidor)Nidor)  [ny'dﾐrx] n. fist. 

NixBso%NixBso%NixBso%NixBso%  [nyl'sﾐn] n. tear. 

NoeeeINoeeeINoeeeINoeeeI  [no'xa] n. dog. 

NogosONogosONogosONogosO  [nuﾋ'sə] n. duck. 

NoiK*NoiK*NoiK*NoiK*  [nﾝ'kr] n. friend, comrade, companion, spouse. 
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H  -  ee 
 

Helego%Helego%Helego%Helego%  [xa'lun] n adj. heat, warmth, hot, warm. 

HeiidereeOHeiidereeOHeiidereeOHeiidereeO  [xatr'xe] vi. to trot (about horses only). 

HeireeeOHeireeeOHeireeeOHeireeeO  [xæ:r'xe] vi. to low, to moo, to bellow (about cows). 

He%He%He%He%  [xan] n. prince, lesser ruler. Pl: HeoaHeoaHeoaHeoa [xad] 

Hege%Hege%Hege%Hege%  [xa:n] n. king, emperor, Khan. 

HegegOHegegOHegegOHegegO  [xa:'xe] vt. to close, to lock. 

HeHeHeHegexge%gexge%gexge%gexge%  [xal'グn] n. road. 

HegexgOHegexgOHegexgOHegexgO  [xaグl'xe] vt. to cut open, to plow. 

Hedo^Hedo^Hedo^Hedo^  [xad'mud] n. parents of a spouse. 

Hemo)Hemo)Hemo)Hemo)  [xa'mﾐg] n. all, everything. 

Heje%Heje%Heje%Heje%  [xain] n. cross-breed of a cow and a yak. 

HejegOHejegOHejegOHejegO  [xaz'xe] vt. to bite. 

HerigOHerigOHerigOHerigO  [xær'xe] vi. to return, to come back (home). 

HereeIgoIHereeIgoIHereeIgoIHereeIgoI  [xarn'グu] adj. dark. 

HOHOHOHO  [xo] adj. brownish; clay-colored (about horses only). 

HooraHooraHooraHoora  [xo're] n. poison. 

HonIHonIHonIHonI  [xﾝn] sheep. 

Hono)Hono)Hono)Hono)  [xo'nﾐg] n. 24-hour period, a day and night. 

HogoregOHogoregOHogoregOHogoregO  [xuグur'xe] vi. to break (in two parts). 

HosereeiHosereeiHosereeiHosereeitttt  [xus'ruŋ] n. dry cow; a cow that has not given birth yet. 

HooaHooaHooaHooa  [xot] n. food. 

Hooa Ne*Hooa Ne*Hooa Ne*Hooa Ne*  [xud'nﾐr] n. relatives of a spouse (collective). 

Hode&Hode&Hode&Hode&  [xu'dl] n. lie, deceit. 

HodexdogOHodexdogOHodexdogOHodexdogO  [xuld'xe] vt. to sell, to trade. 

Hodo(Hodo(Hodo(Hodo(  [xu'dﾐg] n. well. 

Hodogo*Hodogo*Hodogo*Hodogo*  [qod'グﾐr] adj. pulled up (about the shape of a sheep's tail). A certain type of sheep that has a 

pulled up tail. 

HoxaHoxaHoxaHoxa  [xol] adj. far, distant. 

HoxegeicIHoxegeicIHoxegeicIHoxegeicI  [xulxa'tゴe] n. thief. 

HoxogenaHoxogenaHoxogenaHoxogena  [xul'グn] n. mouse. 

HoxBgaHoxBgaHoxBgaHoxBga  [xol'va] n. hobble; a rope used to tie sheep or goat. 

HoxBgOHoxBgOHoxBgOHoxBgO  [xol'wl'xe] vt. to put harness on a horse; to put a horse to dragging a cart. 
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Ho^Ho^Ho^Ho^  [hom] n. felt made of camel's wool that serves as a saddle and absorbs the camel's sweat. 

HocaHocaHocaHoca  [xu'tse] n. male not castrated sheep kept for breeding. 

Hojigo*Hojigo*Hojigo*Hojigo*  [xodブ'ﾋﾐr] adj. without horns (about cows only). 

HoraHoraHoraHora  [xur] n. rain. 

HoriIaHoriIaHoriIaHoriIa  [xﾝ'ræ] n. house for cattle; barn. 

Hori^Hori^Hori^Hori^  [xy'rm] n. wedding, celebration, feast, banquet. 

HoroeeeIHoroeeeIHoroeeeIHoroeeeI  [xor'xa] n. insect, worm, vermin, etc. 

Horogo%Horogo%Horogo%Horogo%  [xur'グﾐn] n. 1) lamb. DekE& Fka DDekE& Fka DDekE& Fka DDekE& Fka DeI Horege% DebEsI SeK& DeI Bxde(eI Horege% DebEsI SeK& DeI Bxde(eI Horege% DebEsI SeK& DeI Bxde(eI Horege% DebEsI SeK& DeI Bxde([tel ektæ xur'グﾐn 

tevゴ sy:ltæ bol'dﾐg]’lamb that sucks two sheep has a huge (fat) tail’ 2) finger. 

HoiidO FcikaHoiidO FcikaHoiidO FcikaHoiidO Fcika  [xﾝ'tə ets'kə] n. stepfather. 

HoiidO FkaHoiidO FkaHoiidO FkaHoiidO Fka  [xﾝ'tə e'kə] n. stepmother. 

Huredo%Huredo%Huredo%Huredo%  [xur'dﾐn] adj. fast (usu. about horses). 

 

 
G  -  g 

 

Gegcege*Gegcege*Gegcege*Gegcege*  [qantsa'グar] adv. alone, solitarily. Morph: Gegce ge*Gegce ge*Gegce ge*Gegce ge*. 

Ge&Ge&Ge&Ge&  [qal] n. fire. 

GE& DekieeOGE& DekieeOGE& DekieeOGE& DekieeO  [qal tæ:'xə] vt. to show respect to the god of fire by throwing the first few gulps of the 

traditional Oirat milk tea, a piece of butter, or few drops of alcoholic beverage into the fire. It is regarded as 

a thank you gesture to the god of fire for all the positive outcomes (prosperity, successful crop). The act of 

offering to the god of fire is one of the shamanistic rituals that remained from the pre-buddhistic period of 

the Oirat history. In Xinjiang such ritual sometimes (usu. in summer or fall) is celebrated by the whole 

community. All members of a community get together, bring offerings to the bonfire and have a feast.  

GexjigO%GexjigO%GexjigO%GexjigO%  [qal'zﾐn] adj. with a white spot on its forehead (about horses only). 

Geje*Geje*Geje*Geje*  [qa'zﾐr] n. land, earth, place, country. Pl: GejeoaGejeoaGejeoaGejeoa. 
Goo&Goo&Goo&Goo&  [グｼ:l] n. 1) river, river valley. 2)  

— adj/n. main, kernel, essence, center, origin, source. 

Goni%Goni%Goni%Goni%  [qu'nﾐn] n. a 3 years old bull. 

Gonji%Gonji%Gonji%Gonji%  [qun'dブin] n. a 3 years old cow. Lit: '3 years'. 

 

 
b  -  B 

 

babababa  [ba] 1) conj. and, also. 2)  
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— pron. 1pPl_Excl. 

bEiicabEiicabEiicabEiica  [bæ:'tsə] n. female horse from 1 to 2 years old. 

bEIeeObEIeeObEIeeObEIeeO  [bæ:'xe] vi. to be, to exist. 

bE(bE(bE(bE(  [baﾋ] n. 1) bunch, package; group, band, team. 2) smallest administrative unit in the Mongolian People's 

Republic; a number of beabeabeabeas form a sumun. 

bEeexerexeeObEeexerexeeObEeexerexeeObEeexerexeeO  [bagrl'xe] vi. to gather; to group together (about cattle). 

bEgabEgabEgabEga  [ba'グə] adj. small, young. 

bEgebEgEIbEgebEgEIbEgebEgEIbEgebEgEI  [ba:w'グa] n. old woman. Lit: 'bear'. Usage: derogatory. 

begedo*begedo*begedo*begedo*  [ba:'tﾐr] n. hero, brave, courageous. 

bEgecooabEgecooabEgecooabEgecooa  [baグ'tゴud] n. children. Lit: 'small-Pl'. See main entry: bEgabEgabEgabEga. 
bEgeeeObEgeeeObEgeeeObEgeeeO  [ba:'xə] vi. to excrete, to have a bowel movement. Usage: vulgar. 

bEgzIbEgzIbEgzIbEgzI  [baグ'ゴi] n. teacher, scholar, a respectful form of addressing any educated person (not necessarily 

a person who received a formal education). From: Chinese 

bEsabEsabEsabEsa  [ba'sə] conj. still, also, too. 

bEdObEdObEdObEdO  [ba'tə] adj. hard, sturdy, firm, reliable. 

bEdeeeo%bEdeeeo%bEdeeeo%bEdeeeo%  [bat'xﾐn] n. fly. 

bE&bE&bE&bE&  [bal] n. honey. 

bExedeeeObExedeeeObExedeeeObExedeeeO  [bel'd'xe] vt. to prepare, to set up. 

bExeitbExeitbExeitbExeit  [be'leg] n. 1) gift, present. Pl: bExehoioabExehoioabExehoioabExehoioa. 2) fortune-telling. bExeit bEricIbExeit bEricIbExeit bEricIbExeit bEricI fortune teller 3) reproductive 

organ. Usage: taboo. 

bExgeso :%"bExgeso :%"bExgeso :%"bExgeso :%"  [balグ'sﾐn] n. city, town. Pl: bElgbElgbElgbElgeoaeoaeoaeoa. 
bExbEso%bExbEso%bExbEso%bExbEso%  [bel’v'sﾐn] n. widow. 

bExci(bExci(bExci(bExci(  [bal'tゴig] n. mud, dirt (after rain). 

bExkEKisKi :%"bExkEKisKi :%"bExkEKisKi :%"bExkEKisKi :%"  [belky'sﾐn] n. waist. bEri Ji% Fonedeit Mori% bExkEKisKi% Neri%bEri Ji% Fonedeit Mori% bExkEKisKi% Neri%bEri Ji% Fonedeit Mori% bExkEKisKi% Neri%bEri Ji% Fonedeit Mori% bExkEKisKi% Neri% riddle: the horse that a bride 

rides has a narrow waist (answer: ant) 

bEJe%bEJe%bEJe%bEJe%  [ba'in] adj. rich, wealthy usu. in terms of material wealth. 

bEJexi(bEJexi(bEJexi(bEJexi(  [bai'lﾐg] n. treasure, richness. 

bEJe*bEJe*bEJe*bEJe*  [ba'ir] n. joy, happiness. 

bEJerxeeeObEJerxeeeObEJerxeeeObEJerxeeeO [bairﾐl'xə] vi. to rejoice, to be happy. Morph: bEJer xe eeObEJer xe eeObEJer xe eeObEJer xe eeO. 

bEje*bEje*bEje*bEje*  [ba'zﾐr] n. marketplace. From: Turk. 

bEkExeIbEkExeIbEkExeIbEkExeI  [be:'læ] n. gloves. 

bErabErabErabEra  [ber] n. a wife of a younger brother. 

bEre%bEre%bEre%bEre%  [ba'ran] n. accompanying person; helper.  

                bEre% Blogeoa bEIbEre% Blogeoa bEIbEre% Blogeoa bEIbEre% Blogeoa bEI ‘stay for the company’ (request) 

bErieeObErieeObErieeObErieeO  [bær'xə] vt. to take,, to seize, to catch, to keep.  
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  bErigoxeeO  bErigoxeeO  bErigoxeeO  bErigoxeeO  [bæryl'xə] vt . to cause to take, to let to take. Morph: bEri gox eeObEri gox eeObEri gox eeObEri gox eeO. 

bEr bEr bEr bEr   [bars] n. tiger. 

bErhabErhabErhabErha  [berk] adv. very. 

bErkE%bErkE%bErkE%bErkE%  [ber'gﾐn] n. a wife of an older brother. 

BiijieeOBiijieeOBiijieeOBiijieeO  [bﾝtゴ'xe] vi. to grow rapidly (about cattle). 

Bi& HokiaBi& HokiaBi& HokiaBi& Hokia  [bﾝl' ky:'kﾐn] n. niece. 

Bi& KibEKaBi& KibEKaBi& KibEKaBi& KibEKa  [bﾝl' kﾝ'vyn] n. nephew. 

BixenoaBixenoaBixenoaBixenoa  [bﾝlæn'də] n. cousins (collective). 

bixieeci%bixieeci%bixieeci%bixieeci%  [bil'g'tゴin] n. fortune-teller (usu. male) that tells a person's fortune by looking at a sheep's 

bone (usu. shoulder blade). 

bixci(bixci(bixci(bixci(  [bil'tゴﾐg] n. ring. 

bicieeObicieeObicieeObicieeO  [bitゴ'xe] vt. to write. 

BikEcIBikEcIBikEcIBikEcI  [bﾝ'tゴə] n. shaman, magician; a person who tells the fortune. Usage: old. Morph: BikE cIBikE cIBikE cIBikE cI. 
biregObiregObiregObiregO  [by'ry] n. male calf of 1 to 2 years old. 

BirKKBirKKBirKKBirKK  [byrk'xe] vt. to cover. 

BojaBojaBojaBoja  [bo:z] n. thick milk mass left on the walls of the pot where the horse's milk was cooked for the 

traditional alcoholic beverage. 

BeeaBeeaBeeaBeea  [bu'グə] n. bull. 

BeeeeOBeeeeOBeeeeOBeeeeO  [bux'xe] vi. to be obstinate; to be restive; not to be obedient; not to follow master's instructions 

(about horses only). 

Bgorco(Bgorco(Bgorco(Bgorco(  [bor'tsﾐg] n. pastry; traditional dish made of deep fried dough. 

BsgOBsgOBsgOBsgO  [bos'xe] vi. to arise, to get up, to stand up. 

BdogOBdogOBdogOBdogO  [bud'xe] vt. to paint, to color. 

Bdogo%Bdogo%Bdogo%Bdogo%  [bot'xn] n. young camel.   

B&B&B&B&  [bol] 1) vi. be, become, exist, be possible.  

            2) topic marker. topic or subject marker. 

BrOBrOBrOBrO  [bor] adj. bay; grayish (about horses only). 

Breee%Breee%Breee%Breee%  [bur'xﾐn] n. Buddha, supreme reason. From: Skt. 

Brxe( Horogo%Brxe( Horogo%Brxe( Horogo%Brxe( Horogo%  [bor'lg xur'グn] n. lamb from 0 to 1 year old. 

 

 
q 

 

qere%qere%qere%qere%  [pa'ran] n. idle talk, conversation. From: Uighur 
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S  -  s 

 

Seie(Seie(Seie(Seie(  [saig] n. pacer; ambler; smooth riding horse; the second best horse in terms of smooth ride (after JorogOJorogOJorogOJorogO 

). 

Sei%Sei%Sei%Sei%  [sæn] adj. good, fine. 

Seieee%Seieee%Seieee%Seieee%  [sæ'xﾐn] adj. beautiful, pretty. 

SenegOSenegOSenegOSenegO  [san'xe] vt. to miss smb., think of smb., to remember, to recall. 

SegelISegelISegelISegelI  [sa:l'] n. amount of milk taken from one time milking. 

SegogOSegogOSegogOSegogO  [su:'xe] vi. to sit, to be seated. 

SegeeeOSegeeeOSegeeeOSegeeeO  [sa:'xe] vt. to milk. 

SebaSebaSebaSeba  [sav] n. dish(es), container to hold food. 

SederexeeOSederexeeOSederexeeOSederexeeO  [setrl'xe] vt. to enchant, to put a spell on (about cattle only). A specially trained buddhistic 

monk can put a spell on a cattle to prevent it from being stolen (usu. sheep) or make it so that nobody could 

ride a horse but the owner. 

Sedo%Sedo%Sedo%Sedo%  [sa'dﾐn] n. relatives (collective). 

Sedki&Sedki&Sedki&Sedki&  [sed'kil] n. thought, intent, purpose, mind. 

SemnaSemnaSemnaSemna  [san'na] n. forelock (about horses only); part of horse’s mane that hangs in the front (on the forehead). 

Selki%Selki%Selki%Selki%  [sal'kﾐn] n. wind. 

SeKide*SeKide*SeKide*SeKide*  [sy:'dﾐr] n. shadow. 

SeSeSeSeKi&Ki&Ki&Ki&  [sy:l] n. tail. 

Sere%Sere%Sere%Sere%  [sar] n. moon, month. 

SeriKSeriKSeriKSeriK  [ser'xe] vi. to wake up. 

SeriKi%SeriKi%SeriKi%SeriKi%  [se'ryn] adj. pleasantly cool, refreshing. 

SeriKiKSeriKiKSeriKiKSeriKiK  [serg'xe] vt. to wake smb. up. 

Serso% bEeebEgeISerso% bEeebEgeISerso% bEeebEgeISerso% bEeebEgeI  [sær'sﾐn bagwa'xa] n. bat. 

Serxe(Serxe(Serxe(Serxe(  [sar'lﾐg] n. yak (bull-like animal) 

SerkEISerkEISerkEISerkEI  [ser'kæ] n. castrated goat. 

SierkaSierkaSierkaSierka  [ゴi'rg] n. grassland; a moist place where grass grows well. 

SinaSinaSinaSina  [ゴin] adj. new. 

SinjixeeeOSinjixeeeOSinjixeeeOSinjixeeeO  [ゴin'dブil'xe] vt. to regard, to investigate, to observe. 

Sibego%Sibego%Sibego%Sibego%  [ゴo'wヂn] n. bird. 

SibE*SibE*SibE*SibE*  [ゴa'vﾐr] n. mud, clay, dirt. 
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Side^Side^Side^Side^  [ゴi'dﾐm] n. whip (to hit sheep only). 

Sixe(Sixe(Sixe(Sixe(  [ゴi'lig] n. 2 years old ewe. 

SiraSiraSiraSira  [ゴar] adj. yellow. 

SiregaSiregaSiregaSirega  [ゴar'グe] adj. beige-yellowish (about horses only). 

SirekE%SirekE%SirekE%SirekE%  [ゴi'ræ] n. table. 

SiroiKaSiroiKaSiroiKaSiroiKa  [ゴy'ryn] adj. coarse.  

                SiroiKa NoosK deI HSiroiKa NoosK deI HSiroiKa NoosK deI HSiroiKa NoosK deI HonIonIonIonI  ‘sheep with coarse wool’ ( a kind of sheep) 

Sirde(Sirde(Sirde(Sirde(  [ゴﾐr'dﾐg] rectangular piece of felt made of camel's wool used as seat in a traditional Mongolian 

portable house. 

SonosgOSonosgOSonosgOSonosgO  [sons'xe] vt. to hear, to listen. 

SoeeorgOSoeeorgOSoeeorgOSoeeorgO  [soxr'xe] vi. to become blind. 

SoSoSoSogdegOgdegOgdegOgdegO  [soグta'xe] vi. to get drunk. 

Somo%Somo%Somo%Somo%  [su'mn] n. arrow, bullet. 

So*So*So*So*  [sur] n. thin rope made of a single piece of leather. 

SorgOSorgOSorgOSorgO  [sur'xe] v. to learn, to ask, to study. 

SoiieeOSoiieeOSoiieeOSoiieeO  [sﾝ:'xe] vt. to tie a horse without giving food in order to make it ready for racing. A horse is 

usually not fed for 2 days before the race. 

Soi%Soi%Soi%Soi%  [y'se] n. milk. 

SoinISoinISoinISoinI  [sﾝ] n. night. 

SoixkEISoixkEISoixkEISoixkEI  [ゴyl'kæ] n. foot-and-mouth disease. 

SoikE%SoikE%SoikE%SoikE%  [sy'ke] n. ax. 

SoiKrme(SoiKrme(SoiKrme(SoiKrme(  [ゴyr'mﾐg] n. tiny pieces of fat meat or just fat left after frying. 

SoirkEleeeOSoirkEleeeOSoirkEleeeOSoirkEleeeO  [ゴﾝrgl'xe] vt. to prevent from sucking milk; to put a piece of wooden stick through calf's nose in 

order to prevent it from sucking milk from its mother. It is necessary to do so with calves that continue 

sucking their mothers for too long as it makes the mother-cow weak and skinny. 

 

 
 
Z  -  z 

 

                        Zibde*Zibde*Zibde*Zibde*  [ゴab'dﾐr] n. staff of a shepherd 

                        Zidoi%Zidoi%Zidoi%Zidoi%  [ゴy'dn] n. tooth. 
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D  -  d 

 

DeireeODeireeODeireeODeireeO  [ti:r'xe] vi. to kick (about cows only). 

DenigODenigODenigODenigO  [tan'xe] vt. to know smb., to meet, to get to know. 

DenhrIDenhrIDenhrIDenhrI  [ten'gr] n. heaven, gods. Lit: 'heaven become'. DenhrI B&DenhrI B&DenhrI B&DenhrI B& to die 

DeleIDeleIDeleIDeleI  [da'la] n. sea, ocean. 

DegaDegaDegaDega  [da:'ﾋə] n. male horse of 0-1 year old. 

Degegoxa KibEKaDegegoxa KibEKaDegegoxa KibEKaDegegoxa KibEKa  [da'xul' kﾝ'vyn] n. stepson. 

DebEskE*DebEskE*DebEskE*DebEskE*  [devs'kr] n. thick felt made of wool (usu. sheep). 

DeB% HosigO Me&DeB% HosigO Me&DeB% HosigO Me&DeB% HosigO Me&  [ta'vn xoゴi mal] n. five kinds of cattle (camel, sheep, cow, goat, and horse). Unlike 

Xinjiang Oirats Kalmyks include only four kinds of animals in the category of cattle: horse, sheep, cow, 

and camel. 

DebxeeODebxeeODebxeeODebxeeO  [tævl'xe] vt. to prepare a horse for racing. 

DesoxgODesoxgODesoxgODesoxgO  [tasl'xe] vt. to separate, to cut apart, to interrupt, to finish. 

DeseeODeseeODeseeODeseeO  [das'xə] vi. to become accustomed to, to become familiar with. 

DeseeeeeODeseeeeeODeseeeeeODeseeeeeO  [dask'xə] vt. to habituate, to accustom to, to familiarize with; to train. Morph: Des eee eeODes eee eeODes eee eeODes eee eeO. 

DedegODedegODedegODedegO  [tat'xe] vt. to pull, to draw. 

De&De&De&De&  [del] n. mane. 

DexekEIDexekEIDexekEIDexekEI  [del'ke] n. world, earth. 

DexieitDexieitDexieitDexieit  [de'lﾐŋ] n. udder. 

DemegaDemegaDemegaDemega  [tam'グe] n. mark, seal, stamp, brand. Demega DexbieeODemega DexbieeODemega DexbieeODemega DexbieeO to put a mark, to brand 

DamagaDamagaDamagaDamaga  [tam'グa] n. seal, stamp. 

DemekE%DemekE%DemekE%DemekE%  [te'mæn] n. camel. 

DemekIDemekIDemekIDemekI  [tæm'ke] n. tobacco. 

Demoi*Demoi*Demoi*Demoi*  [te'myr] n. iron. 

DeKDeKDeKDeK  [dy:] n. younger brother. 

DekaDekaDekaDeka  [tek] n. male goat of 3 years old or older. 

DekEsoi%DekEsoi%DekEsoi%DekEsoi%  [de:'sn] n. rope, cord. 

DekE&DekE&DekE&DekE&  [de'vﾐl'] n. warm coat, cloak. 

DekEjIDekEjIDekEjIDekEjI  [de:dブe] n. offering; the first cup of tea or other meal left untouched as if offered to the ancestral 

spirits. 

DekEjI FrKKDekEjI FrKKDekEjI FrKKDekEjI FrKK  [de:'dブe ﾝrg'xə] Lit: 'offerings lift'. vi. to show respect to the ancestral spirits by throwing 

the first few drops of Oirat tea or alcoholic beverage in the upward directions while saying prayers. 

Variant: DekEjI bErieeODekEjI bErieeODekEjI bErieeODekEjI bErieeO  Lit: 'offerings hold'.  
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DekiJaDekiJaDekiJaDekiJa  [ta'ka] n. hen, female chicken. 

De* aDe* aDe* aDe* a  [der] n. pillow. 

DerexeKDerexeKDerexeKDerexeK  [derel'xə] vi. to lie on a pillow, use something as a pillow, rest the head on something. Morph: 

Dere xe KDere xe KDere xe KDere xe K. 

DerisODerisODerisODerisO  [der'sﾐn] n. feather-grass; plant used to make traditional felt out of sheep's wool. 

DerogODerogODerogODerogO  [dar'xe] vt. to press, to repress. 

DerkaDerkaDerkaDerka  [ter'ge] n. cart, wagon, chariot. 

Dewe*Dewe*Dewe*Dewe*  [ta'var] n. goods, products. From: Uighur. 

Doeeo^Doeeo^Doeeo^Doeeo^  [to'xm] n. thick felt put under the saddle. 

Doeeo^Doeeo^Doeeo^Doeeo^  [to'xm] n. breed, race, kind, sort, type (about cattle only). 

Doeesi%Doeesi%Doeesi%Doeesi%  [dog'ゴin] adj. restive, obstinate, tetchy; jibber, (usu. about horses). 

DogogODogogODogogODogogO  [ty:'xe] vt. to drive a herd. 

DogoreIDogoreIDogoreIDogoreI  [tu'ru] n. hoof. 

DobdoxeeODobdoxeeODobdoxeeODobdoxeeO  [dovtl'xe] vi. to gallop; to run fast (about horses only). 

DobcIDobcIDobcIDobcI  [tov'tゴe] n. button. 

Dosigo*Dosigo*Dosigo*Dosigo*  [ty'ゴyr] n. hobble; rope used to lock (tangle) cattle's (usu. horse, cow) legs. 

Doso%Doso%Doso%Doso%  [to'sﾐn] n. butter, oil, cream. 

DodoraDodoraDodoraDodora  [do'tﾐr] prep. inside, in, the inner. 

DodoreeeIDodoreeeIDodoreeeIDodoreeeI  [todr'xa] adj. clear, distinct. 

DoxogegODoxogegODoxogegODoxogegO  [dola'xe] vt. to lick. 

DoxogeIDoxogeIDoxogeIDoxogeI  [tol'グa] n. head. 

DoreIeeeIDoreIeeeIDoreIeeeIDoreIeeeI  [turn'xa] adj. languor, slow, skinny, exhausted due to the lack of provision (only about cattle). 

DoreeIeeeI Me&DoreeIeeeI Me&DoreeIeeeI Me&DoreeIeeeI Me& lifeless skinny cattle 

Dorge%Dorge%Dorge%Dorge%  [tor'グﾐn] n. silk. 

DoileKDoileKDoileKDoileK  [tyl'xe] vt. to burn, to set fire to smth. 

Doini%Doini%Doini%Doini%  [dﾝnﾐn] n. bull of 4 years old. 

DoinjiaDoinjiaDoinjiaDoinjia  [dﾝn'dブin] n. cow of 4 years old. Lit: '4 years'. 

DoixkiKi*DoixkiKi*DoixkiKi*DoixkiKi*  [tyl'kyr] n. key. 

DoiKrKDoiKrKDoiKrKDoiKrK  [dyr'xe] vi. to fill up, to fulfill, to finish. 

DoiroIaDoiroIaDoiroIaDoiroIa  [dﾝ'ræ] n. step-ladder; a metal ring used as a step for climbing a horse. 

Doiro&Doiro&Doiro&Doiro&  [tﾝ'rl] [sa'dn tﾝ'rl] n. relatives (collective). Sedo% Doiro&Sedo% Doiro&Sedo% Doiro&Sedo% Doiro& relatives (double) 

DoiroKDoiroKDoiroKDoiroK  [dyr'xe] vt. to insert, to place in. 

DoirkE%DoirkE%DoirkE%DoirkE%  [tyr'gﾐn] adj. quick, fast. 

DeeeODeeeODeeeODeeeO  [tax] n. horseshoe. 

DeeeekaDeeeekaDeeeekaDeeeeka  [da:'ke] n. threads of wool that stuck together in greasy lumps as a result of body fat, sweat, and 
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dirt (dust); filthy lumps of wool that hangs on the body (sheep, goat, or camel). 

 

 
L  -  x 
 

LoOLoOLoOLoO  [lu] n. dragon. From Chinese 

 

 
M  -  m 
 

MeiixeeOMeiixeeOMeiixeeOMeiixeeO  [mæ:l'xe] vi. to bleat. 

MegeoaMegeoaMegeoaMegeoa  [ma'グad] adv. probably, maybe. 

MegOMegOMegOMegO  [mu:] adj. bad, poor, bad quality,; unhappy. 

MedeKMedeKMedeKMedeK  [med'xe] vt. to know, to learn. 

MexdeeeOMexdeeeOMexdeeeOMexdeeeO  [malt'xe] vt. to dig. 

Mexci%Mexci%Mexci%Mexci%  [mal'tゴin] n. shepherd, herdsman. Morph: Mex ci%Mex ci%Mex ci%Mex ci%. 
MejegaMejegaMejegaMejega  [ma'læ] n. whip, knout (to hit horses only). 

MehtMehtMehtMeht  [mek] n. deceit, cunning. 

Mieee%Mieee%Mieee%Mieee%  [ma'xﾐn] n. meat, flesh. 

Mieee% SoixO DeI bE%Mieee% SoixO DeI bE%Mieee% SoixO DeI bE%Mieee% SoixO DeI bE%  [ma'xan ゴﾝltæグæn] n. boiled lamb meat; traditional Mongolian dish. 

MoMoMoModo%do%do%do%  [mo'dﾐn] n. tree, forest. 

Mori :%"Mori :%"Mori :%"Mori :%"  [mﾝ'rﾐn] n. male horse of 3 years old or older. 

MoieIkaMoieIkaMoieIkaMoieIka  [mﾝŋ'ke] adj. eternal, everlasting. 

Moiso%Moiso%Moiso%Moiso%  [mﾝ'sﾐn] n. ice. 

MoikErKMoikErKMoikErKMoikErK  [mﾝ:r'xe] vi. to moo, to bellow. 

Moiri%Moiri%Moiri%Moiri%  [mﾝr] n. river. 

 

 
 
C  -  c 

 

Ceiibde*Ceiibde*Ceiibde*Ceiibde*  [tsæw'dr] adj. dark-beige (about horses only). 

Ce%Ce%Ce%Ce%  [tsan] n. sleigh. 

Ce(Ce(Ce(Ce(  [tsag] n. time, season. 

Cege%Cege%Cege%Cege%  [tsa'ﾋan] adj. white. Cege% Sedkix DeI Cege% Sedkix DeI Cege% Sedkix DeI Cege% Sedkix DeI [tsaﾋan sedkil'tə] Lit: 'with white mind 
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(thoughts)'  kind, good-natured. 

CebcieeOCebcieeOCebcieeOCebcieeO  [tゴabtゴ'xe] vt. to cut down (usu. by ax). 

Ceso%Ceso%Ceso%Ceso%  [tsa'sﾐn] n. snow. 

CeceitCeceitCeceitCeceit  [tse'tsig] n. flower. 

Ce*Ce*Ce*Ce*  [tsar] n. castrated bull used only for work (plowing). 

CinoaCinoaCinoaCinoa  [tゴon] n. wolf. 

CireICireICireICireI  [tゴi'ræ] n. face. 

cOcOcOcO  [tゴy] particle. an intensifying and concessive particle with a general meaning of "even" and "as for". 

CoojiICoojiICoojiICoojiI  [tゴﾝ:'dブæ] n. young chicken, chicks. 

Coeeo*Coeeo*Coeeo*Coeeo*  [tso:xr] adj. black and white (often used for horses). 

CoxB*CoxB*CoxB*CoxB*  [tsul'vr] n. bridle, rein (about horses only). 

Coido*Coido*Coido*Coido*  [tゴo'dﾐr] n. horse-lock; hobble; rope used to tie three legs of a horse. 

Coi&Coi&Coi&Coi&  [tsﾝl] n. desert, desolate place. 

CoihEhE%CoihEhE%CoihEhE%CoihEhE%  [tsﾝ:'xﾐn] adj. few, sparse, scanty, insignificant. 

CoihEreKCoihEreKCoihEreKCoihEreK  [tsﾝ:r'xə] vi. to diminish in number, to become sparse. 

CoihEro^CoihEro^CoihEro^CoihEro^  [tsﾝ:'rm] n. pond, small lake. 

CoiKKCoiKKCoiKKCoiKK  [tsﾝkr'xə] vi. to despair, to lose hope, to be disappointed. 

CoiKreKxKCoiKreKxKCoiKreKxKCoiKreKxK  [tsﾝ:kryl'xə] vt. to make fewer (Caus. of CoihereKCoihereKCoihereKCoihereK). 

ceIceIceIceI  [tsæ] n. tea. 

 

 
J  -  j 

 

JegergOJegergOJegergOJegergO  [ja:r'xə] vi. to be short of time, to be very busy. 

JeBde&JeBde&JeBde&JeBde&  [jov'dl] n. manner of walking (often about horses). 

Jeso%Jeso%Jeso%Jeso%  [ja'sﾐn] n. bone, lineage. 

Je&Je&Je&Je&  [zel'] n. rope or string used to tie a young cattle (calf, heifer, foal, or colt). 

Je^Je^Je^Je^  [zam] n. way, road. 

JekaJekaJekaJeka  [i'ke] adj. big, large, great. 

JekEreoaJekEreoaJekEreoaJekEreoa  ['zerd] adj. dark brown reddish color (about horses only). 

Jerexe( HonJerexe( HonJerexe( HonJerexe( HonIIII  [zer'lig xﾝn] n. a sheep with long high quality wool; a kind of sheep. 

JioxogOJioxogOJioxogOJioxogO  [dブo'la] n. bridle, rein. 

Jiji( Me&Jiji( Me&Jiji( Me&Jiji( Me&  [dブi'dブig mal] n. younger cattle. 

Jogdo*Jogdo*Jogdo*Jogdo*  [zog'dﾐr] n. mane of a camel. 

Joso(Joso(Joso(Joso(  [zu'sﾐg] n. 2 years old sheep. 
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Joxbieit Me&Joxbieit Me&Joxbieit Me&Joxbieit Me&  [zol'vﾐŋ mal] n. cattle that went astray (separated) from the main herd. 

    
Joroga MorIJoroga MorIJoroga MorIJoroga MorI  [dブo'ra mﾝr] n. pacer, ambler; horse with a smooth ride; the best horse in terms of smooth 

ride.  

JoikEIJoikEIJoikEIJoikEI  [dブo'kæ] n. cream. 

 

 
 
 
k  -  h 

kEbE kEbE kEbE kEbE   [kev'se] n. carpet. 

kEbE&kEbE&kEbE&kEbE&  [ke'vﾐl] n. cud (about ruminants). 

kEkExI DeI FokE*kEkExI DeI FokE*kEkExI DeI FokE*kEkExI DeI FokE*  [ke:l'tæ ykr] n. pregnant cow. 

kEkExeIkEkExeIkEkExeIkEkExeI  [ke:l] n. foetus, embryo (about cattle only). 

kEkE*kEkE*kEkE*kEkE*  [ker] adj. dark rusty colored (about horses only); lighter than KireeitKireeitKireeitKireeit. 
kE* BixeIkE* BixeIkE* BixeIkE* BixeI  [ger byl'] n. all members of the family (collective). 

kErkEakErkEakErkEakErkEa  [ger'gﾐn] n. wife. 

kiobinci*kiobinci*kiobinci*kiobinci*  [xubin'tゴir] adj. greedy, stingy, niggardly. 

Ki%Ki%Ki%Ki%  [gyn] adj. deep, dark. 

KinaKinaKinaKina  [gyn] n. mare of 3 years old or older. (Horses are able to reproduce starting from 3 years old). 

KindOKindOKindOKindO  [kyn'de] adj. heavy, weighty. 

KindoxKKindoxKKindoxKKindoxK  [kyndl'xe] vt. to respect, to show respect. 

KibKKibKKibKKibK  [kﾝv'xe] vi. to shed; to cast the coat (about cattle). 

KiLKiLKiLKiL  [kﾝl] n. leg, foot. 

KixijeeeOKixijeeeOKixijeeeOKixijeeeO  [kylæ'xe] vt. to wait. 

Kimo%Kimo%Kimo%Kimo%  [ky:n] n. human, man. 

KikaKikaKikaKika  [kﾝ'ke] adj. blue, green. 

KikEKKikEKKikEKKikEK  [kﾝ:'xe] vt. to chase, to hunt, to pursue. 

KireeitKireeitKireeitKireeit  [ky'rﾐŋ] adj. chestnut colored; dark rusty color (about horses only). 

KrKKrKKrKKrK  [kyr'xe] vi. to come, to arrive, to reach. 
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APPE�DIX V 

Transcription of DB Statements (Table 1) 

(H* represents H-prominence, Hp) 

#  

AP i m f 

T L H h  H H L LL% 1 

7σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H h L LL% 2 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H L H* h L LL% 3 

6σ σ σ σ  σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T LH h H HL* L L LL% 4 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T L H  H* H h h L LL% 5 

8 σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH H h H* L LL% 6 

5σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m mF f 

T L h H H h H*  h  L LL% 7 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T (L)H h   H h H  H*  L LL% 8 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 
9 

T L H H  H H* h L LL% 

 8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

A

P 
i m f 

T L  H h   H H* L LL% 10 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H H  H* h L LL% 11 

7σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H* L LL% 12 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h  h  H* h LL% 13 

9σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H  H H*  L L LL% 14 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m mf f 

T L H H h H h H H HL* LL% 15 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

A

P 
i mF f 

T L H H LH* h L LL% 16 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

A

P 
i m f 

T L H h H H* h L LL% 17 

7σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH H  h H h H* h  L LL% 18 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

AP i f 

T LH  H h H H* L LL% 19 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m m f 

T LH H  h H  L ? H*  L LL% 20 

12σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH h H H h H* h L LL% 21 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L  H H h H H* h L LL% 22 

9σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L h  H h H* h  L LL% 23 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH  H h  H H* L  L LL% 24 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T LH H H h H* L LL% 25 

6σ σ σ σ σ  σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L  H h  H h H* LL% 26 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H H* L LL% 27 

7σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

AP i m f 

T LH  H H H  H* L LL% 28 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L  H H h H*  L  LL% 29 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H H L H* L LL% 30 

9σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH H h H h H H*  L LL% 31 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH H H  H H* h L LL% 32 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m m m f 

T L H h  H L% L H h H h H HL* L LL% 33 

14σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m m f 

T LH H  H h H L% H  H* h LL% 34 

12σ σ σ σ σ  σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m mF f 

T LH h H  H h H L L* LL% 35 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 AP i m mF f 

T L  (H) h H H  h HL* LL% 
36 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

AP i m f 

T LH  H h  h H h H*  L LL% 
37 10

σ 

σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH h H H   H H* L L LL% 
38 11

σ 
σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H  h H h* L LL% 
39 10

σ 
σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m mf f 

T L  H h  H H   h  h* LL% 
40 15

σ 
σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ  σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T L h H h H H* L LL% 41 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H  H H h  H H* L LL% 
42 11

σ 
σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 AP i f 

T L H* H  L LL% 
43 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H H HL L* H HL% 44 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

Statement of doubt 

AP i m m f 

T LH  H H H  H h H H* h L LL% 45 

13σ σ σ σ σ σ  σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

AP i m m f 

T L  H h H h H H*  L LL% 46 

9σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m m  

T LH h H  (H) h H h H H* LL% 47 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i mF mF f 

T LH H L h H h H LH h H H* HL LL% 48 

13σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m m f 

T L h  H H h  h   H H* L  LL% 49 

16σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L h H h  H h H* L h LL% 50 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T L h H H* L LL% 51 

6σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 AP i m f 

T L H h H H* L LL% 
52 

7σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H H* L LL% 53 

7σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L h H  H H  h H*  L LL% 54 

12σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

AP i mF m f 

T L  h H L H L L H  H   h L% h L* LL% 55 

18σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H H h   H h H  H H* h L LL% 56 

14σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H  H h H H   h  H L% L H* LL% 57 

14σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h  H 
H

L 
L   H H* L LL% 58 

14σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ  σ σ 

 

 AP i mF m f 

T LH H H   H H  h H*  h L LL% 
59 

15σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 AP i m mF f 

T L H   H h h H  H h H H*  L LL% 
60 

16σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 
AP i m mF f 

T LH H h    h  H   H L% H  h  H* L LL% 
61 18

σ 
σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 AP i f 

T L H  H* h  LH LL% 
62 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 AP i m f 

T L H H  h H*   L LL% 
63 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

AP i m f 

T LH  h H h H h  h* L LL% 64 

9σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i mF m f 

T L h H h H h H H* LL% 65 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T L h H h H*  h LL% 66 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T L H L% H* L LL% 67 

4σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H H  h H* L LL% 68 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H h H h H* h L LL% 69 

11σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 AP i m f 

T LH h H H H* L LL% 
70 

8σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m  

T L H   H L% h H h H H h H H*  L LL% 71 

16σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T L H h H  h H h L* LL% 72 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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#  

AP i m f 

T L  h H H  H H*  h L LL% 73 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i f 

T L H  h H H*  h L LL% 74 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

AP i m f 

T LH h  H h H H*  L LL% 75 

10σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ 
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Transcription of DB Statements (Table 2) 

Final AP 
(H* represents H-prominence, Hp) 

 

# Tones IP Boundary Tones 

 H* L LL% 
1 

 σ σ 

 

 h L LL% 
2 

 σ σ 

 

 h L LL% 
3 

 σ σ 

 

 HL* L L LL%  

4  σ σ σ 

 

H* h h L LL% 
5 

σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
6  σ σ 

 

 h  L LL% 
7  σ σ σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
8 

σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* h L LL% 
9  σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
10  σ σ 

 

 h L LL% 
11  σ σ 
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# Tones IP Boundary Tones 

 H* L LL% 
12 

 σ σ σ 

 

 H* h LL% 
13 

σ σ σ σ 

 

H*  L L LL% 
14 

σ σ σ σ σ 

 

  HL* LL%  

15   σ σ 

 

 h L LL% 
16  σ σ 

 

 h L LL% 
17  σ σ 

 

 h  L LL% 
18  σ σ σ σ 

 

  H* L LL% 
19   σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
20  σ σ σ σ 

 

  h L LL% 
21   σ σ 

 

 H* h L LL% 
22  σ σ σ 
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# Tones IP Boundary Tones 

 h  L LL% 
23 

 σ σ σ σ 

 

H* L  L LL% 
24 

σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
25 

 σ σ 

 

 h H*   LL%  

26  σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
27  σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
28  σ σ σ 

 

H*  L  LL% 
29 

σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 L H* L LL% 
30  σ σ σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
31  σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* h L LL% 
32  σ σ σ 

 

 HL* L LL% 
33  σ σ σ 
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# Tones IP Boundary Tones 

 h LL% 
34 

 σ σ σ 

 

 L* LL% 
35 

 σ σ σ 

 

 HL* LL% 
36 

 σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL%  

37  σ σ σ 

 

 H* L L LL% 
38  σ σ σ σ 

 

 h* L LL% 
39  σ σ σ 

 

 h  h* LL% 
40  σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
41  σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
42  σ σ σ 

 

 H* H  L LL% 
43  σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 L* H HL% 
44  σ σ σ 
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# Tones IP Boundary Tones 

 H* h L LL% 
45 

 σ σ σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
46 

 σ σ σ 

 

 H* LL% 
47 

 σ 

 

 H* HL LL%  

48  σ σ σ 

 

 H* L  LL% 
49  σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* L h LL% 
50  σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
51  σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
52  σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
53  σ σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
54  σ σ σ σ 

 

 h L* LL% 
55  σ σ σ σ 
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# Tones IP Boundary Tones 

 H* h L LL% 
56 

 σ σ σ 

 

 H* LL% 
57 

 σ 

 

 H* L LL% 
58 

 σ σ σ σ 

 

H*  h L LL%  

59 σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
60  σ σ σ σ 

 

h  H* L LL% 
61 

σ σ σ σ 

 

 H* h  LH LL% 
62 

σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

H*   L LL% 
63 

σ σ σ σ σ σ 

 

  h* L LL% 
64  σ σ σ 

 

 H* LL% 
65  σ σ 

 

 H*  h LL% 
66  σ σ σ σ 
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# Tones IP Boundary Tones 

 H* L LL% 
67 

 σ  σ 

67. request 

 H* L LL% 
68 

 σ σ σ 

68. proto-typical 

 h L LL% 
69 

 σ σ σ 

 

 H* L LL%  

70  σ σ σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
71  σ σ σ σ 

 

 h L* LL% 
72  σ σ σ 

 

H*  h L LL% 
73 

σ σ σ σ 

 

H*  h L LL% 
74 

σ σ σ σ σ 

 

 H*  L LL% 
75  σ σ σ σ 
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 APPE�DIX VI 

 

Table 1                                    Transcription of Yes�o questions   

H* = Hp or H-peak 
Type hH% (DB General Questions, 18 out of 100 = 18%) 

 

H*  hH% (Houg Sar dialect; 9/100) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following utterances (#10, #53, and #97) seem to have the contour H* hH%, which is similar 

to the HS contour.  However, unlike the typical HS dialect they lack the H-elbow.   

 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

1 L H h H H* hH% 

#/AP i m f 

13 L H h H H* hH% 

#/AP i m f 

14 L H h H H* hH% 

#/AP i m f 

15 L H h H H* hH% 

#/AP i m f 

17 L H h H H* hH% 

#/AP i m f 

31 LH H H h H* hH% 

Exemplary case of hH% contour.  No global pitch rising contour 

#/AP i m f 

32 L h H h H H* hH% 

Exemplary case of hH% contour 

#/AP i m f 

42 L h H H LH h H* hH% 

#/AP i m f 

61 LH h H H* hH% 
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#/AP i f 

10 LH H H h*        hH% 

 

 

H L* hH% (2/100) 

 

#/AP    

80 L H H H H L* hH% 

 

 
 

H*  L/h  hH% (4/100) 

 

#/AP i f 

4 LH H* L hH% 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

#/AP i mF f 

53 L H H H* H (H) h* hH% 

#/AP i m f 

97 L h H h H H* h% 

hH% > h%, truncated 

#/AP i m f 

88 L H H H L* hH% 

exemplary case 

#/AP i f 

5 LH h H H* L           hH% 

#/AP i m f 

12 LH h H H H* h hH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

36 LH h H H h H H H* h     h% 

This sounds almost like a Houg Sar dialect, but the H-elbow is realized too early; hH% > h% 
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APPE�DIX VI 
 

Table 2                                    Transcription of Yes�o questions   

H* = Hp or H-peak 
Type HH% (DB General Questions, 18 out of 100 = 18%) 

 

H* HH% (12/100) 

 

#/AP f 

48 L H* HH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

62 LH H H h H H* HH% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

70 LH H H* H HH% 

#/AP i m m f 

66 L H h H H (L) H H h* HH% 

#/AP i m f 

68 LH H h h H* H% 

HH% > H% , truncation 

#/AP i m m f 

69 LH H h h h h H H* HH% 

Exemplary case: H-peak is prominent and realized on the penultimate syllable 

#/AP i m m f 

72 L H H H h H L% L H* HH% 

#/AP i f i f 

73 LH H H h H L% h H h H* HH% 

#/AP i m i f 

74 L H H L h H L% L H h H* HH% 

#/AP i m f 

75 L H H H H h H* HH% 

#/AP i m f 

76 L H H H* HH% 
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H*  L/h HH% (6/100) 

 

 

#/AP i m m f 

41 L h H h H L% L h H h H H* h L HH% 

H-peak is on the fourth syllable from the right 

 

#/AP i m f 

60 LH H h H* L HH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

81 L H LH H H H* h L HH% 

H-peak is on the fourth syllable from the right 

 

#/AP i m m f 

82 L H H L H L% h H* h HH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

85 L H H H H* L HH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

86 L H H H H* h HH% 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

83 L h H H H h h H h H* HH% 
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APPE�DIX VI 
 

Table 3                                   Transcription of Yes�o questions 
 

Type LH% (DB General Questions, 52 out of 100 = 52%) 

H* -H-p or H-elbow 

 

H* LH% (34/100) 

 

#AP i f 

2 L h H h H* L(H)% 

 

#/AP i m f 

3 L L h H h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i f 

8 LH H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

9 LH h H H* LH% 

Clear case of H* followed by really low L% 

 

#/AP i f 

11 L H h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

18 L H h H h H* L% 

LH% > L%, truncation 

 

#/AP i f 

23 L h H h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m m f 

25 L H LH* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

30 L H H H h H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m m f 

34 L h H H H H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m mF f 

35 L H H H H H* L% 

LH% > L%, truncation 
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#/AP i m f 

37 L H h H H h H* LH% 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

38 L H h H h h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

44 L HL H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

45 L h h H H H h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i f 

46 L h H H h H* L% 

LH% >  L%, truncation 

 
#/AP i f 

49 (L) H H h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i f 

51 L H H H* L% 

LH% > L%, truncation; clear example 

 

#/AP i m f 

52 L H h H h H* L% 

LH%  > L%, truncation 

 

#/AP i m f 

54 L H ? H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

55 L H H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

57 L H LH H* LH% 

Sharp H-peak followed by an immediate relatively low L%  (LH% vs. hH%) 

 

#/AP i m f 

59 L h H H h H* LH% 

Clear sample of H* LH% type 

 

#/AP i m f 

63 L H H H H* LH% 
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#/AP i m f 

64 (L) H LH h H h H* LH% 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

71 L H h H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i f 

78 L H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m mF f 

89 L (H) h H H h* LH% 

relatively low H-peak 

 

#/AP i m f 

91 L H H H H* LH% 

 
#/AP i m f 

92 L H h H H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

94 L H H H h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m m f 

95 L H H H H H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

96 L H H H h H* LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

98 L H H H H*           LH% 

 

#/AP i f 

99 L H h H* L% 

LH%  > L%, truncation 

 
 

 

H  L*  LH% (3/100) 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

47 L h H H h H L* LH% 
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#/AP i m f 

58 L H H H h L* LH% 

 

 

 
H*  L/h LH% (15/100) 

 
#/AP i mF m f 

16 LH H H h H H* L LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

19 L H h H H* L LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

20 LH h H H* L LH% 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

21 L H H H H H* L LH% 

 

#/AP i f 

22 LH h H H* h LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

26 L H H L% H H L H h H* L LH% 

 

#/AP i m f 

29 L H h H H* L L% 

LH% > L%, truncation 

 

#/AP i m f 

33 LH H h H h H* L LH% 

Exemplary case 

 

#/AP i m f 

40 L H H H H H* L L% 

LH% > L%, truncation 

 

#/AP i m 

43 L LH H h H* h LH% 

 

#/AP i f 

#/AP i m f 

93 L H H H H H L* LH% 
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50 L H LH* h          LH% 

 

#/AP i m m m f 

56 L H H H H H H h H* L LH% 

 

#/AP i m m f 

79 L H H H H H* L LH% 

A typical sharp H-peak is realized on the antepenultimate syllable, similar to #12 

 

#/AP i m m f 

84 L H H H L% H h H* L LH% 

 

#/AP i m m f 

90 L H h H H H* h L LH% 
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 APPE�DIX VI 

 

Table 4                                    Transcription of Yes�o questions   

H* = Hp or H-peak 
Type HL% (DB General Questions, 8 out of 100 = 8%) 

 

HL% 

 

 

#/AP i m f 

39 L H h (H) L H H* HL% 
H* HL%  

 

#AP i mF m f 

67 LH H H H H H* h    HL% 

 

 

#/AP i m m f 

100 LH H H h H h H* HL% 

surprise question; focus for intensification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#/AP i f 

6 L H H H L* HL% 

#/AP i m f 

7 L H h H H L* HL% 

HL%  

#/AP i m f 

65 L H h H H h* HL% 

H-peak is realized on the penultimate syllable 

#/AP i m f 

77 LH H H H H L* HL% 

#/AP i m f 

87 L H H H H* hL% 

hL% is not very common; it sounds more like a confirmation question 
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LL% 

 

LL% is not a typical boundary tones for a question (DB General Questions, 3 out of 100) 

 

 

The following yes/no questions do not sound as typical question.  #24 sound more like a 

confirmation question, # 27 and # 28 can be perceived as statements. 

 

#/AP i f 

27 L H H H* L       LL% 

LL% - statement/question 

 

#/AP i m m f 

28 L H h H h H H L L% L H h H L% (L) H* L LL% 

LL% - statement/question 

 

#/AP i m f 

24 L H H LH HL* LL% 


